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FOREWORD

This document is a portion of the Skylab Systems Re-
ports. This MSFC Skylab Contamination Control System Mission
Evaluation Report has bt:en developed in accordance _th MSFC
Skylab Mission Report Major Report Guldelines.

Because of the differences in systems and systems
operations, it is not possible to develop an input format com-
patible to all d£sclpllnes. Necessary deviations to balance
the circumstances for each discipline and the HSFC report re-
quire:ents are worked out with the concerned Mission Support

Group Y._ader/Techuical Discipline Manager (MSGL/TDM).

, This sy_te=P report establishes the post Skylab mission
evaluation informatio, which enco:passes that infor_ation avail-

able at this time concerning contaLtnation assessment on this

mission. This report also discusses the contamination control _

* approach used for Skylab.
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1.0 SU_q_ _

1.0.1 .Central Rlscussion - Cluster external contmml_ation con-
trol evaluation was made throughout the Skylab Hiasion. This evalua-
tion indicated that contamination control amasuras instigated during
the design, development, and operational phases of this progrm were
adequate to reduce the general contmLtnatton environment external to
the Cluster below the threshold sensitivity levels for experiments
and affected maboystems specified by Principal Investigators (PIe)
and Tach._4eal Diociplina Hsnqers (3DN8) except: for anomalous con-t

dialogs. Cluoter development end operational phases vhere cont_d-
. nation control vu implemented included manufacturing cleanliness

requirements, prelzunch tranlportatton and etotase for all flight
. hardvare includin& experiments, OA interior, OWSforward dome and

the interior of the payload shroud. In addition, contamination con-
trol procedures vere executed for ground handling and cleanliness
at the launch site.

Launch and orbit contamination control features included
,_ alimlnatl_ certain vents, rerou_ing vents for minima contamtna-

f_ Cton impact, establishing filters, incorporating materials with
minimum outsassinS characteristics and developing operational con-
straints and mission rules to minimize contamination effects.

Prior to the launch o£ SkTlab, contminatton control a_th
models were developed which vere used to predict Cluster surface
deposition and background brightness levels throughout the ndJlalon.

, On orbit external Cluster contamination detection system
including quartz crystal microbalances (QCHe), the T027/S073 experi-
ments and CSH returned data such as photographs end experiment data
were used to update the math n_del on a periodic basis. Thts was
done so that timely meaningful contamination predictions, auDoems- •
mants, and evaluations could be made during periods vhen specific
external experiments were in operation.

The follmrlnS subsections summrlze t_e SkTlab system
and experiment contamination control evaluation. The Cluster sys-
tem and experiments evaluated include Induced Atmosphere, Corol-
lary end ATH Experiments, Thermal Control Surfaces, Solar ArrZy
System, Windovs, and Star Tracker.

1.0.2 Conclusions - The follovins conclusions address each of
the above listed evaluation areas vlth rupoct to contamination.

t_,
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s. induced Atmosphere - There were eight q(24s exposed
to the external structure of the Cluster to measure
contamination deposition. Two _ were mounted on _'
the TO27A Sample Array Carrousel, four mounted on the
ATM truss on the -Z side of the HDA (designated as the

' EREP _4s) and two mounted on the ATMSun Shield (see
Figure 1.2.2.2.1). These latter _wo _ face& the +Z
direction (toward the Sun in s sol¢_ inertial orienta-
tion).

The two TO27A "_14s were never activsted during the
Skylab mission due to the lack of • power and telemetry

; outlet near the antl-solar scientific alr?.ock (SAL).
The TO27A Experiment was scheduled for deployment from
the solar SAL but this SAT, could not be used because it

t.

| was used to deploy and maintain the OWS thermal parasol.

The orientation of the four _.REPQCI4s was as follows:
one was mounted facing the ˆ�direction(toward the CSM);
one faclng the -X direction (toward the OWS); and Do in
the -Z _irectlon (toward the earth when the Cluster is in

the Z local vertical orientatlon). One of the Z QCMs
was passively temperature compensated and was designated

' as the 7.50 _. The other Z _ was allowed to follow
the ambient thermal conditions and was designated as Z

!

As a total mass deposition measurement for the Skylab
, Mission, the CSM (iX) Q_l end the OWS (-X) _ each

indicated deposlts on the or,_er of 45 #g/cm z. On about i
I day 237, the CSM _M fine voltage (range expander) system

• | electronics failed at an accumulated mass of about 36
| #g/cm 2. The coarse voltage continued to provide a measure-

i ment st reduced resolution. On about DO¥ 281, the CSM
_:M essentially reached an unstable deposition reading ._ _
as a result of the non-rJ_gid nature of the deposition

layers at about &2 _g/cm _. On about DOY 267, the OWS I'
I _ reached its unstable deposition reading at about

44 _g/cm 2. Finally, both the CSM and _S units were
essentially saturated (to the available tale:airy data _

I range of the qCMs) by DO¥ 315. From the t/_e period "_
where these 1_24s began to show stability problems the .
deposition math model was used to provide mission sup-

I port through the remaining portion of the mission. As Ianticipated, the ATM_ saw no deposition since these

units have no contaminant source in their fleld-of-vlew "o_'_"_'

1974018222-010



and since their t:aq_eracures vere hlgh enough t:hat: many 4'
contsLtnants would not deposit. Both the -Z fac_n8 QC_
saw deposition on Cha order of I0 to 20 _ ps/ca accumc_-
laced through the mission. As in the case of t:he ATM

' QOls. ch_se QCHs tmre anticipated tee have no deposit:ion
since there _mre no Cluster surfaces in t:hetr field-of-
vim,. Soma question exlst:s as Co the source of depTsi-
t:ton on the -Z QC_4m. The possibilities include reflec-
t:ion of t:he induced atmosphere from t:he mbtent: atmos-
phere or the QCHvire bundle inadvertently left: in their

, fleld of vlev. These posslbillt:les are st:ill under in-
, vest:Igatlon.

The deposit:ion seen on t:he X facins QCMs is felt tee
be t:L_ result of Cluster ouCsassins and CSMRCS firings.
Baaed upon. _._lysis o£ returned experiment surfaces ex-
posed to the external envtrc_nnent and near the "IX and
-X QCMs, the deposited material is primarily siliceous
in nature and most probably the result of outgasslng of
t:he sillcon binder used in $13C and Z-93 whlce thermal
control paint. It has also been shown chat solar irradl-
atlon of t:heee deposits have turned t:hem brown or a
yellc_Ish brovn as evidenced b:/ photographs t:aken during
_VAs and fly-around (see FIsures 1.4.3-1 and 2).

The deposlt:Ion of a large amount of CSM RCS propel-
lant contmalnatlon vas recorded on t:he +X and -X EREP
QCM8durins multiple docking attempts of the CSH on the
SL-1/2 mission. No measurable mnount:s were recorded on
the +Z racine or -Z facins QC_s. On about DOY 150 approxi-
mately four days after the SL-1/2 docking, the deposition
levels recorded on the +X and -X QC_s had reduced tee a
steady states condit:ion due tee deeorpt:ton of the majority/

_- , " the RCS propellant: products. ".... _

Asatn, at the start: of the SL-3 manned mission on
i DOY 209, the +X, -X, and -Z EItEP QCMs indicated a hOOt:e- /,

able increase in the deposit:ton rate readins. By DO¥ 225, _
' the deposition rate recorded on the QCMshad reduced tee
i a rate comparable to that recorded prior to the SL-3 dock-

._ i ins. The sudden increase in deposition rate between DOY !
_ 209 and DO¥ 225 occurred at the stone time the CSH RCS ,

Quad B and D oxidizer leaks vere occurring.

1974018222-011



The deposition math model predictions throughout
the mission, with corrections for 5L-1/2 and SL-3 docking _
and adjustments for confisuratlo,_ changes and thermal
profile updates, correlated very closely with the flight
data provLded by the +X and -X EREP QCNs until loss of
these date. Subsequent to that time, the deposition
rates were extrapolated to the etld of the mission.

It is noted that the deposition rate wasured by
the X QCMs and the lack of deposition rate measurement
on the +Z facing QC_ which cannot "see" any ocher
Cluster surfaces, substantiates one of the basic assump-

: clone of the deposition math model. This assumption is
that there mu_t be a line-of-s/4Ost between a contsmina-
tion source end a receiving surface for a sisu£ficant
mass to be transferred Co the receivins surface.

Analyses of SL-1/2 end SL-3 preliminary fl/_hC data
from the T027/S073 Photometer indicated that there was
an induced atmosphere around the Cluster over and above
that calculated p_or to the mission. Preflight predicted
levels of 1 x 10"'e B/B (where B/B_ is the ratio of back-
ground brightness level'to the bri_tness of the sun) were

made; however, SL-1/2 measurements indicated a scattering
level of 10 14 B/B. This additional backzround bright-
ness was not accounted for in the preflight predictions.
However, scattering is an extremely dependent function
of particle size and until reduced data from T027/S073
Photometer determines the particle size _d distribution,
this difference will not be resolved. Based upon evalua-
tion of limited data from T027/S073, the Star Tracker,
astronaut observation, and S052 video display, it is felt

: chat the particulates around the Cluster primarily range |
in size from 0.1 to 200 microns iu diameter. The sources j ..

! of these particles include sloughed paint and debris re- _ "_

i sulting from the SL-1/2 launch meteoroid shield failure ._ and subsequent solar blistering and repair activities. In t i

i addition, particulates from the RCS engine propellant leak ;,and exhaust products, EVA generated debris such as par-
cicles sloughed off the Cluster by the astronauts, efflu-
ence exhausted by the Pressure Control Unit (PCU) and

particulate from equipment used during the EVA and debrisresulting from normal Cluster vents are also contained
in the induced atmosphere.

i
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The +X and -X QCMs measured a higher deposition rate

than was anticipated during the SL-3 post-docking period. A
It was during this time period that the second T027/S073
Photometer measurement was taken. When these _eta were

factored Into the background brightness analysis, it

was concluded that the brightness level of I x 10"12 B/B

recorded on DOY 215 could peselbly be accounted for by t_e
addition of the RCS oxidizer to the induced atmosphere

, about the Cluster_ and that a scattering level of 10"14
B/Bo is probably th,_ static induced atmosphere with

, small trenslents de_endlng upon operational activities.

• The video displays from the S052 White Light Corona-
graph provided additional evidence of the particulate
cloud around the Cluster. Numerous times while the S052

was in use, individual particulates were observed cross-

ing the field-of-view of the experiment. For excmple,

ca DOY Ib2 during a workshop habitation area vent mal-

function procedure checkout, th_ crew commented that as

they opened the vent, "it looked like the 4th of July"
on the S052 video screen.

On DOY 220, a large shower of particles was observed

while the S052 experiment was being conducted. A review

of the activities in progress at this tinm indicated
that an overboard dump of liquid from the condensate

tank had inadvertently been made through the contingency

condensate dump system during a system malfunction test.
This liquid dump caused a degradation in the S052

experiment data for the time period of the particle shower.

In general, the induced atmosphere cloud presented

little or no effect upon the various sensitive experi-

ments, because its brightness level was below the thresh-
' hold sensitivity levels of the experiments. On those

occasions where high particle fluxes were noted, the
degradation to the data was momentary. The inducad

atmosphere cloud, in general, is primarily made up of
particulates which, fundamentaUy, no on-orbit oper_,tional
control can be exercised over and most llkely wlll exist
with any spacecrhft to some degree.

b. Corollary/ATM Experlme=nts - Prellminary comments from
the Corollary and EREP Yrincipal Investigators and
Scientists have indicated various degrees of contamina-
tion but only moderate affects to most Corollary and

: " EREP axpertmant data. A preliminary review of available %

I
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information indicates that the ATM Experiment group

was not impacted by external contamination, #

In discussio_q with the D024 and $230 PIs, it was
learned that these exp_.riments were heavily coate with
contamination during the SL-1/2 and SL-3 missions. The
SL-3 crew reported that the 5230 cuff removed on the
first EVA showed iridescence, like oil on water. The

cuff removed on the final SL-3 EVA appeared clean. 11_e

D024 PI stated that the samples returned on SLe3 _zere

noticeably more contaminated than t_ose returned from
SL-i/2 and had a high level of discoloration due to long
time solar radiation.

The SL-4 D024 samples seem to have less deposition

than the SL-2 and SL-3 samples with a similar siliceous

vature. Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy and Auger' analy-
sis is continuing to further substantiate the contaminants
elements. Th_ P.l.'s contention is that a coolanol leak

interacting with H20 and ultraviolet radiation is the
likely source. Additional tests are being made in an

attempt to reproduce the deposits found on the flight

samples which the P.I. hopes will further substantiate
that coolanol is the strongest candidate.

The SL-4 $230 experiment was also badly discolored
with deposits which appear to be similar in nattLre as

those returned from SL-3. Tests made on the SL-3 samples
and initial observations on SL-3 indicate a close re-

semblence to data obtained on I)024 samples (a sil_eous

type material).

The S020 P.I. ha_ expressed concern that almost all
of his data below IIIX was absent. His contention is .
that a contaminant had coated or reacted with the entrance

filters, "
i

Experiment $201 (operated during SL-4) had evidence
of corona while attached to the A-SAL but not during EVA
data takes. It is felt that the interface of the experi-

ment to the A-SAL produced a small leak, allowin_ increased
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pressures, which caused corona. Until the data is _'

further analyzed no further contamination effects can
be related.

Due to a mechanical camera failure experiment_ S073,

T025 and S063 operated on SL-4 were not focused at in-

finity during EVA Kohoutek data runs. The T025 PI stated

that the focusing at approximately five feet beyond the

handrail did show some evidence that particles can be

seen in some of the frames. T_e size and number of par-

ticles _yill not be available until further analysis is
made, however, from S052 particle shower data and knowing

! . O .
T025 s f_eld-of-vlew as 24 , it is predicted that four
particles per second may be seen.

Mr. Jack Norton at MSFC indicated that analytical
chemistry tests on a piece of the thermal sail brought
back after SL-4 showed no conclusion evidence of contami-

nation. However, a second series of tests attempting to

reproduce the discolored flight samples from the same

sail material is in progruss, with the hope of obtaining
worthwhile contamination information.

Discussions with Dr. Hallgren at Dudley Observatory
have indicated that the SL-4 S149 cassettes were not as

bsdly effected by contamination or oxidation _s the SL-3

cassettes and should not effect the experiments main ob-
Jectives.

The S063 P.I.'s have also stated that no contamina-

tion impact on their data is evident and that none is ex-
pected. -,

Th_ S191 P.I. feels further analysis on data reduction 1
programming is necessary before further comments are

made regarding any contamination effects on the deep i !,

space data. _ j.

On DOY 232, the A_V_was "stuck" in the deployed posi- !
6 tion f_r approximately 28 hours. When the AMS was eventually

brought back into the OWS, it was retrieved too soon from

+

!
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the SAL for it to have reached ambient temperature. This
action caused condensation to form on the mirror, further
contaminating it. The mirror had previously been contami-
nated during SL-1/2 by a smudge or fingerprint on its
surface.

A review of the exposure time of the AHS for data
gathering indicated that it had been in use for approxi-

mately 75 hours as of the end of the $L-3 manned mission.

Although experiment contamination threshold sensi-
tivity levels were not exceeded during Skylab experiment
data takes, data from experiments using the Articulating
Mirror System (AMS) during the SL-3 mission will have tO

be analyzed for contamination degradation. Data analyzed

so far by the S019 PI indicated that the signal received
from a specific star field had degraded approximately 507.
when taken during the SL-3 mission as compared to a measure-
ment taken of the same star field at the start of the

SL-1/2 mission.

J Visual inspection of the AH5 by the astronauts and
analyses of photographs made by the PI after the SL-3
splashdown indicated that the mirror was noticeably con-
taminated.

Based on reconrnendations made by the PI and the
Contamination Mission Support Group (CMSG)_ the _ was
replaced for the SL-4 mission. At the end of the SL-4 i

mission, no contamination was detectable on the replace-
_llt AIDS.

Dr. Karl Henize feels that the SL-4 5019 data has i
not shown any ill effects due to contunination. _ _

! ,
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An assessment of the internal environment of the OWS _'

based upon T003 and M487 data indicated that the Cluster
internal environment was relatively clean. TO03 data

from SL-I/2 indicated that particle concentration was

about 3000 per cubic foot in the I to I00 micron size

range which is better than a class I0,000 clean room
condition. There is no reason at this time to suspect

that the Skylab internal environment deteriorated further

during the remainder of the mission.

The internal pressure and temperature of the ATM

canister were monitored during the mission to obtain data

to help assess the degree of outgassing and deposition
within the ATM canister.

t

The ATM canister internal _ressure reached a steady
state value in the 10-5 to i0"° torr range ten days

after the SL-I launch which was a longer time than expec-

ted. At that time the ATM Experiments high voltage

systems were turned on and no problems were discerned.

On DOY 216, the internal0Pressurel5 increased from the10-6 tort range to the tort range in approximately

i hour. This pressure rise was later attributed to an
electrical short Irslde the canister that caused local

heating and thus a pressure rise between TV Bus 2 and
ATM Bus 2 in the Power Transfer Distributor Assembly

(PTDA). The pressure dropped back to the 10-6 tort range

in 2 days and did not go above the 10-5 torr range after
that time. A qulck-look assessment of the effects of

contamination caused from this pressure rise from all ATM
Experiment Pls indicates that it did not degrade their

data noticeably.

Early in the mission, ATM c_nister internal tempera- _.
cures were about lO°C colder than the nominal _°C due
to the thermal control system being off to conserve power. !

When the thermal control system was activated temperatures
returned to nominal and no effects from internal deposi-

' tion were note_ from this thermal cycle.

It was concluded that throughout the mission ATN it

canister internal pressure and deposition rates from i !external contamination were within nominal v_lues { _

causing no degradation of ATM experlmnt hardware or

data. _ _,_

] 9740] 8222-0] 7
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Although four ATM thermal shield aperture doors were

fixed open during the mission (S054, S082A, S082B, Hdv 2), _k

starting during SL-3_ no experiment contamination was re-

ported from this source by the ATM Pls.

Several slghtings of particles external to the Cluster
were made using the S052 Experlm_nt video display. However,

it has been concluded that these particles did not affect

the data gathering operations of the ATM experiments.

Review of QCM and T027/S073 Photometer flight data,
S052 TV, basic math modeling, astronaut comments with re-

spect to experiment operation and appearance, crew debrief-
Ings: and preliminary contacts with PIs and/or their repre-

: sentatlves have indicated no specific concern of the impact

of external contamination on optical experJJnents except

possibly those noted above.

In summary, no major degradation in performance of ex-
periments other than those noted occurred throughout the

Skylab manned mission.

c. Thermal Control Surfaces - During the Skylab mission,
the Orbital Assembly (OA) thermal control surfaces ap-

parently experienced some degradation in their properties.

Both the SI3G paint and the Z-93 coatings have experienced ii
either ultraviolet degradation and/or contamination degrada-

tion since all areas exposed to the Sun have turned a tan

to browr, color. Areas that were noticeably discolored in- i
cluded the ATM rack and canister and the under side of the

ATM Solar Array Wings, Airlock Module Radiator, the OWS ,;
aft skirt, and the CSM. The crew noticed a tan to brown

color pattern on the CSM in solar exposed areas indicating

ultraviolet degradation. The SL-3 crew stated that they .... ,_i
, saw several (5) large potato chip shaped and colored paint
" flakes attached to the SM between each of the quads that
• they could see. All "chips" were attached on only one end
i and the attachment point was the same side for each one. j
: The crew suggested that the SM RCS roll engines caused these

chips. The surface around them appeared scorched.

A detailed analysis of the the.-_nal control surfaces ! ,was made to discern if the deposited contaminant noted f
caused a stg_.ificant change in the thermal characteristics _

i
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of these surfaces. The results from these analyses _
indicated that contamination did not cause a major Im-

pact on ".luster thermal control even though consider-

able deposition occur-ed as also witnessed by the D024

Experiment.

d. Solar Arzay Systems - Analyses of data generated by

the Cluster Solar Arzay Systems indicated that no discern-

able degradation of electrical power was indicated due to

contamination throughout the Skylab mission, This condi-

tion is attributable to the design of the electrical gen-
eratlng systems and relatively high temperatures of the
solar panels which terd not to collect but to boll off
contaminants that csme in contact wlth them.

e. Windows - Crew comments on the condition of the vari-

ous Cluster windows have provided the majority of window
information. Throughout Skylab Mission, the $190A window
showed indications of external contamination. The crew

stated that they had to clean two (2) internal smudges
off it during the SL-3 mission. A review of photographs
of the STS windows indicated that STS window No. two (2)

which previously had a "boot" print put on it during SL-1/2
was heavily contaminated. Window No. one (1) had some
small spots on it. Windows Nos. three (3) and four (4)
appeared clean. In general, the covers were kept on the

STS windows at ali times except when photography or visual
observations were being made. This was done to keep con-
densation from accumulating on the inside of the windows

and light glare off the ATM C&D panel. The Wardroom win-

dow was noticeably cor,tmninated throughout the _alsslon.

A patch of ice between the panes of the wardroom window

was reported by the SL-I/2 crew when the window was first

uncovered. The SL-3 crew evacuated the space between the "- _1
panes on DOY 216. Aft_: evacuation, a small spot about _
one half inch (1.27 centimeters) in diameter was left. At _/
the end of the SL-3 missions there were several spots and
streaks of residue between the panes but the degradation
of experiment data taken through this window during SL-3 "

will have to be analyzed to provide a quantitative value

_ of the effects of contamination. All crews reported they '
had to clean the inside of this window often as well as

STS windows periodically, i

I '. L_i:.. _
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The SL-3 crew said the CSM windows remained clean,
but the SL-4 crf_ reported external films on all CS14
windows.

f. Star Tracker - Analysis of SL-I/2 and SL-3 Star
Tracker data indicated that of the 39 anomalies recorded

on the Star Tracker, eleven were identified as contamin-
ant particles because of high gimbal tracking rate and
correlation with the aerodynamic drag from the ambient
atmosphere. Correlations of these anomalies with events

' on Skylab indicate that these "false stars" possibly
;. were scattered light from fragments due to deterioration

and structural damage to paints and insulatior on the
solar side of the OWS and possibly were transported by
molecular flow fields from various vents and the drag
of the ambient atmosphere. The remaining 28 Star

| Tracker anomalies have not been confirmed due to the
lack of Star Tracker tracking data. Far fewer con-
tsmination-related Star Tracker anomalies were observed

i__ on SL-3 than on SL-1/2 due to the tracking of brightertarget stars and a change in Star Tracker management
policy. The continuation of these policies completely
eliminated the tracking of false stars on the SL-4
mission.

The failure of the Star Tracker on DOY 361 was caused

by the failure of the Star Tracker outer gimbal encoder

lamp and was not caused by contamination, i

1.0.3 Effectiveness of Control Neasures - The effectiveness

of the many control measures that have been adopted by the Skylab
program to reduce the impact of contamination has not been totally
assessed but indications are that they ware successful. Indications

are that the outgsssing of the Cluster as measured by the EREP '_
QCNs was within the limits of the steady state outgassing rates _
that were obtained through material outgassing test specifications
(50N02442). These outgassing rates were used for baseline values
in the math modeling activity for deposition assessment. With J.

I the relatively close agreement between the daily QCH readings and
the modeling predictions which were updated with flight data, it

_ _ is felt that the observed deposition was the result of outgassin8
rates within the outgassing ranges in 50H02442 and that llne-of-
sight transportation of the contaminants is valid.

The tracking of false stars by the Star Tracker and the

- _ observation of contaminant particles not correlated to specific ,,._

a
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events indicates that a random source of partlculate contamination _i

exists or, the Cluster. It is thought that the majority of these
particulates were created by s_oughln 8 of paint and insulation from

the solar side of the OWS. SI.I/2 fly-arout.d photography substan-
tiated this premise by showing !arge paint blisters and surface
damage in this region.

Observations of particle trajectories by the S052 video
display and Star Tracker system and fly-around photography of the
TACS plume has verified the cloud simulation predictions transport
mechanisms affecting contaminant particles and scattering levels

" from indlvldual particles and plumes. Analysis of T027/S073 photome-
ter data allowed improvement of predicted background scattering
levels which had to be revised upward due to the larger partlculate
cloud around the Cluster than was predicted prior to launch.

|

The forming of ice and the deposition o_ particulate mat-
ter between the panes of the Wardroom _rtndow indicated that more

j stringent operational environment procedures were needed to keep

_ this window clean. They stated that the contamination condition of
the window near its center was so bad that they always took the
handheld photography through this window as near as possible to its
periphery.

The crews photographed all four of the STS windows to pro-
vide data for cleanliness evaluation. STS wlndows 3 and 4 remained "

fairly clean throughout the mission. Window 2 was vtslbly contami-
nated and window 1 was slightly contaminated. It was evident that
window covers and heater usage played an important role in maintain-
ing operational windows (such as S190A) free from contamination.

Contamination Detailed Test Objectives were prepared for
observation of the Mole _.... "S._._ and Waste Tank non-propulsive vent ,_
plumes on each manned mission to insure that ground test activities
and hardware _odifications had accomplished their objectives. Crew
observations we-:e made of these vents. All observations for particu-
laces were negative and it is therefore concluded that the preflight !
test of the Hole Sieve and Waste Tank non-propulsive vents (NPVs) for :;
particles appeared to have been valid and that long term operations

of these systems did not change.
ek

Since there has been no apparent direct on-orbit degra- i
datic_ of experiment data except those noted (with the possible
exception of those experiments using the S019 ANS, S020, T025, and

1974018222 021
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the Do24, S149, and $230), the effectiveness and necessity of

the operational constraints with respect to operational vents and

experiment activities is felt to have been proven. During SL-I/2
and SL-3 there were four instances where these constraints were

violated. For example, during SL-3 an overboard dump of conden-

sate occurred through the contingency condensate vent during an

ATM pass, and venting of the gas side of the condensate holding

tank was performed through the ASAL wh_le the S019 Experiment was
in the ASAL. 9owever, it is felt that these violations of the

, Flight Mission Rules and constraints did not compromise the system
or the experiments in question.

1.0.4 Mission Rules and Constraint Changes - As a result of

new experiments required for SL-4 Kohoutek observation and the

new use of S063 with the AMS, changes were made to the mission
rules and operational constraints over those developed at the
start of the mission. Table 1.0.4-1 contains the mission rules

and operational constraints at the end of the Skylab mission

,: and are representative of those operational constraints required
_ to maintain contamination control of the mission.

1.0.5 Contamination Prediction Summary - Based on computer

math modeling of the contaminant environment throughout the entire

Skylab Mission, contamination prediction summary reports were

generated on a daily basis during SL-I/2 and weekly for the remain-

der of the program. These reports contain contaminant deposition

predictions for critical operational surfaces and experiments

along with induced environment predictions of mass column densities

and radiant scattering as a function of solar brightness ratio

(B/BQ) for experiment lines-of.-sight. Table 1.0.5-1 is the final
prediction summary for the Skylab Mission. Where available, sus-

ceptible experiment maximum allowable contamination limits are

presented to allow comparison with predicted levels and aid in

the determination of required operational constraints. All pre-

dictions are based on the as-flown exposure tlmelines of the

particular surface or experiment of interest. The day of year

: that the highest level of contamination occurred is also noted
in the table. As indicated, there were no predicted contamination

conditions that exceeded experiment or system tolerances.

1.0.6 Skylab Event Tlmeline - An abbreviated major event time-
llne of the Skylab mission is presented in Table 1.0.6-1. The

purpose of this timeline is to provide reference data allowing ]
correlation of major events referred to in this report. m

I
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Table 1.0.4-I (Continued)

NOTES:

1 - Complete Vent 15 Min Prior To Experiment Exposure.

2 - Complete Vent 30 Min Prior To Experiment Exposure.

3 - Includes Steam Duct, Urine Dump, Waste Water Dump, And Fuel
Cell Purges.

4 - Deleted. (Prior To SL-4 Note 4 Read: "Cassette Covers Will
Be Closed During And For 15 Min After Completion Of Vents").

t

,, 5 ..See Rule No. 6-43 For List Of Vents To Be Used For
Atmosphere Msmt.

6 - Deleted. (Prior To SL-4 Note 6 Read: "Cassette Covers Will
Be Closed During And For 15 Fin, Or 12 Hours, After Completion
Of Cabin Atmosphere Or OWSFinal Blowdown, Respectively").

7 - Includes Lock Depress Valve And Suit Overboard Vent. Rule
Waived For S149, T025, S020, Or $201 If Deployed EVA.

8 - Complete Vent 15 Min Prior To Installation Of Experiment In
Anti-Solar SAL.

9 - Begin Vent After Orbital Midni&ht At_ Complete Vent Before
Sunrise Crossin& Or Double Vent Constraint Times (If Not In
SI, Vent In Direction Of NeKative Velocity Vector).

10 - Complete Vent 15 Min Prior To Installation Of Experiment
; In Anti-Solar SA_. If Experiment Is Already Installed,

Extend 7 Rods And Place Trunnion To Zero. !

11 - (a) Complete Vent 30 Min Prior To Experiment Exposure Usin S AMS. i •

_ (b) No Time Constraint Ou Vent For EVA Exposure. '_.

12 - (a) Complete Vent 15 Min Prior To Experiment Exposure Without AMS. !

i(b) Complete Vent 30 Fin Prior To Experiment Exposure With AMS.

_ ! 13 - Complete Vent 15 Fin Prior To Experiment Exposure W_h AMS.
j

14 - If M092 Vents Overboard, As In SL-2 And Early SL-3, Complete
Vent 15 Min Prior To Experiment Exposure UsInS AMS. No Time _
Constraint For 14092 Vent Into Waste Tank As In Late SL-3 And

,, SL-4.

t
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Table 1.0.5-1 Contamination Predictlo_ Summary

, i

EXPERIMENT

' EXPERIMENTS SENSITIVITY _) PREDICTIONS Q
i i

ATM:

10"15
CLOUD (B/Be) Not Available 7.6 x (157)

COLUMN DENSITY Not Available 1.4 x 10"14 (157) _

DEPOSITION (_) Not Available 0.0 (039)
, ,.= L_.

COROLLARY :

, CLOUD (B/Be)

SI90A 3.7 x 10-9 Q 5.03 x 10"17 (364)

ISI90B 3,7 x 10-9 Q 1.6 x 10"16 (364)

'L 10.17S191 4.0 x 10-9 _ 5.03 x (364)

S192 4.4 x 5.03 x (364)
10.9 ® 10-17

S193 Not Applicable_ Not Applicable

S194 Not Appllcabl_ Not Applicable

f:_ S063 3.3 x I0"I0 _ 2.7 x 10"16 (031)

S019 Not Applicable_ Not Applicable

S183 Not Applicable_ Not Applicable

S073 1.0 x 10"13 @ 1.0 x 10"16 (216) _

$201 Not Applicable_ 2.7 x 10"16 (033)

10-16T025/S073 1.0 x 10"13 @ 5.9 x (355)

' I0"I0 _ 4.6 x 10"15 (348)S063K 3.3 x

SOI9K Not Available 7.2 x 10"15 (340)

S183K Not Available 7.5 x 10"15 (341) L

S2OIK Not Appllcabl_ 7.0 x iO"15 (339) I_o

S020K 1.2 x 10 -8 (_ 4.6 x 10 "15 (363) I_*

$233 Not Available 7.5 x 10"15 (341) I

TO25K 1.0 x 10-9 _ 4.6 x 10"15 (363) i.'_'
!..... L,,,
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Table 1.0.5-I (cont.) J

EXPERIMENT
EXPE XIMENTS SENSITIVITY PREDICTIONS

COROLLARY: _

DEPOSITION _ %_ _$/cm 2 _ @ !_ _/cm 2

SI90A 50 0,5 0,5 _ 0 0 0 (032)

clg0B 50 0.5 0.5 _ 0 9 0 (032)
s191 300 3.0 3.0 0 0 0 (032)
$192 560 _ 5.0 5.6 ,__'_ 0 0 0 (032)

, S193 2,5xi06 0.5 2,5xi05 %92 231,6 <I,0 2,316 (032)
S194 2000 20 20 0 0 0 (032)
S063AMS SL3 240 50 2.4 )_ 2.6 1.0 0.026 (233)

' S063AMS SL4 240 50 2.4 :_ 1.5 CI.0 0.015 (029)

S063 ASAL 960 50 9.6 _ 0 0 0 (023)

S063 (STS) 960 50 9.6 _ 94 5.8 0.94 (031)

S063 (WRW) 960 50 9.6 _ 175 10.5 1,75 (031)

S019 SL3 II I0 0.II _ 2.6 2,7 0,026 (233)

S019 SL4 II i0 0.II _ 1.6 1.6 0.016 (025)
S183 SL3 18 I0 0.18 _ 2.6 1.0 0.026 (233) - '
S183 SL4 18 i0 0.18 _ 1.6 <I.0 0.016 (029)

S073 N/A N/A N/A _ 0 N/A 0 (216)

S201 N/A N/A N/A _ 1.6 N/A 0.016 (033)
T025/S073 N/A N/A N/A _" 0 N/A 0 (023)

wlAMS N/A N/A N/A 1,6 N/A 0,016 (030)

S063K 240 50 _ 2,4 1.5 <I.0 0,015 (029)
SOI9K II I0 0.II 1.5 1.4 0.015 (030)

S183K 18 I0 0.18 1.0 <I.0 0.010 (011)

S201K (EVA) N/A N/A N/A 4,0 N/A 0,040 (363)

S201K (AMS) N/A N/A I N/A 1.6 N/A 0,016 (032)
S020K (EVA) 200 1.0 i 2,0 4,0 0 0,040 (363)
S233 (CSM) Not Available 5850 I0 58.5 (345) :

$233 (STS) Not Available 94.7 <I.0 0,947 (032) :_

i, TO25K N/A J N/A N/A @ 5.1 N/A 0.051 (363) "i

._ N/A : NOT APPLICABLE _
I

I j

4J_ "t, _#
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Table 1.0...I (cont.)

SYSTEMS PREDICTIONS DOY 039 "

SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM

ACCUMULATIVE POWER LOSS (%) _

OWS SOLAR ARRAY GROUP (1-4) 3.437°

OWS SOLAR ARRAY GROUP (5-8) 2.92%

ATM SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM 0.00%

THERMAL CONTROL SURFACE

ACCUMULATIVE A

ALL SURFACES: O.190
i

CONTAMINATION DETECTION

INSTRUMENTS ACCUMULATIVE (g/cm 2)
. n i

EREP X QCM (CSM FACING) 52.08 x 10-6

' EREP -X QCM (OWS FACING) 69.._x I0"b
EREP -Z 0CM (ANTISOLAR)-2 0.0_

ATM QCM (DAILY RATE)-2 0.0

T027 X QCM N/A

T027 Z QCM N/A

WINDOWS - ACCUMULATIVE

TRANSMISSION LCSS
n

_TS : L

DEPOSITION (g/em 2) 9.549 x 10-7

TRANSMISSION LOSS (%)

@ 6000X o.095%
@ 3000R 3.15Z

WAROROOM

DEPOSITION (g/cm 2) 1.78 x 10-6

TRANSlLISSION LOSS (%)
@ 6000_ 0.155%
@ 3ooo_ 5.8z

i

[,

CSM: BL-2 BL-3 SL-4

DEPOSITION (g/cm2) I*38xi0"4 J2.31x10 "4 I.50xlO -4

BRIGHTNESS LOSS (%) 217o 31.5% 2370

NOTES ON FOLLOWING PAGE
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Table 1 0.5-I (cont.)

NOTES:

1 Sensitivities are based upon the most susceptible wavelength

of a particular experiment. _
2 Predicted deposition levels are based upon accumulative

deposltlou over operational time frames of systems or exper-

Iments. B/B o predictions presented are for the highest levels
witnessed during the Skylab mission. DOY that these levels

were reached are indicated in parenthesis beside each prediction.

3 Column density _redlctions are based on total molecular column
density in g/cm .

4 Sensitivity based on tolerable percent degradation quoted from

• experiment P.I. and ensuing calculation of tolerable B/Bo and

" deposition levels.

5 Sensitivity quoted directly from experiment P.I.

6 Sensitivity calculated from known experiment characteristics

and objectives.

7 Preliminary flight data indicates B/Bo readings in the 10-14
range.

8 Signal loss percent.

9 Flight data from the -Z facing QCMs indicates a deposition rate

of approxlmately 12_/day. The only source a_pears to be
localized outgassing from the X facing QCM connectors which

are in the fleld-of-view of the -Z QCMs. This is bel_eved
to be a localized condition and not representative of Skylab

outgasslng although the effect of ambient reflection has not been
totally assessed at this time. Therefore, math modeling

continues to use zero deposition on the -Z QCMs and the -Z

facing EREP experiments including S191 which had its outer

door left open for 40 days during SL°3. •

I0 CSM window 0rightness loss is the vislble transmission loss

based cn the spectral response of the humsn eye. ",

,i

' _ _
i
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Table 1.0.6-I Abbreviated Skylab Event Timeline i

Mission Dat_._e DOY _ ____ Event

SL-I 5/14/73 134 18 l SL-I Launch

SL-2 5/25/73 145 20 1 SL-2 Launch

5/25/73 145 21 1 Fly-around-lnspect
Cluster Damage

5/25/73 145 23 I SEVA-Inspect OWS SAS Wing

5/26/73 146 04 2 Dock

5/26/73 146 22 2 Parasol Deployment

6/7/73 158 15 14 OWS SAS Wing Deployment

6/22/73 173 09 29 Undock

SL-3 7/28/73 209 !1 1 SL-3 Launch

7/28/73 209 19 i Dock7/30/73 211 18 3 Thermal Sall Deployment
9/25/73 268 19 60 Undock

_z SL-4 11/16/73 320 14 i SL-4 Launch
11/16/73 320 22 1 Dock

2/8/74 039 10 85 Undock

e

!
|
!
i.
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1.1 DESCRIPTION

I.I.I Introduction - This final Skylab Contamination Evalua-
tion Report presents a contmnlnatinn Sun.sty which covers the en-
tire Skylab Mission. It addresses briefly the rationale for de-
veloping a contmniuation conlrol system _or Skylab, describes the
techniques, controls and computer models, data evaluations, and the
contamination control results obtained throughout the Skylab orbital
operations. The report discusses results versus predictions, where
applicable, "lessons learned" during this program, and makes reco_en-
dations for contamination control for future spacecraft prograls.

Since contamination does not fall into a specific cats-
, gory as a spacecraft system such as Electrical Power Systems or

Thermal Control and Environmental Control Systems, an explicit
system's definition of contemlnatlon -=,st be established for the _
spacecraft and each concerned spacecraft s:stem. The contamination
control systems definition for S._t:yiab is a description of spacecraft
optical contamination, definition of the sources and their charac-
teristics, identification of critical surfaces and elements and their

susceptibility, and the measures and controls (such as ground pro- !

tection, design changes, time lines, and constraints) that have been 1
established so that contamination would not compromise the Skylab !
mission obJectlves.

]

Skylab is the first manned space vehicle that has operated i

in a space environment in excess of a two _.ek period. As a result
of a manned spacecraft's outg_ssing from e_:osed non-metallic sur-
faces, leakage characteristics, controlled engine firings, vented

_ waste materials, and other necessary but unavoidable vents, an in-

i duced atmosphere around the spacecraft exists which is dependent uponthe _nbient orbital conditions and the nature of the contaminant. This .-_

induced atmosphere is capable of generating an optical interference

I background which affects experiments and instrumentation in the spectral _range from the X-ray through the microwave region (Figure 1.1.l-l) from l'_ particulate scatterL_, broadband and selective band absorption, and

emission in the infrared. The induced atmosphere also provides a -,

source of conts®lnants which may deposit upon critical experimental i
f or operational surfaces in the form of thin films or particulate

'_ matter. ''.

|

*_
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The Contamination control for Skylab came as a result _t_
of the direction of a special chartered group at the Marshall

.. Space Flight Center designated to manage this inter-dlscipline

work throughout the Skylab Program. _his group was named the
Contmnination Control Working Group (CCWC). It was composed of
Marshall Space Flight Center Laboratories and Progran Office
personnel, other NASA Cente_-:sj Principal Scientists, and con-
tractor personnel. The actual contamination control mission
operations including assessment, anomalies and evaluation were

' conducted by the Contandnation Mission Support Group (CMSG).
- This group was composed of representatives from the following

MSFC disciplines: T%ermal, Solar Array Systems and Star Tracker,
• Induced Atmosphere, ATM Experiments, Corollary Experiment3, and i
• Windows. For further information concerning the approach to con-

tamination control for Skylab, see Appendix D.

Skylab contamination control it, _uded identifying
contaminant sources and sensitive elements, eliminating these

sources where possible through hardware modifications_ and re-
solving problems that arose regarding dasign and t sting. In
addition, mission operational scheduling was peEformed to control

release of contsminants, exposure _ sensitive experiments and
instrumentation and data acquisition by them. The basic docu-
mentation used for specifying contmnination control for the Skylab
Progran was the Cluster Requirement Specification (CRS), RSOO3M0003.

The CRS established the prelaunch cleanliness require-
mants for manufacturing, transportation and storage for all flight

, hardware including experiments, OA interior, OWS forward dome and
interior payload shroud, and contamination control plans for
ground handling and cle_liness at KSC. It set forth the launch

" and/or orbit control requirements which specified the allowable
degradations due to contamination on thermal control surfaces, "A
Cluster windows, optical experimexits and inst_mmnts, and sola_ "_ _Y
cell panels. For these requirements, consideration was given to _.
Cluster assembly, geometry (or line-of-sight)p locations of sans£- Itive elements, protective shields and coversp material selection,

; and material outsasstng control. In addition, _.he CRS established
design requirements for contamination tolerances p orbital ventin8 _;
and dumping, leakngep operat'onal controls, and timelining of orbl-

i_ _ tal operations.
!

°i
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The CCWGwas established to formulate and coordinate

the technical efforts of MSFC for the implementation of CRS re-
- qutrements stated above. In parttcular_ this group was responsible

for the £ollo_rln_ tasks and/or activities:

a. Assuring the identification, coordination and
, implementation of optical contamination orbital

control requirements and constraints;

' _ b, Assuring the necessary overall coordination to
properly develop requirements for control of

.. orbital optical envi_t through the defini-
tion and resolution of problems associated with;

1) Elimination of contamination sources _

2) Selection of materials of construction

3) Orbital vent locations

4) Schedulin8 of certain mission events such
as docking activities and venting

S) Attitude control thruster selection, loca-

tion, and firing

6) Ordnance and pyrotechnic devices

7) EVA activities

8) Ground Assembly, test, and handlin8

'_- 9) Manugacturtng operations, _

c. Ruolvins problems and £nltiatZn8 actions rsBa_d-
* trig destSu, analysis, study, test, and operations

by eIplo:in$ the lt_e orsanizations of MSFCor of +_._
various contractors, " i

• "! ,J

! •

•¢i
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The CCNG accordingly supported both the development |r.

of analytical models and a series of extensive ground test pro-

grams to verify the models being develeped and to provide the

- leadership of many control measures implemented with respect to
flight hardware.

As a result of these activities, analytical capability
presently exists such that direct mission support of Skylab was
performed by predicting and verifying through flight data the Sky-

, lab environment, establishing constraints or controls, assessi:_
anomalies, and preparing a contamination section for the Skylab
Mission Evaluation Report. In addition, the CCWG was effective

in eliminating vents, reroutlng vents for minimum impact, estab-
_- lishing filters, and recommending many changes to minimize the

" effects of contamination to Skylab. Many n_terials were subjected
to tightez controls by virtue of the CCWGactions. In the Sugary,
the effectiveness of these control measures observed throughout

the Skylab Mission are discussed in this report.

_ Subsequent sections in this address the areasreport
where specific evaluation of contamination of Skylab was performed.

These are Induced Atmosphere, Optical Experiments and Windows,
Thermal Control Surfaces, Solar Array Systems and Star Tracker,
and anomalies.

1.1.2 Contamination Operation Constraints and Mission Rnles -
Coupled with establishing the necessary prel_unch contamination
control, assessment, and evaluation, operational constraints and
Mission Rules were established to provide for the day to day mission
support to the Huntsville Operations Support Center. To do this,
it was necessary to impose numerous constraints on operational vent
activities. These constraints were effective between experiment and

vehicle systems and were modified from mission to missim_ to reflect
'" unique requirements for each mission. Previous mission evaluation

reports provided the constraints and Mission Bnles as applicable for
those missions. The constraints for each experiment and system for
the SL-4 mission defined in Section 1.0.4 indicate the nature of the

requirements set forth in establishing proper mission control of con-
temination.

f
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1.2 INDUCED ATMOSPHERE

1.2.1 General Discussion - The following sections address t_o

' / aspects of the evaluation of the induced contaminant atmosphere
during the Skylab mission. One aspect deals with Quartz Crystal
Microbalance (QCM) instrumentation, detection and evaluation of

the contaminant deposition, and the scattering or cloud effects
as the result of the induced atmosphere. The second aspect is
the validation of three mathematical models which were developed

primarily for premission contamination assessment and evaluation
controls, daily mission support, and post mission evaluation

activities. The validation of thes_ models is important in

being able to establish contamination conditions at various

Cluster positions as a result of obtaining specific flight data

' from various experiments such as D024, S230, and T027/S073 photo-
meter and instrumentation such as the QCMs.

_i 1.2.2 Induced Atmosphere Evaluation

1.2.2.1 Introduction - This section of the report is the

evaluation of the induced atmosphere around Skylab for the

complete mission.

_' A major concern for Skylab was the presence of particu-

f_ lares being generated that produced a higher scattering background [
than was predicted before the start of the mission. Such particu- !
lares consisted of ice crystals resulting from liquid dumps or 1

_ from nucleation of water vapor or other vented gases, dust and

lint leaving the spacecraft surface, paint chips, and loose

i material such as insulation flakes and other debris working
; their way out of the spacecraft interior. Elaborate precautions |

were taken to reduce the particulate background by eliminating
liquid dumps and by keeping the spacecraft as clean as possible
However, the generation of particulates is very difficult to

i predict and ti_ere have been very few measurements of the scat-
_ tering background around manned spacecraft to accurately assess

this problem.

The QCMs continued to record contaminant deposition
throughout the mission. It is noted however that the +X and -X
QCMs coarse voltage readings became unstable during the latter
part of t_e SL-3 mission with loss of reliable data from these

instruments occurring on DO¥ 281 for the +X QCMand DOY 267 for
the -X QCM. Higher then predicted readings were recorded on the

_. +X and -X QCM early in the mission. This condition was attributed
_ to the SL-1/2 docking and the SL-3 G_ RCS oxidizer leaks.

i

,
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Measurements for the induced atmosphere have been made
by the T027/S073 Photometer on both SL-1/2 and SL-3. Preliminary _
results of these measurements are discussed in Section 1.2.3.1.

The TO27A Sample Array was exposed to the Skylab external atmos-

phere on DaY 169 through 171. The results of a preliminary

analysis of these data are Qiscussed in Section 1,3.3.4.

1.2.2.2 Quartz Crystal Microbalance Description - The Quartz
Crystal Microbalance (QCM) is a mass depos]tion transducer, The

active elements consist of two quartz crystal oscillators; a

sensing crystal oscillator and a reference crystal oscillator.

The frequency of oscillation depends on the mass of the quartz

crystal. The sensing crystal is exposed to the ambient environ-

ment where mass deposition causes a decrease in oscillator reso-

I nant frequency. The reference crystal is shielded from deposition :
and the oscillator is biased 1KHz above the sensing crystal - "
oscillator. The two osc£11ator frequencies are mixed and the

output beat frequency is an indicator of mass depositior. Thermal

effects are minimized by careful crystal selection and packaging.

Two QCMs (designated HCO and NRL-B) are mounted on the

A_ Sun Shield looking along the +Z axls (see Figure 1.2.2.2-1).

The crystals are slightly recessed avd have fleld-of-view of 4.14

steradians (700 half-cone angle). There is no part of the space-

craft in the direct field-of-view of these units, therefore, their
primary function is to monitor the return flux of contamination

molecules that could enter the A_4 aperture doors. These can

monitor the effects of docking and other orbital operations such

as EVA on the A_ experiments.
P

Four QCMs are mounted on s truss below the MDA in the

) vicinity of the EREP experiments. These units have a 1.59 stera-

dian field-of-view (42,5° hail-cone angle). Two of these units _ "
look in the -Z direction, One unit is designated Z _ and operates _-_. _

at the ambient temperature of the truss assembly (0 to -23°C). '_ _ ,
The other unit, designated Z50, is insulated to retain some of

its internal heat in an attempt to elevate its temperature to
the S-190 window which is controlled at 10°C (50°F). These units

have no part of the spacecraft in their field-of-vlew, although ._,
the Z AMB unit does have the wire and connector from the CSM module
in its field and the Z50 unit can see the face of the OWS module.

The unit designated cam looks along the +X axis toward the CaM,

and the unit designated OWS looks along the -X axis toward the ONS _
forward dome which is covered by the meteoroid curtain. Figure ,_RT
1.2.2.2-1 shows the location of these units on the Skylab Cluster.

The primary purpose of these units is to monitor the environment Mmk/_ _,N
in the vicinity of the EREP experiments and to assess the contami- tltl_,.-_l!L'_
nation associated wit, docking, Mol Sieve operation, and other . :i '_',_
Cluster functions. ,_'.

I
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1.2.2.3 Deposition Timeline Description - The following results

have been obtained from quick look analysis using raw data. Pro- _
cessed data which allows much better analysis of rates, attitude

effect, orbital effects, and temperature effects, is not yet

, available. Therefore, all results stated herein must be regarded

as preliminary and subject to change when a more refined analysis

is complete.

The QCMs provided data until SL-4 when the X facing QCMs

reached electronic saturation. Flight measurements appear to

correlate well with premission math modeling. Major contaminants

are considered to be the result of outgassants and the line-of-

; sight assumption appears to be the primary mode of transportation

for deposition. The ATM QCMs have shown no deposition as antici-

L pated, and external contamination effects on ATMExperiments are
._ negligible.

a. SL-I Unmanned Phase. The long term behavior can be

seen in Figure 1.2.2.3-1. The CSM unit began picking

up deposition as soon as the Cluster was placed at a
50° Sun angle. The rate was observed to be .21

_g/cm 2 day. The OWS unit collected at almost steady

rate of .34 _g/cm 2 day. ^The Z AMB unit was collecting
at the rate of .03 _g/cmZ/day prior to docking, and

the Z_0 unit slowly cleaned up, leveling out at .4
_g/cm below the reference level.

The ATM QCMs (Figure 1.2.2.3-2) were first turned

on at 32 minutes after SL-I launch. Therefore, the

initial outgassing could not be seen. Consequently,
the last readings before llft-off were taken as the

_ reference. When the units first received power, they
! both indicated .24 _g/cm 2 above the reference value.

Again, this could be due to thermal shifts or to the .__ _
' reference crystals cleaning up, or some contamination i

' may have resulted during launch. _

1
b. SL-1/2 Rendezvous and Dockin_ - The contamination

' associated with the rendezvous and fly-around ranged _'
from ,14 _8/cm 2 on the OWS QCMwhich was partially

shadowed by the OWS to .556 _g/cm 2 for the CSM QCM ,

_ which has a much greater exposure to the CSM. i_ !

The soft dock maneuver resulted in a mass increase i|

of 2.3 _g/cm 2 on the CSM unit. A decay rata of .162 _'
_g/cm2/hr was observed. The OWS QCM showed an increase

_' of .108 .g/era 2 from the docking, presumably from RCS _',_'._

r

b
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plume reflection from the OWS forward dome. The other

OCMs collected only .09 _g/cm 2. _'

During hard docking a large amount of RCS propellant
(._310 Ibs) was co. sumed. The CSM QCM had accumulated

a total of at least 15.7 pg/cm 2, 12.93 _g/cm 2 during

SE\A and the various attempts at docking. A gain

(.323 Pg/cm 2) was seen on the OWS QCM before and after

the SEVA and doc_-ing sequence, Note the slight increase
and subsequent decay of the -Z axis Q_s during each

docking _ttempt. This may be material scattered from

' the plume, or may be material from _he plume undergoing
multiple reflections. In any event, it appears to

leave rapidly.

The material deposited on the OWS QCM has a maximum

decay rate of 6..15pg/cm2/hr. For a material with a

molecular weight of I06. and p= I g/cm3, a monolayer
has a mass of 5.5 x i0"_ g. An evaporation rate of

6.15 pg/cm2/hr or 1.708 x 10-9 g/cm2 sec would require
a surface stay time of 32 sec. For a surface temperature

of 273OK (the QCM had a temperature ranging from -15°C
to +8°C during this time) the heat of absorption must be

approximatel_ 18 - 23 Kcal/mol and tilevapor pressure
is 4.S x i0-_ Tort.

Although considerable deposition was noted by the

QCMs during rendezvous and docking, there was no optical
surface exposed; and the effect of this activity was

, minimal upon exposed oue_ational surfaces,

c. SL-I/2 Manned Phase - After docking, the CSM QCM

continued to decline, reaching a dynamic equilibrium I $"

about DOY 152. The OWS QCH continued to collect at i ....
nearly the same rate it had throughout the mission. _ -i
The peculir.r thing is that the Z AMB had increased its _ _

rate from .097 pg/cm2/day to .216 _g/cm2/day, and |
Z50 which was collecting nothing before the docking, was ._

collecting at the rate of .097 #g/cm2/day. This is not
well understood since there was no p_rt of the CSM in the
field-of-view of these QCMs.

: By DOY 152, the .... volatile RCS products had !

I evaporated from the CSM QCM to the point where the _ ,'_"
evaporation rate had fallen bel_w the arrival rate.

The rate increased to .54 Bg/emL/day by DOY 159 and _ ._,

1 II = i . ,,, .--. t

............ ' " - Iw " ' ' ' w,,",w
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then 3eclined to .12 _g/cm2/day on DOY 170. Both -Z
QCMs also tend to level out at this time for reasons _
that are not understood.

d. Undock and Fiyaround - Undocking was accomp!i_hed
during DOY 173. The CSM moved along the +X axis and

began moving upward in the +Z direction, flying directly

above the ATM. Spacecraft Co_JrAnder Conrad reported

firing RCS toward the ATM and seeing the ATM Sun Shield

rattle and the dipole antenna vibrate. However, absolutely

• no indication of any deposit was seen on the ATM or any

of the EREP QCMs unless it occurred during one of the
two signal loss perioas during this time.

No deposition was observed during the shaping burn

at DOY 173 10:07, which is not surprising since the

Skylab was some distance away and in front of the CSM.

e. SL-3 Rendezvous and Docklpg - £he second manned Skylab

, mission, SL-3, was initiated with launch occurring on
,I DOY 209. The subsequent high activity period included

approach and rendezvous, f!yaround, station keeping and

docking. Between DOY 209 18:00 and DOY 209 19:00 as

the CSM approached, all EREP QCMs followed their normal

behavior cycle No comparable depositions to those of

the SL-I/2 approach were recorded. This is due primarily

to the smaller usage of the RCS engines for initial

braking during the SL-3 approach.

' There was no mention of visible effects of the thruster

plumes on the ATM Sun Shields nor was there any detection

of mass on the ATM QCMs, but films and real time TV did

show significant impingement upon the solar parasol. ,
It is still most probable that the ATM QCM sensing sur- _

faces are several tens of degrees or so too high in ,_
operating _emperature to be expected to experience much _
exhaust condensation. Th: CaM, Z AMB, and Zb0 QCM units

detected respectively 0.6, 0.9, and 0.9 _gm/cm 2 of mass

accumulation from the thruster firings of flyaround and ._

station keeping, i

The hard dock was achieved with relative ease using

minimum of RCS thruster activity. It should be noted ia

also that the CSM Quad B thruster group has an optimum •._,,'_'C
line-of-sight geometry to the EREP QCMs in the Jocked or ., "

, near docked mode. Due to an oxidizer leak, the Quad B -

Cluster was isolated thus further indicating a low _l'._;
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probability of deposition was to be expected. _:

f. 3L-3 Manned Phase - Figure 1.2.2.3-3 sunnarizes the

overall EREP QCM measurements of deposition for the SL-3

mission period. To assist in evaluating the data, Table
1.2.2.3-I presents a computed five-day average rate of

deposition. For the initial period of DOY 209 to 219,

the +X and -X EREP QCMs show as expected increased
deprsition rate as a result of the influence of the i
materials outgassing of the "ne_' CSM spacecraft and the i
earth radiation heating affect on overall outgasstng
occurring at lower beta angles. The +X (CSM) unit rate _ :
is seen to increase by a factor of three whereas the -X
and -Z units rates increase by about a factor of two. i

The Quad B oxidizer leak was occurring prior to CSM
docking with Clu_ter. A trouble shooting procedure was
performed at DOY 209 16:00 which determined a leak rate

of 0.075 pounds per second. The RCS engine was isolated;+r

however, Mission Problem Report 209-J-43 states the !
engine was not completely stable. The SL-3 crew had
commented on a large, nozzle-shaped Cluster of frozen i

oxidizer leaving the CSM. It is not known if sufficient "

solidified oxlulzer existed in the B-3 RCS engine at
dock for sublimation to be considered as a short term
deposition source.

The Quad D oxidizer leak was occurring during the
first data period being considered. A total leakage of i29 puu_ds was reported wi_h th_ leak !oca_ted beneath the

SM outer cover. The SL-3 crew reported "sno_' about
the vehicle at about DOY 214 10:00. The location of

this RCS quad and the venting being internal mean the ---.. _
only path to the EREP QCMs would have been by seepage _. _
through forward seams of the CM/SM interfaces. There _.
is no way to deflnltely evaluate if a sufficient quantity Icf sublimating oxidizer existed with favorable geometry

to warrant serious consideration of this possible source _
but oxidizer leak residue must be considered as a possi- " t
ble but not certain source.

i

The sources for the increased deposition occurring i __

during this initial period of SL-3 in order of importance

are concluded to be: '

1) Outgassing of the docked CSM; _WjR_._-_ _

ot
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Table 1.2.2.3-I Table of Five-Day Average Eaces
for EREP QCMs

SKYLAB- 3

DEPOSITION RATES FOR EREP QCM'S

MICROGRAMS 'DAY i

CSM OWS ZAMB Z+50 !
J

TXME RATE RATE ' RATE RATE
• II II i II I I II _,

! 107:12:00 O. 277 O. 222 O. 096 O. 070 i

202:12:O0 O. 231 O. 194 O. 096 O. 079

207:12:00 O. 235 O. 315 O. 141 O. 087 1

212:12:00 0.767 0.414 0.240 0.203 i

217:12:00 0.916 0.394 0.203 0.222

222:12:00 0.625 0. ;04 0.114 0.105 I

227:12:00 O. 364 0. 277 0,061 0.061

232:12:00 O, 268 O. 277 O. 052 O. 017

237:12:00 0.140 0. 315 0,017 0.009

_%
242:12:00 O. 105 O. 268 O. 017 O. 009 .... _,:

247:12:00 0.105 0.2_0 0.035 0.009

252:1Z:00 0.176 0. 225 0.048 0.025

t
i

257:12:00 0.185 0.176 0. 087 0. 052

262:12:00 0.158 0.249 0.035 0.017 , . ,_j

267:12:00 O. 070 -0.141 0,000 0.000

" " I l--- m i ., •

I

I
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2) Re-evaporation of deposits from the near field

surfaces at lower be'_a angles due to earth albedo _
followed by subsequent redeposition; and

I 3) The contribution from nitrogen tetroxide (oxidizer)

plus impurity metal oxides and/or nitrates due to the
RCS engines leaks.

During the sustained orbit portion of the SL-3 mission

about DOY 230 to 267 the EREP QCM systems measured essen- i

tially the normal orbital variations in deposition data i

plus nominal steady state flux of spacecraft outgassing
and return flux caused by molecular physical interactions.

This is perhaps best described by examination of Figures

- 1.2.2.3-3 and Table 1.2.2.3-I. The discontinuity in --

the CSM QCM curve (Figure 1.2.2.3-3) at about DOY 236

is the change from a higher resolution data to s lower

resolution data due to a range expander failure of the

QCM signal conditioner which is described in the next
section. The difference in indicated deposition is due
to coarser r,w data and to uncertainties built into the

expander da_a by the range change steps necessary to
keep the telemetry signal in a 0 to 5 volt range.

The ATM _M systems continued throughout the SL-3
mission to indicate their sensing surfaces had been
cleaned by exposure to the orbital vacuum and solar ir-
radiation environments during the SL-1/2 missions. The
SL-3 ATM QCM date is summarized by using only the orbital
dark side measurement envelope for clarity (Figure 1.2.2.3-
4). The conclusion _s; these measurements, within the
uncertainty of the given data value, have decreased in •

value indlceting surface cleaning and related effects ,_

i relative to the conditions following orbit insertion. _---_ _,

g. Undock and Flyaround - On DOY 268, the SL-3 end of _"
mission high activity period began. During this time !
several functional events were monitored closely in real |

time at JSC Mission Control. These events included: [ :_

• t

_k} I) CSM engine hot burn - DOY 268 15:29; ,2) CSM/Skylab undock - DOY 268 19:49; . j

3) CSM initial movements - Doy 268 19:50; and ,-

_i following undock

" • I'
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4) OWS atmosphere blow - DOY 269 04:25
down initiation

In addition data checks were made on the QCM measurements

:: during the final EVA period on DOY 265. This investiga- !
tion indicated that the ATM QCMs recorded zero deposition, _ ,

and the deposition on the EREP QCMs was insignificant.

h) SL-4 Activities - Of the six QCM monitors on Skylab i

only four were considered to be giving valid data by the i
end of SL-4. These are the two ATM QCMq and Z AMB and _i

Z50 EREP QCMs. The Z AMB and Z50 data are shown in :
Figure 1.2.2.3-5. There is no known evidence of anoma- i
lies or unusual measurements for these QCl's. They

" view away from the spacecraft thus contaminants moving

" _ toward the vehicle are the only ones that would accumulate. _ i

The ATM QCM data is shown in Figure 1.2.2.3-6. A

direct interpretation of the data indicates a continuing

_ loss of mass. It is difficult to believe that this is

entirely correct. It is more reasonable to believe
that the units are also indicating an effect of near

continuous exposure to solar radiation. Whether this

_ is a change in the crystal physical properties due to a
temperature effect or some other phenomena, e.g.,

sputtering of the gold electrode, is not known. It was

requested that an ATM unit be returned for examination

during one of the SL-4 EVAs but was not approved.

The QCM data for nine SL-4 events was analyzed for

any deviation from normally expected rates. The events

_ and times are shown below.

EVENT DOY

I) SL-4 Docking 320

2) EVA I 326

3) Trim Burn 329 "k_:l_. 4) Trim Burn 346

_ 5) EVA 2 359

._: 6) EVA 3 363
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7) EVA 4 034 _

8) M479 Venting 035
"4

9) Trim Burn 037

There was no indication that any of these events pro-
vided a definite increase _n the contamination rate

being monitored by the Z AMB or Z50 QCMs. A scaling
or cycling change occurred near events 8) and 9).%

Table 1.2.2.3-II gives the rate of accumulating
mass during 5 day periods. It begins with DOY 310,
which is 10 days before SL-4 docking and ends with

•- DOY 035 which is 5 days prior to Cluster deactivation.

These rates appear to be typical of the increasing

and leveling cycle that has been observed for each of
the Skylab missions.

1.2.2.4 Instrument Anomalies - At DOY 230 22:30 (SL-3), the ;:
+X (CSM) EREP Qf24began to exhibit an erratic pattern of off-scale

low range dropout with subsequent gradual build-up voltage
through the appropriate ranges. This randomly occurring behavior i_

continued with increasing event frequency until about DOY 243 at
which point this measuremev_- _M016-544) was lost. It is noted ._
that actual loss of meaningful numerical values occurred on DOY

237. The cause of this problem has been determined, by SSL, to be I
[ electronic component failures in the circuit board controlllns

I the QCM fine voltage range changes. Possible specific areas

include the high/low comparator circuit and the clock/counter

. system circuit. There are several resistors in these areas
whose failure would result in the measurement behavior noted.

It should be pointed out there is nn problem with the QCM

" instrument itself. This problem is located in the supplementary _*I'

Skylab electronics in the MDA used to provide range expanding, _,
i.e., resolution increasing, capabilities to measurements of
need. The +X contamination flux continued to be monitored by

measurement M015-544 which is the coarse voltage measurement and _.
there was no instrument impact due to the use of isolation :-,'.
resistors in the range expander design. The +X (CSH) QCM satur-

ated about DOY 315.
|

Beginning about DOY 251, the -X (OWS) EP_P QC_ indicated ._

random short voltage drops with return to nominal operating and _,_
measuring behavior. In this problem, the two OWS measurements '

• i (Fine Voltage/M018-544; Coarse Voltage/M019-544) both tracked

_ the behavior pattern described. Additionally, the OWS signal ._

I #,
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Table 1.2.2.3-II SL-4 Deposition Rates for 51Day Periods
for Z AMB and ZSO EREP QCMs 1

DOY Z _ RATE (/_g/cm2-hr) Z50 RATE (_Rs/cm2-hr)

315 0.00750 (range change) 0.00667

320 0.00375 0.00292

325 0.00500 0.00292

330 0,00167 0.00125

335 0.00375 0.00167

+ 340 0.00417 0.00333

345 0.00417 0.00250

350 0.00417 0.00208

_# 355 O. 00417 O. 00250

360 0.00333 0.00250

365 0.00470 0.00250

005 0.00375 0.00250

, 010 0.00292 0.00250

Or5 0.00250 0.00250
I

020 0.00125 0.00083 !_

_ 025 0.00083 0.00083 _,

030 0.00083 0

J
i 035 O. 00083 O.000417

i_ i 039 ..... (range change) 0.000417 +
t

• i

,¶
i
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output on DOY 275 was on the order of 4.90 volts of a 5.00 volt

dynamic range. Because of the tendency of "thick" deposits to _

be non-rigid or "lossy", the QCM system tends to dampen out or

+ fall-off to saturation under these high deposition conditions.
It is therefore concluded that this instrument problem was really

a characteristic system pattern as the deposited matter becomes

too thick to maintain a tight bond to the crystal surface.

1.2.2.5 Induced Atmosphere Evaluation Conclusions - The QCMs
operated very much as expected and pro,/ided information on the

behavior of contamination in the vicinity of a large manned

; spacecraft. Figure 1.2.2.3-7 shows the accumulative _eposltion
for all active QCMs over the duration of the Skylab mission.

L From preliminary data the following tentative conclusions can
+ be drawn on the contamination environment:

a. Surfaces that have portions of the spacecraft in
their field-of-view collect considerable contamination.

The amount depends on the sources viewed and their

temperatures, plus the temperature of the collector.

Also an optical surface continuously exposed at the
position of the Z AMB QCM could have collected 1400

of contamination by DOY 275 for example. This would

produce significant degradation of an optical surface

operating in the ultraviolet, and measurable degradation
in the visible region. The amount of contamination is

surprising considering the temperatures of the Skylab

materials and the absence of line-of-slght geometry.

Section 1.2.3.2 has further discussion on this QCM.

! b. It appears that surfaces can be effectively protec-
; ted by shadow shielding or by locating them in such a

i manner that no contamination source is in their field- I '_
of-view. The -Z QCMs are accumulatin_ 12 _ per day -- !+ m,

and this is believed to be due in part to re-evaporation _

from near field surfaces such as a wire bundle which re-deposits on these QCMs. However, the accumulation is

! also apparently of the right order in rate and accumu- i

latlon _cssibly be caused by scatter beck to the space- _+
craft from molecular collisions.

c. The use of RCS thrusters will produce considerable ;_
contamination on surfaces exposed to their plume. How-

ever, there appears to be little or no material scattered _',"_+

_+; from the plume so that shielding from direct exposure

to the plume appears to be an effective protective method. ._,_

d. Outgassiug appeared to be a near steady state source ' •

"" of contamination as indicated in Figure 1.2.2.3-7.

i
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1.2.3 Model Validation - As a result of Skylab premlssion

contamination assessment and control ac._ivitles_ three computer

programs were developed to provide contamination models for

Skylab. The three programs are: I) the Cloud Math Model (_UD),

2) the Deposition Math Model (0DRAP), and 3) the OWS Waste Tank

Model. ihese models were developed for premission contamination

evaluation and controls, daily mission support, and post mission

evaluation. These programs represent a present state-of-the-art

underst&-_din_ of the phenomena of contamination encompassing the

physics of the contamination aspect as related to Skylab, su_aary

of all the available related ground testing (including specific
"" performance data concerning Skylab vent hardware simulated in

large scale ground test programs), and the various relationships

between contamination and the predicted and P.I. reported effects
on the contamln_t sensitive instruments. These models have the

follo_zng capabilities :

Cloud Math Model - Three dimensional simulation of

Skylab geometry;

- Vent characteristics (particle
; sizes, velocities_ plume extent, etc.) and criti-

cal lines-of-sights are contained in the model.

(Particle sizes, velocities, plume extent, as

derived from ground test programs and were ad-
Justed where flight data became available).

_ - Treats particulate trajectories
_, from various vents;

- Considers residual Earth's atmos-

_,_ phere influence (drag) on the particles and the .... _-'

velocity vector of Skylab with respect to the _,.
_. trajectory of particles;

- Considers the effect of sublimation I
on particles that result from liquid vents; "'_

- Establishes either the electromag-

netic scattez'ing, absorptionp or emittance prop-

erties of the particles as a ."unction of time. I

• e

i

i
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I__-

Deposition Math Model - Three dimensional simulation
of Skylab geometry;

- Considers mass source rate as a

function of time and temperature for all major

outgassing materials and vents;

- Considers the fraction of this mass

, capable of impinging on any surface (i.e., con- t

slders configuration factors and plume mass dis-
trlbution);

- Cons_ ]ers temperature of the source
of contamination an: surfaces impinged upon;

I - Considers the fraction of mass cap-
able of condensing on a surface as a function

,_ of temperature (i.e., sticking coefficients) and
._ influence of angular considerations to the stick-

ing coefficients;

- Considers resubl/matlon (desorptlon

rate) of the deposited material as a function of

temperature;

- Establishes local "pressure" re-
gimes for evaluation of corona susceptible ex-

' perlments;

- Established degradation in functional
properties of specific surfaces as a result of co,_- , '
tamlnsnt thickness.

OWS Waste Tank Math Model - Treats quasi steady state _,
and transient conditions in Waste Tank as a func-

tlon o-_ vented liquid materials;

- Establishes sublimation rates of
liquid materials dumped into the Waste Tank; _

!E-

- Establishes mass accumulation as a | _
function of time;

i
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- Establishes tank internal pressure
as a function of time;

- Establishes gaseous flow rates/mass
flow rates through the Waste Tank nonpropulsive
vents.

These models provided for a unique and timely support _
of the Skylab n_tssion in conjunction with the QCHs through estab-
lishing a continuous real time assessment of contamination sur-
rounding the Orbital Assembly. The purpose of thls assesmnent
was four-£old. It was to assure optimum contamination control !

_ p_rformauce of the Orbital Assembly through assisting in scheduling i
dumps and/or experiments in order to minimize the contm_mmt el- i

| fects on susceptible exFer/meuts. Long-term trends _r effects
were established on important operational surfaces such as solar

cells and chernml usage requirements. 'fhe basic format for the i

tamedtate and long-term atssion evaluation requirewnts for the
1contamination subsystem were established. Finally, these programs

, have provided a vorktng i_g of contamination information _,,verning 1
the S_:tlab mission that is available to all P.I.s and resF_nsible

- _ system disciplines for final analysis of their respective data and ]p_rformance of their experiment or system. For a su_,.ary of these

results see Table 1.0.5-I. t :
!The uttlLty and value o£ these models were dependent

upon their subsequent validation through flight data. 1he £ol- _
' loving sections address the status o£ these models based upon ,

flight data throughout the Skylab _tssion.
t

1.2.3.1 Cloud H0del U_date - Premission predictions yore made
,, for the anticipated Skylab indllced environment briKhtneas. These _'_._

anticipate# background br_htness values, calculated from known
and,_ested so_ces of contamtnatton_ yore cons._.stently between !
10-_/

and IO'£_B/B o. Thls vas due tO assesst_ the scatterlng of .|
sunlight from the _olecular and known particulate contaminant on- _-
viron_ent produced by outgass£ng, leakage, the molecular sieve -._,_"

_, : vent and the O_S Waste Tank vents as dater_Lned from pros/satan

vent tasting and t/ratlines. Particles fro: rando: sources v_re. not considered during this time since fluxes were unknown and ex-
pected to be small. _ever. frequent observations and indications "_
of random particulate contaaination on the Skylab missions, ltke l _

, the S052 video dis lay, crew reports, Star ,rackl_ data, and 10 -_B/B e

4k ""
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by the T027/S073 Photometer at 90°sun angle_ have indicated
that random partlcles do form a significant portion of the in-

i duced atmosphere.

A mass colmnn density of only 10 particles (radiu =

100 microns) per square meter _ould produce a brightness ratio on
the order of IO'13B/B at a 90 scattering ankle as seen by T027/S073
durin K SL-1/2. This _ould be generated by an average of 40 parti-
cles per second slouKhing from the Cluster, or less then 0.4 grmns
per day, in the form of smalY. (100 microns) flakes. Vehicle vi-

" bration, mechanical activity, or flow from the TACS or a vent could
loosen and/or transport particles which are tenuously adhered to
the vehicle surface. Once freed, these particles will move under
the influence of she molecular flow fields and the aerodynamic drag
from the ambient atmosphere. However, it is unknown how much of a
direct contribution to the measured scattered light levels as seeu
by the T027/S073 experiment that these particles contribute. Since
scattering is highly dependent upon particle size (e.g., scatter-
ing is proportional to the cube of the radius of the particle) and
distribution, an accurate assessment of the difference between pre-

i mission predictions of scattering levels, and those measured by
T027/S073 on SL-1/2 and SL-3 cannot be made. _hase data are not
available from the T027 P.I. Further supportive data on SL-4 was
not available for assessing levels of scattering since the T027
Photometer was Jettisoned on DOY216 due to an instrmmntatton
anOmaly.

When particle size and particle distribution data becomes
available from data taken during SL-1/2 and SL-3 by the T027/S073
Photometer it will be incorporated to update the modeling and estab- "'_
lish the rationale for the difference between preflight and actual

, mission values. Final update and rationale for the differences oh- ----_-
served was not available in time for inclusion in this report.
Cloud model predicted values were lower than those actually measured
by T027/S073, however, even these levels of scattered light were
relatively low in comparison to sensitivity levels of experiments

in the ATMand Corollary Experiment Groups, EREP Group_ and that for :_
the Kohoutek observations made on SL-4. • t

_, A tabulation of SL-1/2 and SL-3 particulate observa-
tions as seen by the Star Tracker with time correlated events has
been compiled (see Table 1.5.4-I). This was to help establish */'_

] I ........
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the sources and amounts of contmination responsible for these
observed particulates so that an assessment of the Skylab con-

_: taminant environment could be made wheu the reduced TO27/J073
data become_available. Particle si_tlnEs, related anomalies, i
and possible sources and clues to contaminant behavior are dis- I
cussed below.

i

a. TAtS Observatto__n - The TAtS cold nitrogen gas
thrusters were observed by all Skylab crews. An i

' early evaluation calculated a maximum particle size ':
" of 0.16 micron with a maximum condensation of 40Z of +

• the flow, a plume hal_ angle of 35 desrees and a
. scattering level of about 10''B/_ (easily visible i
•, to the eye against a deep space background). A clear- t

Ing time of 3 seconds due to sublimation was predicted. +

The SL-2 fly=around photo_aphy reveals a 23° half +
angle, a brightmess close to that predicted, and veri- _'
fication of the very short lifetime of the plume.

b. S05.20bsery..aclon- The S052 experiment observed
particles on numerous occasions. However, most of
these occasions showed I to I0 particles and had no
deleterious affect on the data. One one occasion (DOY 159 @ _-
02:14 GMT), the particulate cloud caused a momenta-_y

_ loss of dath near the end of an ATMpass. This loss
of data was due to a CSMoxygen fuel cell purge which
w_s bein S vented at this time. The activit7 occurred
near orbital sunset, when the drag of the ambient at-
mosphere would transport particles near the CSM into _
the S052 line-of-slght. Another example of correlatin@
particle sightings to specific events occurred on DOY ,

162 @ 13:36 GMT when a "particle storm" was created by _...
'"_ particles condensed ._rom cabin a_nosphere vented from

the habitation area %_nt. On DOY 166 @ 19:02 sinmltaneous

with the Star Tracker loci_in8 onto a contmninant particle,
a storm of particles was seen by S052. This was attri-

buted to continuous venting of hydrosen from the CSM fuel .
cell._ durtng fuel cell shutdown. The aerodynamic drag
vector was oriented towards the ATMfrom the CSM, which • _I

k _.!d _ia_ate any.particles from the CSM vents tO- _!
_ wards the ATM end S052. IkaringSL-3 DOY 220 @ 17:40 GM_, j, a particle store was observed which was produced by water

dumped overboard through the primary, contingency conden- :

, sate vent during a con4ensate _algunctton procedure _• i_
_t checkout. +
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F4ny partlcle slghtings (other than particle storms)
from the S052 have not been correlated vlth specific
events. This indicates that a random source of par-
ticulate contamination also exists on the Cluster. 1 i
It is thought that the majority of the particulates _ l
were created by sloughing of paint and insulation _; !

.

from the solar side of the Cluster. SL-1/2 rendezvous { :
and £1y-around photography substantiates this premise |

by shoving large paint blisters, surface deterioration ]
and skin damage near the solar Scientific Airlock (see

_, Figure 1,2.3.1-I). The crew has also mentioned paint ]

flaking on A1H surfaces and especially paint bltsterinK
!

on the CSN near the RCS enKine quads. This blistering

_ was probably due to the high thermal transients from
t RCS firings.

Particles could be loosened and or transported by
7£CS firth, large overboawi vents or more 8mallet

vents which local fields thecreate pressure uear ve-

hicle. Pressure increases in the _S Waste Tank in-
crease the local pressure field nnar the Waste Tank __
vent. This affect has been calculated to Kreatly ex-
ceed the atmosphere drab effect when Waste Tsnk pres-

sures exceed 1 Tort. This can occur during condensate ,holding tank dumps (about 4 to 5 Tort), s__eezer baK

dumps (about 1.5 Tort), TAL events (about I Tort) madcertain other dt_ps or vents into the Waste Tsnk. SI_2
undocklng ph_tosraph (see Fis_e 1.2.3.1-2), with the
parasol deployed, illustrates a pronounced filllns of
the sail from the increased pressure resulting from '_ i
sublimation as a result of the deactivation water line _ ,.,
flush asd drain emmatin8 from the soiar factr_ Waste ,_:
Tank vent. This pressure is-sufficient to t_anspo=t ...-L
particle8 from near this vent into the line-of-s_ht
of the ATH, Star Tracker, and in certain orientations,
where aided by the dta8 o£ the amient atmosphere, into !
the linesoof-stght of the Wardroom window mad EREP ex-

perinents, k " ii _Calculated particle fluxes from S052 video dtsplqs ..
and photographs indicated that the random particle
fluxes were on the order of 1.3 particles per second
per steradi_n. :

J' _ m q- | ! I III I , , • •
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c. Star Tracker Anomalies - Star Tracker gimbal rate
histories and aerodynamic drab influence have been

,, analyzed (see Section 1.5.4). It has been indicated
that at least eleven of these anomalies ate the result

of contaminant particles. This analysis also gives an
indication of particle size and correlation vith vehicle

• events. In addition, it adds to the evidence indicating
numerous sources of particulate contmaination ate possibly
present.

' An analysis of the trackin8 of false stats by the Star
Tracker durlng SL-I/2 provided an indication of the

1 number of large particles in the induced Skylab atmos-
•_ phere. Usin8 the followln8 Star Tracker data from SL-1/2:t

- apparent magnitude of false stars (+0.5 to -0.5)
i between Achernar and Cano_s,

- tracking rate8 (0.9 to 0.74 degree/see),

- field-of-view (15 X 15 arc minutes while track-
in8 approximately 12 hours/day),

- particle ejection veloclty (0.1 meter/sac), and
observed anomaly rate (I. 6/day),

it was calculated that the false stars cot, ld be particles
in the 25 to 100_ s_ze rsnse vithin 25 _e_er8 of the
vehicle. Th£8 establishes a rate of be_en 2.5 and 25
particlas/sec (r >25_) leavin8 the vehicle which re- ,

sul_9 in a brIshcness of from 2.5 X 10"15 and 2.5 X ".. c
l0 "_B/B e correspondin8 to_ 2^particles/square meter _

"',_ or a cohmm density of 8 X 10": ks/square meter. Since "_
T027/S073 data indicates a m£nimun brishtnes8 of 6.0 X

10"£4B/Be, a substantial number of particles sailer
than 25._, undetactible as false stars, but nonetheless !
eontrtbutin8 to the background_ could be expected alsn8

, with lazse particles. _

'_*_'1 There mete fewer Star Tracker anomalies ms SL-3 than /,l

on SL-I/2. Th£s vu due to the trackin8 of brtshter _
target stars and at the same tim cha_Lng Star Tracker --

.... ' :? ", I

--- _-_- . .... , ..... ..'_" . -.- - _ _ .........

!
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sensltlvity to a higher threshold so that it did not
respond to dimmer sources. In addition, the vehicle

4 attltude (NilZ) updating was inhibited except when
needed and the Star Tracker shutter was kept closed
except for i0 seconds Intervals needed for NU Z up- II
dating. f

!
d. T027/S073 Photometer - Particulates have been ob-
served on S052 video display, S052 photography, the

' Star Tracker and vlsually by the astronauts through
- Skylab windows. In addition, T027/S073 photometric

readings have been made of the Skylab environment.
During SL-1[2 on DOY 163, the T027/S073 Photometer

•, measured scattered light levels on the order of ,
IO'13B/B at a 90° sun angle. Freliminarv values from
SL-3 sho_ values near 2 X IO'12B/B at 90O on DOY215.
However, it is thought at this tin_ that this high
reading _as inZluenced by an oxidizer leak in the CSM

D Quadrant RCS engine which lost 29 pounds of N204
between DOY 211 and 213.

The T027/S073 Photometer data on DOY 163 gives what
is felt to be a good indication of the nominal SkTlab
environment since there were no anomalous contamination
sources at that time. The nominal brightness is from

6 X 10"14 to 3.6 X IO'13B/Be between 4765 _ and 8225 _.
The posslbilltT exists that on some occasions the
brightness may have been slightly higher due to an
active source not counted upon in preflight evaluation.

>

: Since preflight evaluations depend strongly upon as-
certainins particle size and distribution, the varia- _

tion between predicted and measured brightness is cur- -.
"_ rently not resolved except that scattering was not con- - !

sidered a problem from preflight evaluations and has
essentially been hem out by th_ T027/S073 Photometer

'_ _easur_nt s,

' i

"t
i

m
1
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e. _heoretical Particulate Input Parameter to Math

Mode___._l- The premlssion contamination sources input
parameter to the Cloud Math Model included known and _

predictable input factors. However, it did not in-

clude a factor for random/unpredictable sources of

particulate. Based on observations by the crews and
TV observation by S052, it is known that considerable

amounts of part__culate up to 200 microns in size existed

around the Cluster throughout the mission.

This section presents the theory for proposing an in- i

put factor for such particulates so as to bring agree-

,; ment between the Cloud Model predictions and the back-

_ ground brightness observed by the T027/S073 Photometer. i

i The cloud math model Rredlctlons assume small particle i
! sizes (radii of _ I0 A for molecular scattering and radii of i

: _ l.O_cfor particles, based upon various vent test and i

evaluation programs) in its predictions. As the T027 !
flight data is reduced in detail, an indication of the _

measured particle sizes or size distribution may help

account for the present difference between flight measured 1

and preflight predicted values of scattering. However, I

it is presently felt that particle sizes may be as large !

as 200/_ (which has not been predicted from known sources !
prior to mission activities) and would likely be due to i

flakes of paint, deterioration of the thermal solar shades, _
or other random sources.

Table 1.2.3.1-1 presents reduced T027/S073 strip chart data
for DOY 163.

_he Photomete_ measured 6 X 10"14 to 3.6 X 10"13 B/_ ,,
'_ between 6440 K and 8225 _. A series of calculations ' ,

were made for different particle radii ate- 4750 R __.. ,_,:
using the same scattering angle assuming spherical dirty

• ice particles (m- 1.33 + .02 i) where m is the index t_

of refraction. These calculations were compared to the I

measured fl.i$_t data at 4765 X for a brightness ratio
!

I of 8.6 X 10 "_ in an attempt to establish a particle size _,
¢

1
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Table 1.2.3.1-1 T027 Strip Chart Data for DOY 163 _t_

| Measured Measured Measured

Wavelength Brightness Ratio* Polarization

( ) (S/Bo) (P)
4765 .86 E-13 .33

5081 1,48 E-13 .27

i 5299 .87 E-13 .14

6440 .56 E-13 .33

_ 71£7 .68 E-13 .33
"_ !

8225 3.55 E-13 .14

* Scattering angle of 95°.

distribution which could account for the measured
scattering levels. These calculations are presented
in Table 1.2.3.1-II.

Table 1.2.3.1-II Calculated Polarization and Mass Column Density

Val_.s for a Scattering Ratio of B/Be " 8.6 X
I0"_ at Discrete Particle Sizes

Particle Size Scattering Polarization )]ass
Radii Parameter Coefficient Constant Colunm

Density

Ii-I2 M2
_,r . D-_'e ) (p,,ii+i2) (Dc.Kg / )

(r in microns) (or- ) (K a

0.01 0.13 8.8 E-6 C.98 9,8 E-9 _

0.1 1.3 4.5 E-2 0.99 1.9 E-11

0.15 2.r, 2.3 E-3 0.79 2.8 E-If

1.0 13.0 2.9 E-4 -0.89 3.0 E-IO :P_

1.5 20.0 1.4 E-4 0.48 5.8 E-IO i

lO.O 130.0 8.8 E-6 0.82 9.8 E-9 i

{ 100.0 1300.0 8.9 E-7 0.83 9.8 E-8 _,
_i 150.0 2000.0 4.4 E-7 0.84 2.0 g-7 _:."

200.0 2645.0 4.4 E'7 0.83 2.0 e'7 !_._

* Where )_ is equal to 4750 _ (Peak emission of Sun) ..... .

.--- m

i
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If the particles present were Raylelgh scatterers

I< r _ .15), scattering would be proportional to. and the polarization would be_l.0. If the

particles are large and scattering is due to dif-

fraction (r> 200_), then scattering would not be
proportional to A and would not increase with in-
creasing wo-elength. If the particles scatter as

white Lambertian reflectors, then the scattering

would be independent of wavelength. In either of

• these cases, the polarization would be very low.

Since neither of these patterns are apparent as ,

seen in Tables 1.2.3.1-11 and III, it is concluded
L that the _catterlng is due primarily to a particle

distribution centered below 200ja.radius but above 0.i.

I Data from the Skylab Contamination Ground Test Pro-
gram indicated that the Mblecular Sieve and the Waste

Tank both emitted particulates in the micron and sub-

_;, micron range but the mass flow,_ates were so small

that scattering would be _ IO'_'B/Be from these
sources. It is therefore thought that the scattering

levels observed are not from a predicted and known ,

test source, but rather from sloughing of particulates ;

from the exposed OWS solar surfaces, paints, and thermal i
sail, and other general vehicle surface degradation, i

Table 1.2.3.1-111 Polarization Particle Size Distribution

Particle Distribution Radii Polarization Constant

(r in icrons) (P=
,._

' i II+I2 _'_ "

_r 0"01 " 0"15 0"8

0.15 - I0.0 -0.4 thru +0.4 j_
I0.0 - 200.00 0.4

* I +
• <

i
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i

Many 16ram photographs, having an exposure time of
2.375 seconds each, were taken during all the photome-

ter sequences. Various arrays of bright specks and
sweeping horlzontal and vertlcle lines :e indicated

on the film. These arrays of specks and lines are

cyclic relative to the mode of operation (some occur

every 8th or 10th frame while others are in several

continuous frames). The brlgh _. dots w_" create
, "streaks" seem to indicate the direction of ".hePhotome-

ter hea6 movement which varies in shaft and/o_ trunnion
(depending on what mode of operation is occurring). To
determine which "specks or streaks" are caused by stars

or partlcles it will be necessary to know the Photometer

head orientation and what star Clusters are in its field-
of-view. Then, knowing the star brlghtnes_ vs camera

film sensitivity, the number of particles, directional

movement, brightness l_vel, and the relative size coulc

_ be determined. This analysis is continuing and will be
_ made available when it is completed.

During SL-3, strip chart contamination data were ob-

tained only for DOY 215 and 216. The evaluated B/B_.level
from DOY 215 data indicated a scattering level of I_ 12

throughout the various wavelength regions. This scattering

level is orders of magnitude higher than that seen du_-ing
SL-i/2.

_de la, DOY 215 from 15"59:01 to 16:0_:32 "_T was a
. dark side data take at approximately an 85 sca .cerlng

: angle (95° trunnlo_ angle). Since the induced atmosphere

c was not sunlit, _:,evalues measured are expected to be
from the starflelds in the fleld-of-vlew. From the earths

the average brightness of the sky is about 10"14 B/B_ but

cam get as hlgh as 10"12 to 10"13BIB e in t_leeclipti_
! plane (zodiacal light and gegensche%n). TO27/S073 data
_: .i shows values on the order of 10"I3B/B_ between 4765 and

8225 _. R_turned telemetered data indicated that on DOY

, 214 the Photometer stuck in a shaft position of 356°.

!I Even though _he design only allows for a maximum shaft
' " *_ _:: of 354° It is posslble that the photometec banged intoJ

_ the stop indicating the higher reading. It i8 also
, doubtful that it was viewing toward the eclipt_c. Assuming

r
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#2.
that the fleld-of-vlew does not include t_e ecliptic,
the measured values are an order of magnlrude higher

than that expected from sly background.

Mode la, DOY 215 from 17:28 to 17:42 GMT was operated
• O I

in the sunllght at approximately 85 scatteri_ angle.
T027/S073__ata shows differences of ].5 X !O'_B/B_ to

7.5 X IO-12B/B., between dark and sunlit data take_,

, which presumably is from light scattered from the in-
duced contaminant enviromnent.

L

Mode 2b, DOY 216 experienced automatic shutter
closures on consecutive orbital sunrises. This can r =-

sult from viewing too near the Sun, Earth or a vehicle..

surface or from an ay_rage cloud brightness of I X lO"II
at 5299 X to 4 X I0"t£ at 8225X.

These brightness values are not considered to be

steady-state values for the cont_nnlnmlt envlromnent, but
rather due to an oxidizer leak from the CSM RCS "D"

quad. 11.4 kg of N20A leaked into a substructure near
this quad on DOY 21_.- F_actly how -_ch sublimated, the

resultant par-icle sizes, or the net Cluster leak rate

is un_o_m; hc .ever, a general correlation can be ,mde

with QCM dato. The QCM data indicates abnormally high

deposition levels on DOY 210, a larger peak on DOY 215,

and a slow tapering off until, on DOY 225, anticipated
normal level:,were again reached. Figure A-5 of Appendix A

shows the hourly, deposition rate on the +X QCM. The CSM is in _

the QCM field-of-vlew. Assuming an isotropic leak ever

a hemisphere _.ndthat 10% qf the impinging oxidizer de-

poslts_ the I0 co 50 X 10-9 g/cm "2 hour -I deposition , -

rates correspond to a I to 2.5 g/day leak from the CSM *__ _.
which is reasonable and could be expected with respect to _

the total amount leaked. The QCM data indicates that the
oxidizer, starting on DOY 214, was continually leaking _,

from the Cl .ster from DOY 214 to DOY 225, peaking at DOY i •

ZI5. _my photo-retry ant C.romT027/$073 or other s_nsl- | -'
tire experiments use,' in .tistime period, would be ob- !

>, talned thrcugh an abnormally hl_h contaminant environment

• due to the oxidizer leak. A I0 g/day leak of I00_

--- , .m i i • ._

.............. - _ .... w- w . .... m. --

I
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partlcles (or a 1 g/day leak of lO // particles) would

produce a brightness o£ 2 X 10 "12 B/B . These par-
ticles do not remain in the vicinity _f the spacecraft,

as aerodynamic acceleration would cause 100_ particles
to be 31 km from the OA in 1 hour and sublimation would

have dissipated them much sooner. A continuous leak
source is needed to explain this condition. At sunrise,

the aerodynamic drag would increase the col,--- density i
, on the anti-solar side of the vehicle which w_ld ac-

count for the higher va]ues seen by the Photometer iv i i
the 2b (180° scattering) mode.

_ The slight polarization values in.dic_ted in Table :
1.2.3.1-I give rise to a wide particle distribution in i,.

the "Mie" region, as does the apparent lack of a defi-
nite pattern in the wavelength brightness dependence.
It is hoped that further data analysis from flight data
tapes will reveal a patteru but presently it is felt

": that there is a wide distribution of "Mie" scatterers

_ between 0.I and 200_partlcle sizes. The high scatter-
lug efficiencles of particles in the 0.I-_ particle

sizes would allow a minimum mass colum_ density to pro-
duce the obserw_-d scattering. It is therefore assumed
that the baseline contmninant enviromnent for these wave-

lengths is composed of particle sizes in the 0.1 to 200_

range probably peakin3 about 5._ having a typical
column density from 1 X 10 "I1 kg/_ to 1 X 10 kg/m L
The most probable c_Jse of scattering is that small and i

. large particulates fcom the external surface of the I
Cluster including th: so%r_ shades _s opposed spectfl- i

cally to any known active vent. }
q_

The T027/S073 Photometor measurements near star back.- LI
ground levels are reasonable and would he expected if

scattering is not a problem. The ATM expeziment_052 has
a t/-'eshold sensitivity of approximately 2 X I0 "UB/ba at

1.5 Ro and from all indications this was not exceeded-
(except one instance when a constraint against an 0WS vent

was violated end should not be considered u representative

__ of the nominal Skylab environment), i-

[
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Since theme brightness values are below (e-wcept

for Gegenschein),_ndtcated thresholds for Skylab
-_ experiments (!0 "_ to IO'_B/Bo) , t_ indicates that no

loss o£ data-due to scatterini should result from the iobserved b_u:kg_ound briKh_ness of the nominal Skylab

contaminant environment, i

, I i, ; _

a i

•o" |

[
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1.2.3.2 Deposition Model Validatio_._n- The outgassing deposition
rate assessment progr;jm (ODR_) was updated a total of 6 times

"_ during tb SL-I/2 wission. These changes incorporated temperature
proflle changes and ,-onfiguration changes due to the malfunctlon
of the meteoroid shleld. During SL-3_ major parameters in the
model were adjusted after a long term trend analysis of the mass

, accumulation rate readings from the quartz crystal mlcrobalances.
This final model adjustment incorporated changes in the non-
meta111c materlals outgass!ng decay time of the source rates andi

the temperature dependence of the _;,'mrce rates. This final model
update was then applied to all surfaces from SL-I through SL-4
to determine deposition parameters.

" The Justification fo.- applyin 8 the final model update
established during SL-3 w_s based on the close correlation
achieved with the +X (CSM) and -X (OWS) EREP QCMs as illustrated
in Figures A-1 and 2 of Appendix A. The fliKht data from the X
facin8 EREP QCMsbecame erratic near DOY250. From this point in
time, the model predictions were used to indicate the deposition
levels for the X facing EREP QCMlocations during SL-4. Further
confirmatton of the updated deposition model was achieved from
measurements made on returned experiment s_mples. See S,_cttou
1.3.3.4 where this is discussed with respect to the applicable
experiment,

The model baseline adjustments shown in Figures A-1
and A-2 were incorporated after an anomalous high deposition rate
per:od had ceased on DOY 225. This high rate began sbo_'tly after
DOY 239 and stopped near DO¥ 225. Figures A-3, 4 and 5 c "Tpendix A
show these anomalous hish rate periods for the -X (ONS) _ _X (CSM)
QC_s. The correlation of the model predicted-rates to ac_ , fliKht ,_

, data prior to and after this anomalous period are close enoch that _,,_
tie anomalous period is evident. The rate besins to fall on DO¥
215 and again correlates with modal predictions on DOY225. The
increase in rates for the -X (OWS) qCNs was about 100_ durins this
period and n_ar 300_ for the +X (C_M) QCM. Presently, it is felt
this anomalous source was CSM oriented and occurred during the time :,_
of large N204 oxidizer le _s from the B and D RCS anStne quads. "-The , t

• B quad RCS-ee6tne leak was terminated before dockinK, but some :
_: frozen residt_al from this leak could have xwmatned end tnfluenned

early qCMreadings from DOY 209 to 211. The shutdown of the large

I I I . 1

" "' _"_ . m • imp -' --_ ....... _ m _ .... _ ......

!
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D quad leak (total 29 pounds) occurred n_Ldday on DOY 214 and
corresponds to the decrease In rates near DOY 21_5. The leak

rate for the D quad RCS engine increased with time from the
start on DOY 211 such that 907. of the loss occurred 1.75 hours

prior to shutdown on DO¥ 214.

1_e ZAHB and ZS0 EREP QCHs continued to _ead increas-
ing deposition levels that were not predicted by the deposition
model.

The contr&_ting behavior in deposition rates beL_een
_ the X facir_, EREP QCHs and the Z facing EREP Q_ indicates dif-

. z ferent sources or mechanisms may be responsible. Fo_ exmnple,
"_ Figures A-6 and 7 of Appendix A show the different behavior be-

t_een the -X (OWS) and ZAHB QCH. _heu the -X (OWS) QCM exhibits
its highest hourly deposition rate, the ZA_ QCM exhibits its
l_ovest hourly deposition rate. These ties in orbit occur when
the EKEP QCHs are at thei_ coldest temperature while __he Cllmter
itself has the longest period of sunlight exposure.

The -X (C_S) QCH behavior can be _plaiued by a source
that is solar orip.nted such as the ATH Solar Arrays which are
in their field-of-viev.

_he ZAHB QCH behavior can be explained 'by a source tu
the QCH field-of-view that is warmer than the QCH during high

• temperature periods, thus alloying deposition to occur, and
cooler than the QCM during cold periods, resulting in less de-
position occurrins on the QC_. This would be the case for a
source such as local virtng or connectors that are not connected . '
to 5/_ large a heat sink as the QCI_. _- _"

"_ Another possible contribution to the RREP QCH readings _ _-"
could be reflected outsassed material fzo_ interaction with the _"

a_bteut a_=os_here. The largest contribution perio__s ._se_ved
for the Z facing _EP _ occurred at sunni for a solar inertial
attitude and a zero beta ansle. _owe_er, at a zero beta angle, :_

the Cluster has m_£mum sun exposure per orbit which results in , ,_
a condition at sunset where a mln/mua amount of contaminant Is . . :

available for reflection. _

i
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It is presently felt that local line of sight sources i
aru major cont:ibutor0 to the Z _ Q_4s in the first 16 day_ of
SL-1; however, reflected outgassants also could contribute to some
of the obse_led mass accumulation rates. This is yet to be re-

+ solved. The. reflected contributiou to the X facing EREP QCNs w£1.1+
be less thau that for the Z facing _ecause of the blocking effect !

of the CSM and OWSon the ambient atmosphere. L
e

At the time the X facing EREP QC_k exceeded their pre-
set electronic rsngin K capabilityj they exhibited an accunmlative
deposition reading vithin 20% to 30_ of premission predictions.
This deposition accumulation included contaminant from the $L-1/2

; RCS firing and the anomalous high deposition occurring during DOY
209 to 225.

_i _I_ ATH (_Hs have r:corde.d zero deposition during the
total Skylab mission as predicted. This results from no line-of-
sight surfaces in their field-of_iew and the fact that the mass
colmm densities of material in -heir field-of-view were very low
at the times the velocity vector orientation had maximum capability i
to return reflected material.

The _dated model was applied to the important experi-
mental or ope _ .onal surfaces of the vehicle. Figures A-8 through
A-17 of AppendL A are presented for "as flown" exposure condi-
tions for these surfac _s and where fl_ht data was available it is
noted on these fisurec for correlation. These are presented to aid !
in experiment and system evaluation, and a_e subject tc some modi-
fication as additional P.I. reduced data becomes available. In ,,

particular, the anoumlous source period from DOY 209 to DOY 225 is i

l_,eing assessed since preliminary analysis indicates the T027/S073 _ 1Photometer observed a cloud brightness near two ordera of amgni- ,_
t_de above previous observations for this period for a given maas- _ \ !
urement mode. Y_--...__

Premission modelins assumed a value of I000 hours for " -_
m_tgassinK sources to reach a fraction of 1/e (36.7_) of their
original value. This premissiou value was based on data obtained. "_
from observations of previous unmanned satellites. Long term
analysis of the X facing _N rates indicated that it took the out- .:_
8assins sources of Skylab _I00 hours to reach th_ aline fraction

i

+ *

i
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3-

of 1/e of their original value. This latter value was then used
in the final updating of the model and reflects the long term
nature of ou_.gasslnK of materials.

It should be noted that since the QCHcrystals are sold _ ti "

coated and since the model was updated ustns the QCH deposition _ i
data, the model predictions necessarily apply to sold coated sur- i ,
face8. Consequently_ some errors in mass depostcton nay exist for _ '

, _ ocher surfaces. The variation in deposition levels amons different i i
surface materials was Co be determined from T027 Sample Array data. t

i However, the 11)27 Sample Array was not able co perfo3.'a as planned I
! and therefore did not yield this data since it was deployed ouC the ! 1

" _ ASAL instead of the SAT,and for only a short time duration. | 1

; the followieS example substantiates the val£dlty of the
•"_ _ contanin_tion prediction model after urdates were made using 51#1/2 i

and SL-3 fltshC data. A sample of deposiced film was removed from '
a CSMrendezvous window for mualysis after SL-4 splashdown. The ;

i film had a measured thickness of about 1.7 microns compared Co a

math model predicted deposition thicimess of 1.5 microns, i

l

°

',t
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1.2.3.3 OWSWaste Tank Model Validation - the Orbltal Workshop
Waste Tank pressure was monitored in an effort to determine the

operational characteristics of the Waste Tank with resF_ct to I
liquid dumps. The Waste Tank 18 a source of molecular and sub- I
micron particulate contaminants for the Cluster and is considered

an important data source for both the Cloud and Deposition models. {

The Skylab Contamination Ground Test Program (SCGTP) I
was performed at _ Denver, in part, to slmulate the Waste Tank I

characteristics during normal and contingency mieston sequences.
The results of this test were used as basic inputs to the Waste I

i Tank _bdel. Flight data has been analyzed and compared to SCGTP
test results in an effort to validate the model and follow the Ji
performance of the Waste Tank during the mission.

Waste Tank pressure data were obtained for various vents

durins the mission by two flight measurement transducers. These :
are D7106-406 PTessuze-PCS Waste Tank, Low RanKe, and D7103-438 _,
Waste Processor Exhau8t Line Pressure. The measurement range of
these pressure transducers is 0 to 0.2 psia (0 to 10.0 Tort).

Althoush a pressure survey history of the Waste Tank is
available, insufficient data on t|,e quantity of liquid dumped
and the dumping procedure were available to conduct a detailed •
quantitativeWaste Tank model validation.

However, some qualitative statements concerning Waste
Tank performance can be made using the available data.

a. Observation of the 0WS Waste Tank non-propulsive ,
, vents (NPVs) by the astronauts during a squeeze : _
" , bag dump on DOY266 resulted in no particles bein8 .... -'----

observed. We therefore concluded that the filter _ '_

screens in the Waste Tank performed nominally.
b. 1he shapes of the normalised Waste Tank pressure

decay profiles after a liquid dmzp corresponded, " :_

t within measurement uncertainty, to those observed! during the SCGTP. We therefore conclude tht,t no ,_ _

slKnlficant deterioration In vent performan-( had • _ i

' occurred o _ . ,:_.j_
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c. The steady state Waste Tank pr.esaure corresponded,
within measurement uncertainty, to chat observed
durin8 the SC_;TP. The l_ceflight mass flow race i
derived from SCGTP data and input to the cloud and
deposition models is considered valid.

Three anomalous events occurred durlng the mlssion which
could have degraded the filter screens. On DO¥ 147 the Wardroom

i Water Chiller purge was extended beyond the planned duration
_ ca,rain8 the Waste Tank pressure to r4ae to approximately 5 Tort.

The pressure exceeded the established redline value of 4.1 Tort
for approximately 12 minutes. (The redline value was established
to minimize the existence of liquid in the Uaste Tank which could

i potentially degrade the filter screens.)On DOY 167, the ECS Condensate System was vented into
! the Waste Tank. _he Waste Tank pressure rose to 5.4 Tort exceed-

in_ the redline value for approximately 15 minutes. Also, on DOY
• 242, a hot water, high pressure dump, was made Into the Waste Tank

through the condensitte dump line for the purpose of unbloekins the
line. 1he Waste Tazdc pressure rose to 5.2 Tort exceedins the red-
line value for appr©ximately 6 minutes.

The extent of the physical damase incurred by the fi|ter
screens due to these three dumps is unknown. However, since no
particles were observed by the astronauts while viewing the Waste
Tank ._PVs durin8 a liquid dump on DOY 266. it is felt that no siS-
n£ficant damase occurred.

k

1

• m
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1.3 WINDOWS $ I
1.3.1 General Discussion - This section discusses the contam-

._ ination evaluation of the optical experiments and windows on the =
overall Skylab mission. The ATH Experiments and the Corollary i
Experiments (which are broken up into the Astrophysical, Earth f
Resources, and Engineering Technology Experiments) are discussed i

with respect to current indications from preliminary P.I. comments, i
flight data, and math modeling. The operational windows; S190A
window, STS windows, Wardroom window, and the CSM windows are t

, _ evaluated for contamination degradation during the mission.
0

1.3.2 ATH Exveriment8 - Available flight data and preliminary ,
evaluCation by all Principal Investigators of the ATI4 Experiments i

, indicate there have been no contamination problems during the Sky- !

lab mission. With one exception (use of the contingency condensate

dump during an ECS malfunction test) there is no evidence to date
that any external contamination: such as outgassing or discharged
particles, have degraded ATM experiment data. In general, the

contamination control measures employed for the mission appearedto be adequate.

Quartz Crystal Microbalances (QCMs) were mounted on the
ATH Sun Shield to determine if potential contaminant deposition
occurred during the mission. These instruments have a larger

view angle than the ATM Exper_nents. Hence, the presence of any
contaminants from external sources should be registered by the

QCMs before the ATM Experiments would be affeceed. No deposition
was recorded by these instruments. This resulCea from no line-of-
sight surfaces in their field-of-view and the fact chat the
mass coluum densities of the material in their field-of-view was
very low at the times the velocity vector orientation had maximum ',

capability to return re£1ected material.

A £inal assessment of contamination effects cannot be

made until the AT}/ P._.8 have reviewed their respective data in
detail. At this time there is no reason to expect any performance

degrad8 tion. __

,_ome of the Skylab contamination environment that could

affec_ t_,e A_I4 Experiments were correlated with other spacecraft :
.- events. These are noted below:

1 ' a. Based on preliminary datap tc appeared that no
, obsez':able scattering light detrimental to the ATM

_'_I Experiments was observed by T027/S073 Photometer _,_

m

.......... w_--''m_D'q" w • .. • - w'- .....
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I

prior to Jettison o£ T027/S073 PhotL_eter on DOY 216.
This correlated with S052 data which a.l.soshowed no

degradation due to scattering. _

b. Throughout the mission the ATH QCHs indicated no
measurable deposition. Preliminary evaluation of ATM

Experiment data by P.l.s showed no data degradation

from deposition. This correlated with the fact that
ATM QCMs have seen no deposition.

c. Thlrty-nlne Star Tracker anomalies were observed

during the mission. After instigation of specific i; Star Tracker management procedures early in the SL-3

part of the mission, no Star Tracker anomalies occurred.
Analysis indlc_ted that eleven of these anomalies were _

caused by the Star Tracker following particles (based
on aerodynamic drag correlation). Instances of particu- !

i lates near the spacecraft were observed by S052 throughout
! the mission. However, these slghtlngs presented no

problems for the ATM Experiments.

1.3.2.1 Experiment Prel.lmlnary P.L Conments - Prelimi_ary comments

from ATM Experiments Principal _nvestigators indicate no degrada-
I tion or loss of data due to external contamination although many

i discrete particles including toroldal or "washer shaped" images were• observed at various times throughout the mission by the S052 White

Light Coronagraph video display. Analyses of these video displays
indicated that the toroldal oud washer shaped images were partic-

ulates that were not in fP_us to the c_Bera. The S052 Principal

Investigator has stated that these few particle slghtlngs would
not affect his data. Particles were removed from the S052

external occulting disc by the astronauts during EVAs on DOY 170
and 265.

Quick look assessment of the effects of contamination

upon ATM experiments is generally optimistic. The ATM project ..... _
scientistls evaluation is that the contamination levels exper-

ienced during all phases of the mission were low. In addition,
the total amount of ATM Experiment data collected was in excess
of what was expected. Specific early assessments by ATM Experi-
ments are as follows: ,4

a. S052 - The P.I.s representative has estimated that ,

the data are 95_ particle free, and there is no concern
whatsoever about any degradation from contamination.

_I b. S054 - No s_nlflcant contamination problems were
encountered during the mission.

• . . . _ ., , . , ,

i
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c. S055 - No significant contamination problems were _
encountered during the mission.

d. S056 - No significant contamination problems were

encountered throughout the mission.

e. S082A & B - All data have not been reviewed but no

significant contamination problems are antici_ted.

f. R-ALPHA i & 2 - No significant contamination problems
were encountered during the mission.

1.3.2.2 Internal Pressure and DepositiqnRates - Internal pres-

._ sure of the ATM canister was monitored during the mission to
provide an assessment of the degree of outgassing within the ATM
canister.

The ATM Quartz Crystal Microbalances _QC24s)provide0 i
an assessment of contamination external to the ATM canister. A

set of internal temperature measurements was monitored in con- !

Junction with pressure and QCM deposition measurements to deter- i

mine abnormally cold ar,eas susceptible to deposition of contam-

inants and to determine abnormally hct areas that could be !

outgassing sources.

Although it took ten days longer than expected for
ATM internal pressure to stabilize in the 10 -5 Tort range,
this time span was available because of the meteoroid shield
problem, and the re_ulting delay of the manned mission.

Internal canister pressure was measured in the A_4
! Quadrant IS by means of a dual-range pressure gauge. The pres-

sure range of 30 to 10-4 Tort at the start of the mission was , '

_I measured by a Parani _auge. As canister pressure drops into the ....
lower range (from I0-_ Tort down to I0-6 Tort) it was measured _

i by s cold cathode ionization gauge, the other half of the dual- '
range gauge.

From DOY 134 through DOY 139, there were random pressure
increases from the low 10 -5 to 10 -6 Tort steady state level, t

Periodically, pressure transients up to 8 x 10-5 and occasionallyup to 1 x 10-4 Torr were observed. These pressure fluctuations

apparently were caused by sources internal to the ATM canister, _
i.e., pockets of trapped outgassing from within the many l_yers _ _

of insulation. No cozrplation with external events such as TAtS _ ;_

firing, RCS thruster activity, or workshop venting was established

%

"
.... ..--p ...., . .. .._._ __ ... _.....
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to indlc_te any of these external sources contributed to internal _
ATM canister pressure readings._ After the canister pressure

zeached steady state in the 10-5 to 10-6 Torr range, ATM Experi-

._nts high voltages were turned on. No problems due to the pres-
sure were noted.

Early in the mission, internal temperatures were about
]O°C colder than the nominal 20°C due to the thermal control

system b_ing off to conserve power, b_en the thermal control

system active temperatures returned to nominal no effects
iron Internal deposition from this thermal cycle were noted.

It was concluded that internal pressure and deposition

rates from external contamination throughout the mission were

5 within nominal values, causing no degradation of experiment hardware
or data.

Internal pressures increased in the ATM canister due to

heating from the 250 amp short circuit in the Power Transfer

Distributor Assembly (PTDA) that occurred on DOY 216. Starting

Pt DOY 216 at 04:10 the pressure increased from approximately
i x 10-6 Torr to approximately 6 x 10-5 Torr in about 2 I/_ hours.

This caused termination of unmanned ATM operations and postpone-

ment of all further ATM operations until the primary problem (the

• electrical short) could be identified and resolved and the secondary

effect (high canister pressure) could be relieved. By DOY 217 at

! 21:17, the ATM canister pressures had returned to nominal values

and pressure constraints on ATMoperatluns were released. With _he

concurrent resolution of the electrical problem, unmanned ATM [

_ operations resumed on DOY 217 followed (after the EVA) by manned
• operation resumption at DOY 218 at 15:00. To date, no deposition
) effects from the Increased pressures have been noted, but a final

conclusion awaits P.I. evaluation of their respective phoeographlc
data. ""

ATM canister pre3sures remained a_ nominal values for

the remainder of the mission. Moderet_ canister pressure /_
excursions up to 10 -6 and 10 -5 Tort range during during EVA (suit
venting) presented no contamination threat to the ATMExperiments. ::'

With the exception ok the S056 mirror which approached

75°F on DOY 230 (7 hrs 48 mln of scheduled ATM operations at 57.2 °

!
beta au_l_), all component temperatures remained at nominal values.
The S056 mirror temperature was of concern only for thermal gradient '_

, operational characteristics. To date, it can be concluded that

ti pressures and temperatures monitored throughout the mission showt_.: _-%_L_ino evidence of deposition within the ATM canister. _"_

,
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1.3.2.3 Mass Column Density and Deposition Rates - Mass Colum _densities have been calculated and deposition rates were monitored
during the mission. These parameters are a measure of potential
contamination from sources external to the ATM. There were no

significant changes in the external environment on SL-4 over SL-1/2
and SL-3 and those values calculated reflect what is considered to

be the external environmert. Specific ATM QCM deta is presented
in Section 1.2 on Induced Atmosphere and brightness ratios of
scattered light from the calculated nmso column densities are
pre_ented in Table 1.0.5-1.

i

' _ As indicated hero:e, telemetry data from ATM QCMs

show no deposition. In iact, the data show a very slow (essen_-

_. tially a zero rate) cleaning trend throughout the mission.

1.3.3 Corpllaz _ Experiments - Analysis of cont_mlnation im-

pacts on the Corollary Experiments, based upon QCM dsta, T027/$073

photometric data_ mt.h modeling and P.I. data reductions, reveal

various degrees of contamination but only moderate effects to most

expcrhnent data. The _024 Sample Trays returned on SL-I and SL-3
were sufficiently contaminated so that analysis for degradation due

to zadiation impacts could not be performed. SL-4 D024 samples
appear to indicate a more highly localized discoloration with the

.' deposition thickness in the process of being analyzed. Major ob-

Jectives of _he D024 experiment we2.'e still effect_d by contamination.

'_ Experim_r.ts SO19, S149, and $230 were noticeably impacte_ by
contaminant deposits, but their data can still be used to obtain pri-

|, mary experiment objectives.

i E_erlments S063, S073, and T025 were impacted by a camera
mechanlcal failure during SL-4 EVA Kohoutek photography which focused
the camera at approximately five feet. The S063 snd S073 P.l.'s com-

- mented that no contmninatlon Impsct was evident but the T025 P.I. fezls
_ , that there may be useful contamination information regardins particle s_ze --- "_

and density cn some of the photographs. Experiment S201 had indi- '
_, , cations of corona while bein8 operated throush the A-SAL. It is fe!t

_L that a leak may have occurred in one of the canister's interface caus-
q ing increased pressures _,_ich caused the corona. However, any further

i i impact on the data due to contamination is presently unavailable. _i
/

i_ The S020 X-ray experiment lost 50% of its data (below 1l_) :
. and the P.I. feels it is a contamination related p_oblam. Tests on

the S020 filters are being made to determine if deposits are the cause.

i _
.... _" - " " ' " __ . . _ 2 ' "

i
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" Assessments made by the M487 and T003 P.I. organizations _
indicate that the internal Cluster e _vironment had remained rela-

t.vely free of particles. Based upon crew comments the environment

was relatively free c_ condenslbles. Therefore, there is little
reason at this time to believe that _'heinternal environment has con-

tribu._oa to any contamination conditions. _"heonly exception to

this has been physical contact of optics by the crew. The following
presentation is in four sections: the first three sections discuss

SL-I/2, 3 and _ mission events which might have ,ontsminated experi-

ments. The last sactlon deals wltb cont_nat_on effects on experi-
ment data.

1.3.3.1 Astrophysical F_perimen +- - xperLments included in this
categocy arm: S019, S020, S063, _u;Jp S149, _15C, $201, $230,

$232, and $233.

a. S019 b-_ Stellar Astronomy - The S019 experiment was
operated on SL-2, 3 and 4. The approximate times of

op_i'_tion or exposure are shown in Table B-I of Appen-
dix 8.

During the initial deployment of the Articulated

_irror System "_) on DOY 150, a malfunction occurred

rezulttn_: _n a_coxlmately one hour exposure of the

-irroz cap air dlsring the subsequent mal____ctira

p" .J,'"=. During the execution of the malfunctiot, a

fi_Fel ._ was _oticed on the mirror. The P.I. was

informed of this condition and chos_ not co attemptp

cleaning for removal of the fingerprint.

Earl>-in th,_.second mission (SLe3), the S019 AMS was

deployed (DOY 222 and 225) when the EREP QCMs showed a _.
r.latlvely high deposition rate (lower, however_ th-,t _ ....

the mission rule red llne value) apparently due Lo the _ 1
CSM _CS leak discussed in Section 1.2.3.2 of this report. _ _

Also during SL-3, a mission rule was vlol_ted on DOY 228 _ i

to 229 _hen the condensate holdlng tank F_s 81de was _ ,_

J _

i
4

t

41_ :--

I
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vented through thc anti-solar SAL vent while S019 was

installed resulting in possible deposition on the S019

optics.

On DOY 232 the AMS was jammed in the deployed posi-
tion fG_ more than 28 hours, reaching a calculated mini-

,_un temperature of -30°C. A prism change had be:n made
to the S019 on DOY 232 shortly before the jamming occur-

red allowing cabin air into the experiment and possibly
contributing to condensation. When the mirror was re-
moved on DOY 233 condensation was seen on the surface.

On DOY 233 during the malfunction procedure to fix the

jamming, themirror's temperature was lower than cabin

_mLient when exposed to cabin air for many hours causing
it to collect condensation. Again, the P.I. elected not

to attemp_ to clean the mirror. Crew co,,,ents and photo-
graphs indicated that by the end of SL-3 the A/_ had some

scratches &nd abrasions and apparent contamination par-
ticles on it.

A replacement AMS mirror was resupplied on SL-4 add
during the changeout of the AMS the crew commented that

there appeared to be more dust or llnt on the replace-
ment mirror than on the old one. Three faint, narrow,

white strips could be seen on the replacement mirror.

Based upon crew visual inspection, the apparent reflec-
tivlty of the two mirrors was nearly the same. While

removing the replacement mirror from its storage con-
tainer, the crewman's ha_.d contacted the mirror surface,

leaving a 3/4" x 3/16" sn_,dge near the edge. The origi-
nal A.MSwas expos _d on SL-2 for about I0 hours and on

SL-3 for about 65 hours. The replacement mirror was ex-
pos=4 for about 75 hours during SL-4. This contrasts -" _%
with the

premlssion plan of less than 25 hours of total _

mirror exposure during SL-2, 3 and 4.

b. "020 X-ray/UV Solar PhotoEraphy - With the OWS

thermal shield blocking the solar scientific Airlock, "'

it was not possible to operate S020 as planned for the

mission. However, on SL-4 bracketry was supplied and :

I,, mounted ..xternal to the OWS such that S020 could be _ i/
operated during EVA. The approximate times of S020 _ !

operation or exposure are shown in Table S-ll of ,__!
Appendix B.

%
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During the Christmas EVA (DOY 359), large amounts

of apparent yellowish ice particles were observed due

to an unanticipated leak in Commander's (CDR's) EVA
suit. The Pressure Control Unit (PCU) deflector was

not present during the EVA's on DOY 363 and 034 when
S020 was again operated. An unanticipated water leak

in the Science Pilot (SPT's) suit occurred on the DOY

034 EVA resulting in large amounts of ice particles.
The removal of the PCU deflector and leakage of the

• CDR's suit on DOY 363 and the SPT's on DOY 034 could

have resulted in a significant increase in the partlcu-

, late or mo.lecular densities around S020 during its

operatlon.
?

c. S063 U V A!_slow Hor._on Ph.oto_raphy - In accordance
with premissiou plans this experiment was not performed
during SL-2. S063 periods of operation and exposure

during SL-3 mad SL-4 are shown in Table B-Ill of Ap-

pendtx B. S063 was used in three modes: EA-I (Ozone)
which use_ the S063 ultraviolet transmissive SAL window;

EA-II or 2U (Airglow) which used the S019 AMS and Kohoutek 1.
observatlou on SL-4 which also used the S019 AMS.

S063 was first operated early in SL-3 (DOY 222)

during a period of high EREP QCM deposition readings

(lower, bowel,at, than the mission rule red line value)

and relatively high T027/S073 Photometer brightness ludi-

cations. _1,esereadi_Ks were most likely due to the CSM
RCS leak discussed in Section 1.2.3.2. The condition of

! the AMS, including deposits of contaminants which ?_baLly
reduced ultraviolet reflectivicy, is discussed in Sections
1.3.3.1a and 1.3.3.4 of this report.

t The S063 ultraviolet tra_smissive SAL window was

stowed in an uncontrolled manner (exposed to cabin air)
for a period of about two d_s (DOY 250 to D0Y 252)
durin8 SL-3. The Wardroom window, used for S063 EA-I

Ozone data take visJ.ble photography, often had ice and , "_
condensation on it. The wL_ow condition is described in

'._ Section 1.3.4. The wl_dow section also discuase8 the
condition of the STS windows which were used durin 8 SL-3

i and SL-4 for S063 handheld photography. Photos and crew ._
t comments indicate particulate and film contaminants on ,

the outer surface of these _£ndows, .

I
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d. S073 Gegenschein{Zodiacal Light - Two different
optical systems were used in obtaining S073 data:

the T027/S073 Photometer and an optical system con-
s%stlng of the S063 camera/T025 canister/S01g AMS.

-- The T027/S073 Photometer was used on SL-2 and SL-3 !

up to the time of Jettison on DOY 216. The S063/T025/ i
c019 hardware was used on SL-3 (DO_ 247) r_g aii S073

operation on SL-4. The approximate .imes of operation
or exposure are shown in Table P-IV of Appendix B.

One of the SL-2 Photometer runs on DOY 166 occurred

at nearly the same time as an S052 W_Ite Light Corona-

graph (see Section 1.2.3.1) sighting of a particle

shower. The particle shower is thought to have been

due to CSM H, and/or Oo venting. Also during SL-2 on
DOY 167 the_ondensat_qlolding tank gas side was vented

while the Photometer wa_ in the S_%Lpossibly leading
to condensation. The Photometer was extended seven rods

and,pointed away from the Cluster to minimize the possi-
bility of devoslt formation due to this vent. During

another data take on DOY 168 the Photometer was deployed
during a CSM RCS trim burn which was a violation of

mission rules. This could have led to deposition of RCS
effluents.

During the data takes on SL-3 with the Photometer

(DOY 213 through DOY 215), the CSM RCS system was leak-

ing oxidizer. Sufficient oxidizer was leaked to be

measured by the QCMs in the EREP area and could have

affected S073 data by leading to increased cloud bright- _
heSS.

The S073 configuration used during the latter part ..... _:,
of SL-3 and during SL-4 employed the S019 AMS, T025 _ _
canister, and S063 camera. Therefore, the information

concerning particulate deposits and condensation on |

the _MS, and resulting reflectivity losses, contained i _in Sections 1.3.3.1a and 1.3.3.4a are pertinent, as

well as any indications of slight deposition on T025 ! . !or S063 o:)tics. "I[i '

h'.1

-'2
¢ ,
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i

)
e. S149 Particle. Collectlon - The S149 Particle Col-
lectlon experiment was exposed to the Cluster external

:; environment through the antl-solar SAL and at the ATM
Sun shield. It could not be deployed through the solar
SAL as intended because this port was blocked by the
addition of the thermal sall required due to the loss
of the Meteoroid Shleld. Table B-V of Appendix B shows
the exposure times for various S149 cassettes.

!

DurlnE and after the docking of the SL-3 CSH, oxl-
dizer was leaked from the CSM RCS Quadrant D (see Sec-
tlon 1.2.3.1). The leakage began on DOY 209 and con-
tlnued until DOY215 when it reached its maximum and i

- began to decrease. Some of this oxidizer could have _

impinged on the S149 ssmples which were t_unted to the• antl-solar SAL until DOY 212, wlth posslble d_losltion
or oxidation resulting.

During the SL-4 Christmas EVA (DOY 359) large _
motmts of apparent yellowish ice particles were ob-

served due to an unantlcipate_ leak in CDR's EVA suit.
The Pressure Control Unit defl_ctor was not present

: !

during the EVA on DOY 034 when S149 was installed on
the ATM Sun shield. An unanticipated water leak in the
SPT's suit occurred on the DOY 034 EVA _esultlng in i

i large auounts of ice particles. The removal of the PCU ;
i deflector and leakage of SPT's suit on DOY 034 could i
! have resulted in a significant increase in the particu- s}

late or molecular flux on $149 surfaces and increased

deposition. The final $149 cassettes were deployed on
DOY034 at the ATM Sun shield where they _rI11 remain for
a tentative Apollo/Soyuz retrleval. These smnples have _
been exposed to the EVA (DOY 034) environment discussed "'_

above, M_79 venting, and the environment due to CSM fly- _
around.

f. S150 X-lta_Galqctlc MaDv1_ - Thls experiment operated t._
from the SL-3 launch vehicle Instnuuent Unit (IU) on DOY
209. Its period of performance was reduced from the pr_-
mission plan apparently due to a leak in the 5150 propor- |_

- _ tlonal counter window,
f
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8. S183 UV Panorama - The $183 experiment which operated
on all three missions used the S019 AMS. The approximate

" times of exposure and operation are shown in Table B-VI

of Appendix B.

1_neimpact of particulate c3ntamlnatlon and conden-

sation on the AMS, which could have reduced its ultra-

violet reflectivit_, are discussed in Sections 1.3.3.1a

and 1.3.3.4. In addition, near one of the S183 passes
on DOY 154 particles were seen by the S052 experiment

" (see Section 1.2.3.1). At this time, the Moon was near

• full providi_ig a light source to illuminate any particles

_. present. The:Star Tracker experienced a failure to ac-
quire on DOY 170 possibly due to lunar illumination of

a contaminant particle just prior to an S183 pass. On a

subsequent _ass on DOY 170, another apparent moonlit
! particle wa_ photographed us_.ng the Data AcquiGitlon

Camera (DAC).
, For Sir.3)S183 DAn photography only was taken of

star flelds alnce the spectrograph film was fogged and

not supplied on SL-3. The film fogging was probably due
to internal experiment conuamlnants from the S183 film

.

carrousel itself. Fogging of the SL-2 and SL-4 spectro-

graph fi_m was significantly less.

During the early portion of SL-4, the SI83/DAC optics
) were replaced. The old optics were inspected and no con-

tanLtnatlon was observed. On DOY 334, difficulties were

" encountered in S183 operations. A principal problem was

the breakage of at least one film plate, probably in the

spectrograph assembly. Any broken $1ass which was in the :_
'. optical path could have affected the data by attenuation

or scattering) or could have affected optical surfaces _.
by scratchln_ or depositing. Malfunction procedures such
as on DOY 346 were run on $183 #uring SL-4, increasing

significantly the exposure of the S183 spectrograph

assembly to cabin atmosphere and increasing the prob- _ :_

abillty of deposit formation o_n $183 optics, Since all I
i_dications are that the cabia atmosphere is very clean, --_

! this should have resulted in little or no _epositiou. |_:

r'
/
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h. S201 UV Electrono_aphic C.msera - This experiment
was on the SL-4 CSM to increase the coverage of the

"_: Comet Kohoutek. Photographic data was obtained from
iantl-solar SAL operations and EVA operations. The ap-

proximate time periods of operation and exposure are I
shown in Table B-VII of Appendix B.

The $619 ANS was used ___ conjunction _rLth $201 for
anti-sola-: SAL operation. The particulate contaminants
and condensation on the AHS, which could reduce its

_ ultT_vioiet reflectivity, are discussed in Sections
1.3.3.1a and 1.3.3.4.

i During the Christmas EVA (DOY 359), large mounts
of apparent yellowish ice particles were observed due
to an unanticipated leak in CDR's EVA suit. The Pres-
sure Control Unit deflector was not present during the
EVA on DOY 363 when $201 was again operated. The re-
moval of _ PCU deflec_r and leak_e of the CDR's
suit on DOY359 could have resulted in a slguiflcant
increase in the particulate or molecular densities

i around S201.

i. $230 Ma_uetospheric particle .C_position - Five
different collector cuffs were deployed on Skylab.
The approx4mate times of exposure are shown in Table _-

i VIII of Appendix B.

During EVAs on both SL.-2 (_DOY170) and SL.-3 (DO¥ 265),
crew comments were made indicating darkenlng and dis,-
coloration of the S230 cuffs. During SL-2 and SL-3 CSM .

rendezvous, fly-around, 3L-1/2 stand-up =VA (SEVA) and .... _-
docking activities CSMRCS was used. _ to the pltme
expausion of the RCS engines there could have been i_-
pt_gement and deposition on $230 surfaces. During the
_ir:it SL-4 EVA, a new cuff which had a calibration scrip
ove_ part of the collocting_surface was deployed, fhis ._/_T
calibration strip was accidently knocked off prior to or • " f
durlng the Christmas _VA, but its loss will not signifi-
cantly compromise experiment r_sults.
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During the Christmas EVA (DOY 359), large amounts

of apparent yellowlsh ice particles were observed due
to an unanticipated leak in CDR's EVA suit. The Pres-

sure Control Unit deflector was not present during the

EVAs on DOY 363 and 034. An unanticipated water leak in t

the SPT's suit occurr__d on the DO¥ 034 EVA resulting in

large amounts of ice particles. The removal of the PCU

deflector and leakage of the CDR's suit on OOY 363 and i
the SPT's on D0Y 034 could have resulted in a slgnifi-
cant increase in the particulate or molecular flux on

$230 surfaces and increased deposition.

J. $232 Barium Plasma Observatlons - Photographs of
" the man-made Barium cloud which was formed by a rocket

launched Barium plasma for study of the earth's geo-

magnetic characteristics were taken on SL-4 on DOY 331

through the Wardroom window. The description of the
Wardroom window ice and condensation contained in

Section 1.3.4 of this report is pertinent. Crew com-
ments during $232 operation Indicated that there was

ice on it and a "glow" on the window. Crew comments

indicated, however, that the Barium cloud was easily

visible to the unaided eye.

k. $233 Kohoutek Photometric Photography - Photographs
of the Comot Kohoutek were taken through the STS-3 and

the CM-I windows. Comments received early in the SL-4
mission indicate that the CM _ndows may have been
smeared by the crew. SL-2 _nd SL-3 crew comments and

photography indicate some contamination of the STS
windows. Section 1.3.4 discusses further the condition

I of the window_ used by $233... -- ..
1.3.3.2 Earth Resources Exverimenta - Included under this cate-
gore of experiments are: S190A, SI90B, SI91, S192, $193, S194,

and visual observations and handheld photo&raFhy. In this section

the on-orblt events which are thought to be pertinent to contamlna-

t tion impacts on these experiments are discussed. Approximate times _:>f
of EREP operations are shown in Table B-_ of Appendix B. " !

m

-a,cl....
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A total of 91 EREP passes were performed; 13 on SL-2,
39 on SL-3, and 39 on SL-4. The EREP data take pass numbers used

I above are part of the sequential number of planned passes. Since
some planned passes were cancelled, the number of passes actually
performed (39 on SL-4) is less than the number of planned passes
(50 on SL-4). Also, various calibratlon and single instrument
operations have occurred. Numerous handheld Earth photographs

, were taken on Skylab.
!

During the SL-2 mission particles were observed by the
_, crew (DOY 160) due to the opening of the SI90A/I_A window; how-

ever, based upon P.S. responses to date, they do not seem to have
i affected EREP data.

a. S190A. Multispectral Photo_raphic Camera - The SL-2
crew reported some brownish spots, possible condensation
residue, on the SI90A optical filters on DOY 149. Early
in SL-2 on DOY 149 the $190A desslcants were observed

to be white indicating the presence of moisture. Specks
• due to either dust on the lenses or bubbles in the lens

elements were noticed on DOY 160, br _ were inaccessible

for cleaning. On SL-2, a filter was cleaned on DOY 171
with distilled water only and the platens were cleaned
on DO¥ 171 using an Orvus detergent.

During SLe3, the platens were dusted (DOY 215) and
cleaned with water only (DOY 258). Smudges were removed
from the SI90A window using lens tissues also on DOY 215.
On DOY 259 the SL-3 crew inspected the specks associated

_,_th the lenses and they appeared as grey, fine metallic o
particles. These particles are possibly from the shu_Cer
blades, or are possible bubbles in the lent elements_ --- _'i

On SL-4, the crew described noticeable deposits on
DO¥ 08 on the number 1 and number 3 film platens of S190A.
mhe S190A platens were clenned on DOY 08 using distilled
water. The cleaning was app_an_ly successful based upon

visual inspection, A few smudges were removed from the , _
S190A/_A window using lens tissue. The S190A/M_ window,
which has re _ained very clean, is discussed more fully in
Section 1.3.4.
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b. SI90B Earth Terrain Camera - No on-orbit events have

:_ occurred which posed a contamination threat to SI90B.

c. S191 Infrared Spectrometer - During the first mission

on DOY 162, V/TS Television pictures contained numerous

dark spots. As V/TS magnification changed, particle den-

' sity and clarity did not, indicating that the spots were
not part of the S191 V/TS optical train, but were due to

_ the TV camera. The subject TV camera was returned and

inspection of it verified that large numbers of particu-

• lates were present on the vidicon faceplate. Upon in- :

:_ spection of the V/TS DAC window, a few particles were
seen and were brushed away, but mo_t of the particles,
_tich were loceted in the TV camera, could not be removed.

During the SL-3 mission about DOY 223_ it was ob-
served that the S191 aperture door closure time was in-

creasing, To preclude the possibility of the door fail-

ing closed, it was left open from DOY 224 to 264. The
onset of the door closure difficulties was observed

shortly after EREP QCMs and the T027/S073 Photometer re-

corded an increased contamination environment, probably
due to the CSM RCS oxidizer leaks discussed in Section

1.2.3.2 of this report. There is a possibility that the

oxidizer may have contributed to th,_door opening problems

by oxidizing the lubricant and resulting in a decrease in
lubricity.

There is a possibility, considering the EREP +Z QCM "
' I date, that there has been some deposition on the S191

!

} external optics due to reflecticns of Cluster outgassants ,
' by the mr_ient atmosphere. This possibility is discussed

+ I in detail in Section 1.2.3.2. If a significant amount

I of deposition has occurred due to the increased exposure _,

I time of S191 external optics, it _ ,II be determined by Ianalysis of the S191 calibration data from the three
I

missions. •_

i The opening of the S191 door on DOY 325 was watched i

i through tt_ '_190A/HDA window and through the V/TS. The _

'_"" _ doar opened _Iowly but steadxly. On DO_ 341 a peculiar + ._.+
, pateern was seen through the V/TS Just prior to passing ,

I Vf ,,,,

t

,+(t+
i,
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from darkness into sunlight. The pattern was a dark

region and a light region sharply delineated. Starlike j_:
specks or blinking lights could be seen in both regions.

The crew suggested that reflections or scattering was

:. occurring. The crew also suggested condensation as the

cause. It is possible that this was actually the appear-

ance of the sunlit horizon scene in the V/TS field-of-
view at that moment.

J

The S191 P.I. feels that further data reduction using

i their computer program is necessary before any comments
' are made regardlng contamination effects. _

_ d. S192 F_Itlspectral Scenner - During the SL-3 mission
|

the S192 aperture door inadvertently remained open for a :

- two day period (DOY 229 to 231), more than doubling the ' :

exposure of the S192 optics to external environment. Si_ce

the S192 optics ere well protected from a llne-of-slght to i

contamination sources even with the door open, it is not
expected that the increased open _co_ time will cause de- }

,. tectable contamination effects to _]_2. J

i The S192 Dewar detector system was changed out on

' DOY 015 during SL-4 since the initial detector's signal- i

-. to-noise ratio was low. I_ was replaced with a detector !

; of improved signal to noise characteristics.

e. S.193 Microwave Radiometer Altlmeter/Scatterometer -

i Antenna p_.+.'hand yaw control difficulties appeared dur- I
ins SL-3 o_,DOY 258. Contamina1_ion build-up on potenti-
ometers, which are exposed to the external environment,

was considered a possible cause. On the first SL-4 EVA
on DOY 326, the crew inspected the S193 antenna. The

only foreign material observed was the antenna's own _,

' aluminized mylar insulation. This was photographed by -" _'_I

the crew. No contamination, such as outgasslng deposits, _.
was observed; however, photographs of the und_rslde of

the _A do show some discoloration of surfaces. This dis-
coloration is felt to L, the result of contamlnatlon.

During SL-2 and SL-3 CSM rendezvous, fly-around, SL-I/2 '_'

SEVA and do_klng activities, CSM RCS -_as used and deposi-

tion could have occurred. This could account for the ob- !
served discoloration. I

i

!
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The SL-3 CSM leaked significant amounts of oxidizer

from Quadrant D duri:Lg the early portion of that mis-

slon, as indicated by EREP QCM reading and T027/S073
Photometer data (see Section 1.2.3.2 for details).

These occurrences could have resulted in deposJ ion on
or oxidation of S193 surfaces.

f. S194 L Band Radiometer - During the SL-2 and SL-3

CSM rendezvous, fly-around, SL-I/2 SEVA and docking
activities, CSM RCS was used. The SL-3 CSM leaked sig-

nificant amounts of oxidizer during the early portion
of that mission, as indicated by EREP QCM readings and
T027/S073 Photometer data. These occurrences could

have resulted in deposition or oxidation of S194 surfaces.

1.3.3.3 Engineering Technology Experiments - Included under this
category are: D024, M415, T025, T027, T053 and Skylab Optics Clean-
ing Kits.

i

_I a. D024 Thermal Control Coatln_s - Sets of thermal
c_ntrol samples and polymeric strips, mounted on trays,

were deployed at various times on Skylab for different

'l duration exposures. Exposure times of the D024 samples
are given in Table B-X of Appendix B.

Crew comments during EVA activity on SL-2 (DOY 170)
and SI_-3 (DOY 265) indicated that the -_,.._letrs_s had
been darkened and discolored. During SL-2 and SL-3

CSM rendezvous fly-around, SL-I/2 SEVA and docking actlvi-

> ties CSM RC_ was used. At least some of those firings
w_:re such that there could have been impingement and de-

position on D024 surfaces. _

Du_ing _,e deployme,,, of the replacemenL samples _..
on DOY 326, the gloved thu • of a crewman contacted a

_'_ sample tray in the process of snapping the tray in po-

_ sltlon. Physical damage to the samples or contamination I_
from his glove could have resulted. "'_

!

;i
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During the Christmas EVA (DOY 359), large amounts
of apparent yellowish ice particles were observed due

:, to an unanticipated leak in CDR's EVA suit. The Pres-

sure Control Unit deflector was not p_esent during the

EVAs on DOY 363 and 034. An unanticipated water leak
in the SPT's suit occurred on the DOY 034 EVA result-

i ing in large amounts of ice particles. The removal of
the PCU deflector and leakage of the CDR's suit on DOY

359 and the SPT's on DOY 034 could have resulted in a
significant increase in the pa'tlculate or moleculaL"

=' flux on D024 surfaces and increased deposition.

_L b. M415 Thermal Control Coatln_s - These samples were

} flown on the SL-2 IU to study the effects of launch

4 and ascent phenomena on thermal control paints. One

set of samples were expu_ed to: launch site environ-

ments, Launch Escape System (LES) firing, retrofirings
and post-insertlon environments. Other samples were

_" covered at the lau_tch sJte, but uncovered for the LES

_'_ firing and thereafter. A _hird group of samples ex-

perienced only the retrofire _nd post-lnsertlon en-

vironnmnts. The fourth sample group experienced only

the post-lnsertlon enviromnent.

c. T025 Corona_raph Contmninatign Measurement - This

experiment was performed only on SL-4 during four EVAs.
: The hardware, however, was used in conjunction with

! S019 and S063 equipment to obtain S073 data from the
anti-solar SAL. Table B-IV (Appendix B) shows the times

_ (DOY 246_ _hat th_ T025 canister was used to obtain S073

data. The usage of the T025 equipment for T025 objectives
is shown in Table B.oXl of Appendix B.

%

During the Christmas EVA (DOY 359), large amounts __
of apparent yellowish ice particles w,_,reObserved due

to an unanticipated leak in CDR's EVA suit. The Pres-
su.'e Con_ro_ Unit deflector was not present during the

EVAs on DOY 363 and 034 when T025 was again operated. _

An unanticipated water leak on the SPT's suit occurred I "",_ _ on the DOY 034 EVA resulting in largs amounts of ice

particles. The removal of the PCU deflector and leak-
_i age of the CDR's suit on DOY 363 and the SPT's on DOY
:_. 034 could have r_sulted in a significant increase in

_ _ the particulate or molecular densities around T025.

j. ,-

4
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". T027 Contamination _basurement - The T027/S073

Photometer system was used to obtain Gegenschein/ _
Zodlaca] light and contamination data during SL-2

and SL-3 before being ejected. The potentially de-
grading on-orbit events are detailed in Section

1.3.3.1d concerr_Ing S073.

The Sample Array syste_,.(T027A) was exposed at the
antl-solar SAI:for about 45 hours near the end of SL-2

(DOY 168 to DO¥ 170). When r tracted, the upper car-

rousel did not close properly, exposing the cold upper

carrousel samples to cabin air and the probability- of
subsequent condensation.

e. TO53 Skylab Earth La_er Beacon Experiment - Visual
sightings and photography were performed through the
Wardroom window daring SL-3 and SL-4. The Wardroom

window frequently plagued by ice and condensation is
described in Section 1.3.4.

f. Skylab Optlcs ¢ie_i_ Kit__s- Two optical cleaning
kits were supplie__ on Skylab for use in cleaning optical

surfaces, such as experiment optics, window,, and opera-
tional camera lenses. .These kits were: _-neSkylab Cp-

t_cs Cleaning Kit and the _IgOA Optics Cleaning Kit.

Both kits contained cotton swabs, air bellows, brush,

distilled water, lens tissues and gloves. In addition,
t'_.eSkylab Optics Cleaning Kit contained a diluted

Orvus detergent.

Durln 8 SL-2, the kits were used t_ clean sIgOA op-
tics, the War4coom window, the _052 occulting disc and

the S19£ V/TS adapter. The Orvus detergent from the
A

1 Skylab Optics ClearLing Kit was. accord-_t_gto crew corn- --_ ,_

ments, used in an attempt _o remove film erulsion residue
from the SI90A fi1_,platens. The crew indicated that a i

visible residue wemained after the cleaning procedure.

i The fact that later rinsing, using only distilled water fro_

the SIgOA Optics Cleaning Kit, was successful indicates that {
repeated rinses at _he time of this cleaning _uld have re-

suited in e resldue-free pl,ten. 'OA filter AA was cleaned

using the dlstilled w*cter only from the sIgOA Optics Clean_. |

in@ Kit. The Zilter was apparently visibly clean after the _

operation. ._

|

i
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When spots w_re noticed on S191 V/TS television

transmission, the few particles observed were removed

: from the V/TS to TV adapter by using a _rush. This

act!on did not noticeably reduce the amolmt of spots

seen on subsequent S191 V/TS TV. It has bec_ concluded

by inspection of the returned TV camera that these spots
were in it and inaccessible to cleaning.

The SL-2 crew apparently tried to clean the Ward-

room w_.ndow using the Skylab Optics Cleaning Kit. Their

chief objection was that the kit contents were difficult

-. to use ou large surfaces. The kit was designed for clean-

" ing limited optical surfaces and was not intended to clean

' operational windows. Other cleaning materials were re-

quested and procedures supplied for the cleaning of this
window.

On the final EVA of SL-2, thread-like material rest-

ing on the S052 occulting disc was reported by the crew

I" to have been removed using a brush from the Skylab Optics
Cleaning Kits. Observable __ symptoms persisted, however.

On the SL-3 mission, the sIg0A Optics Cleaning Kit

was used on the SI90A film platens and the sIg0A/MDA

window. The sIg0A platens were cleaned using the dis-

tilled water. This cleaning removed the residue remain-

:_._ ing after the SI90A platen cleaning performed on SL-2.

A few smudges on the SI90A/MDA window were removed using

lens tissues. Both operations apparently left the sur-

faces visibly clean.

A brush was again used during the final SL-3 EVA "

in an attempt to remove material from the S052 occult- _ ',
ing disc. So_e m-_terial was removed but this cleaning _ _

did not fully solve the observed S052 problems. _ i

On SL-_, the sIg0A platens were again cleaned with - :"

only distilled water from the SI90A Optics Cleaning Kit. _!

These surfaces were apparently visibly cle-,l after the

operation. ,

///

t
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Optics Cleaning Kits on Skylab saw limited use.

Their principal use was with the SI9CA camera. The

_ sIg0A Optics Cleaning Kit was used to clean SI90A

camera optics and the SIgOA/_A window. It was ap-

parently successful in rendering surfaces visibly
clean.

The Skylab Optics Cleaning Kit was apparently never

_, used to clean Scientific Airlo_k or OWS experiment op-
tical surfaces, for which it was primarily intended.

_ It was difficult to remove residues left on the SI90A

film platens from cleaning with Orvus detecgent. To

remove the residues required repeated rinses with dis-
tilled water. Based upon crew visual observatioDs and

comment, the cleaning kits were generally successful

in reducing or eliminating the effects of contaminants

deposited on surfaces accessible for cleaning.

I"
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1.3.3.4 P.I. Data Updates - The following summarizes signifi-

cant experiment data presently avallable and how they relate in '
describing the external Skylab conL m_natlon environment. In-

cluded are data from co,_mlcatlons with the Prlnclpsl Investi-

_ gators (P.l.s) add other sources from available SL-I/2, SL-3,

and SL-4 experiment reports. These data were coordinated with

the contamination cloud and deposition math models, flight QCM

data, Star Tracker data, experiment data, and any observed or
known anomali_.s in an attempt to describe what occurred in the

external envlzo_ment and how it may have affected various sclen-

_. tific and technical experiments. Analyses of these experiment "

' data were continuing at the time this report was published. For

additional data, it is suggested that the pertinent PI's be con-t"
_ tacted.

h

. a. P.I. Co,_ents on Corollary Exp.e.rlmentData

I) .TO27Cont_amlnation Measurement (Dr. Joseph

Muscari, P.I.) - The T027/S073 Photometer was
used to measure contamination cloud bright-

ness (Be) as well as gegenscheln and zodiacal

i" light on Skylab. FL'elimlnary T027/S073
Photometer data taken during SL-I/2 (DOY 163)

indicated a scattering brightness level of
from 1.5 x I0 14 to 3.6 x 10-13 B/Bo. During
SL-3 (DOY 215), a Photometer reading was taken

which indicated a brightness level of about !

2 x 10-12 B/Bo. These scattering brightness

level readings are considerably below the ATM/
Corollary EREP Experiment sensitivity limits

e for measurements made on Skylab. Since ground
site coverage during both SL-I/2 and SL-3 was

_" mlnimal during Photometer operation, only i

limited strip chart data are available for near _x
' real time quick look contamination assessment. I

The total data available on magnetic tapes and
i

correlation to vehicle attitude and operational

i activities during T027/8073 Photometer operation

i_ _ has yet _.o be processed in detail such that the _.
temporal and spatial variat"ous concerning the ...._

, measured brightness scattering levels of the

induced atmosphere can be established. Scatter-,, ing brightness levels of about two orders of ,

-r ,_!

r y

'i

'I
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magnitude above Zodiacal Light were measured
in some instances and in some instances the

scattering levels were determined to be
transient since the intensity levels observed

_L, had changed in minutes while the Photometer was

in a fixed position (shaft and trunnion angles
were stationary). It is unknown at this time
why the intensity levels changed over a rela-
tively short time since the induced environment

should appear static over a short period of time
,' and the angular dependence of the scattering

, function should not change rapidly for normal
_--" changes in vehicle orientation over a few minutes

2_ of measurements. No active vents which could

i'_ contribute to this variation in light scattering

were operating at the time of the T027/S073 data

measurements. Complete data analysis of all of

the T0271S073 Photometer data may help resolve
this.

T027/S073 SL-!/2 flight data which were ob-
" tai_,ed were from DOY 163, 166, 167, and 168

_ operations. Based on DOY 163 data, the scattered
B/B_ level (where B/B is the solar surface

! brlghtnes8 ratio) at _ wavelength of 5081 _ was

1.5 x 10"13 . This I0"1_ value is also representa-

tive of the B/Bo level at other Photometer wave-

lengths (from 4765 to 8225 _). The possibility

on some brightness mayexists chat occasions the

have been sllght]y higher due to an active source
not counted upon in preflight evaluatlon. For
example, the Photometer was again operated on
DOY 215 from 17"28 to 17:42 GMT in the sunllght

• _ ! at approximately 85° scattering ang_. T027/S073 _x
data shows differences of 1.5 x i0"'_ B/B to 2.5 x _:

10 "12 B/B between dark and sunlit data t_kes. 1

Since preflight evaluations depend strongly upon
ascertaining particle size and distribution, the
variation between predicted and measured values has
not been ascertained. Both predicted and measured _
scattering levels are low enough and therefore not

_ considered a problem from preflight evaluations and
this has essentially been born out by the T027/S073

Photometer. _

0 i-
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The T027 Sample Array did not collect any

significant contaminantz. Only trace amounts

of surface deposition have been measured. In

_t many cases contamlxmnt measurements were near
the limiting sensitivity of the.measuring in-
s trumentat ion.

Residual gas analysis (RGA) of the anti-

solar SAL exposed Sample Array system showed

, that all the upper carrousel samples had no
, outstanding contamination peaks. Also re- '

flect_nce and transmittance measurements from
_" 2.75 _to 20_ indicated no significant changes

in the samples and that insignificant deposition

¢" had occurred. Selected samples (gold and ger-

manium) indicated contaminant deposition thick-
nesses ranged from 3 to _ 24 _ which are felt

to be within the measuring instrumentation sen-
sitivity range.

i" Select samples were examined for contaminants
by using a solvent rinse technique and analyzed
by a mass spectrometer for chemical identlflca-

tion. A quick look analysis indicated a large
number of high mass peaks up to 560 amu. Dioctyl-

phthalate (a plasticizer) and hydrocarbons were

identified. TWo of the six exposed ATR samples

(KRS-5 crystals) showed infrared absorption bands i

of 1050 cm-'. However, there was a lack of suffl- i
i cient key bands to positively identify the con- I

, _ taminant c_om_osltlon by infrared spectra alone..-" i The 1050 cm'" band is typical of silicones. How :

'i ever, other equally strong silicon bands are missing. _ il

As part of evaluating the induced atmosphere
on Skylab, select samples werL flown as guest

• samples on the T027 Sample Array. These samples

were from the Space Sciences Laboratory at the
Marshall Space Flight Center, AI_.

' !i a Preliminary i:

analysis of these samples (each s_ple consisted i
of a nickel and gold specimen mounted in a stain-

_ less steel holder with removable stainless mask)

i .
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using Auger spectroscopy has indicated that the

flight samples appear to have more carbon than

the ground based control samples. Also, the

distribution across the exposed surfaces appeared

_ non'miform. The expected step function between
the masked and unmasked portions was not obvious
in most cases. The peaked nature seems to indi-

cate more of a particulate or localized type dis-
tribdtion. It was apparent that no reasonable

permanent contaminant film covered the surfaces
_' to any significant depth (definitely less th_,LS0 _).

This is consist_.nt with data determined fzom the

•." T027 P.I. measurements.

#'_ In addition to the nickel and gold samples, two
electrets and one neutral control sample were also

I flown on the Sample Array. The purpose of' these
was to test the efficiency of electrets in a space
environment as contaminant traps and to determine
if the effective electric field was in any way di-

_ minished by the apac.e cnviror_nt. _^o..¢l_.ht.
_" checks of the samples indicated a loss of 82.5% in
i _ the effective field strength on one sample while the

control samples showed a loss of 417o. The lower
fleld on the flight sample posslbly could be ac-
counted for by the deposition of a contaminant on
the electret. Both flight units showed contaminant

films appearing to be a residue from a liquid cover-

the surface.ing

Possible explanation for this was that the

' carrousel valve was not fully closed when the T027

SampleArray was retrieved from the ASAL. Also,

'_' the experiment was at an estimated -20°F and it

is possible that cabin air condensed upon the elec-
trets. If so, the appearance of the contaminant _.
films may be explained as a residue left by the L
evaporation of the cabin atmosphere condensation.
This is also true for all samples on the Sample
Array although they have shown very little if any
changes in optical properties. Some question exists

_ as to whether or not the carrousels rotated end the
, number of samples exposed to the external environ-
: merit for differing periods of time is unknc:_n at
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present. However, since very little contamina-
tion was measured, this should not be a signi-
f_cant factor.

An important n_pect of the Sample Array col-
t lectlon of contamination should not be over-

looked. The Sample Array was preflight scheduled
for exposure 4 days after SL-I launch; however,
the late launch of SL-2 and the resultlng low
priority of the Sample Array delayed perf_rmauce
untll 35 days after SL-1 laun:h. In addition,
only 46.5 hours of exposure were obtained out of
the 120 planned hours. All these factors opera-

. ; tlonally diminished _he possibility of the Sample
._ Array detecting any measurable _mounts of contami-

_,_ nation as indicated by the +X EgEP QCMs which were
reading approximately 10 micrograms at the time

_' the T027 Sample Array was deployed. This is es-
sentlally 1000 _ of deposition and must be con-
sidered as a significant amount of contamination
and the lack of contamination as measured by the
T027 must not be interpreted as that there is no
contamination deposition associated with the

i" _ Cluster.

Correlation with the deposition math _odel

predictions for the anti-solar SAL T027 Sample

Array deployment indlcated that a maximum deposi-

tion thickness of only 13 i%would occur. This i

does _oincide with the P.I. evaluated data and '!
that obtained from 8uest samples which for all

practical purposes indicated that no significant

depositlcn would occur.

,_ 2) D024 Thermal Control Coatings (DI:.William Lehn a _,, _

_ _- The analysis of the D02_ samples returned _i_"

on SL-2 and SL-3 for degradation evaluation due to

radiation had been compromised by the amounts of
'. contaminants, principally outsassants, deposited

on the samples' surfacec. The SL-I/2 results ami ..:_-
_i preliminary SL-3 analysis of the D0-24 samples have

£

: '_ t'

! '3i1
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indicated that amounts of deposition on the
flight hardware were in close agreement to the
cont_ninant thickness values calculated by the

_ deposition matb model (Figure A-14). How-
ever, the high level of discoloratlon due to
long term exposure of solar radiation to the
contaminants was not expected. A benefit of this
situation has been an increased amount of Skylab
contamination data available for analysis.

' Exposure times of the D024 samples during
the Skylab mission are shown in Table 1.3.3.4-I.

_e During the 36 days exposure on SL-1/2, the
majority of D024 white samples became discolored
to a yellow brown. Auger Electron Spectroscopy
of selected _amples indicated that approxlmately
700 to 1700 X of a material containing silicon
was deposited on the gold coated quartz crystal

Table 1.3.3.4-1. D024 _hermal Control Coatlugs Exposure Time

Mission Sample Direction Beginning of End of Total

...... Exposure Exposure Exposure
(DOY) (rOY) (DAYS)

SL-I/2 (-Z); Thermal 134 170 36

Coatings

tr_ (+x,-z); Polymeric
, Strips

._- SL-3 (-Z); _hermal 134 265 131
Coatings

(+X,-Z); Polymeric ,-- '.,_

Strips i

" SL-4* (-Z); Thermal 326 034 73
Coatings

(+x,-z); Po!yeric
Strips ,.

_,. * SL-4 was a resupply of sample ". since the SL-2 and SL-3 samples

were heavily contaminated. ,I

!
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as well as traces of oxygen, carbon, and phos-
phorous. The silver coate_ quartz sample showed
that between 700 and 2450 X of a silicon con-

_ raining material, as well as traces of copper,
oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur, were deposited.
Auger analysis made on 3 sections of an aluminum

: spring from the sample holder also indicated the
presence of silicon and carbon coutaminents.

_, Microprobe analysis made on one of the D024
quartz samples indicated silicon was present oft

_. the sample. Analysis also indicated that in
-- some isolated areas copper was imbedded or de-

¢,_ posited after the silicon layer. In addition,
X-ray images showed traces of copper as well as
potassium.

The polymeric fihn strips indicated the s_-.e
discoloration as the D024 thermal control samples
with the areas shaded from sunlight not discolored.

i" This again showed the effect of long term solar
irradiation affect on the contamin__uts. Infrared

analysis on each film strip showed an _bsorption
band at approximately 1050 to ii00 cm'" which
could be indicative of a sillceous material.

Further analysis of a brown spot on the al.u._num
handle indicated a "strong" band at 1050 cm"

again indicating the material may be siliceous in
nature. Infrared analysis has identified other

bands from posslble out_assing such as methyl

silicones, aliphatic amides, low molecular poly-

z mldes, allphatlc esters, acid carbonyl, and all-
" phatlc hydrocarbons. "

! Preliminary P.I. analyses from other experi- i
I ments tend to substantiate the findings of D024.

i Infrared analysis of a sample from the $230 experl- i
, ment which is located near the D024 experiment has t

also shown contaminant deposits of the same nature _ ,

as D024. Guest samples from the 1"027 Sample Array _ o:
; flown on SL-1/2 have indicated that the flight
, samples from this experiment appear to have more
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carbon than the ground based control samples.
Infrared analysis on samples from the 11)27
Sample Array showed absorption spectra which
might indicate sillcones. However, other

_ bands typical of silicone were missing and
positive identification was not possible. The
latter point is significant in that the T027
Sample Array was deployed on the -Z side of
the Cluster which was opposite of D024 and in-
dicating that the induced environment is prob-

_, ably similar on both sides of the Cluster.
However, due to solar illumination, typical

.' outgassln8 sources will have a higher rate on
the solar side along with possible pboto-chemlcal

_'_ reactions as most likely observed with the D024

samples.

I As previously mentioned, the sample areas on
D024 that were "shadowed" from sunllght by ob-

,j Jects such as lanyard cable and a pip pin showed
_ no visible discoloration. This tends to sub-

- stantlate that the cause of the discoloration

i _ was a result of a long term solar irradiation of
surface contaminants. Astronaut observations

have indicated that in general all white thermal

surfaces exposed to solar radiation (Saturn Work

Shop (SWS) SI3G and Z-93 as well as the $13G

and Z-93 in D024 samples) have degraded to shades

of yellow and brown while similar surfaces not
exposed to ultraviolet have remained essentially

white. This is not to say that contaminants

were not present but to indicate the importance

= of solar irradiation, in particular the ultrs-
, violet component, to the observed dlscoloradlon. "

!

The results of the deposition math model analy-

sis appear to correlate well with the flight re-

sults obtained from the preliminary D024 sample
analysis, as shown in Figure A-14, for the

36-day period of exposure on SL-I/2. An ac_umu-
latedncontamlnant thickness of 13,0_ 8m/cm __

_ 1300 Awas calculated for the -Z facing samples.
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Measured flight values were from 700 _ to 2450 _.

This is shown in Figure A-14 which com-

pares calculated accumulative deposition as a

function of mission exposure time with D024 P.I.

_ preliminary data analysis results.

The P.l.s initial tests indicated that the

contaminants on the samples returned on SL-3 were

darker in their discoloration. Preliminary thick-

_, ness measurements of these samples are a factor
of three or more greater than the SL-I/2 samples.

_. This initial result again appears to complimentthe deposition, math model calculations shown in

Figure A-14 which indicated that the thi_k-
q" ness would be approximately 58.0/_ gm/cm or

5800 _ for the thermal control paints and 2.2/b_
for the polymeric strips.

Discoloration of the majority _f the thermal

control samples has indicated a change in their

il solar absorptivity (_i). _asured changes in
i"

white thermal control sau_les such as Z-93 and

SI3G have shown :hanges of approximately 0.08
to 0.09. _ changes in black thermal control

paint such as 3M Black Velvet were essentially
very small if not negligible. These changes were
on the order of 0.01.

Figures 1.3.3.4-1 and 1.3.3.4-2 show changes

in A_ as a function of exposure time and essentially

that of accumulative deposition. Comparison of

:' . predlcted_changes due to solar irradiation only

(obtained from ground test programs) and that

measured from D024 are shown indicating good corre- ' '_
lation.

!;

A common analysis from thermal control sur- !

i faces and polymeric strips on D024 indicates that !the observed c.,_,_taminantis basically siliceous
;' in natures thus _roposing that outgassing of a

silicon base ma_rial or its derivatives in the SI3G

_" _ and Z-93 and RTV type compounds are strong candi- ,

_ dates as sources of this contamination. _ :

)
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/ The " I. indicated that perhaps a localized

leak of coolaaol in the EVA area may have some

bearing on the contaminant deposits. The pres-
ence of carbon and other trace elements observed

may indicate that hydrolized coolanol interact-

iuB with the solar radiation could Pave deposited

the observed silicon oxide (from the SiO 4 in the
coolanol) and turned the surface a yellowish brown

color. IIowever, the identified carbon on the

samples, along with trace metals and other ele-

7 ments, could also he from the CSM RCS firings,
indicating that the RCS may have contributed to

the observed deposition.
/,

- Reflection curves of the contaminants ob-

' ':_ tained by Dr. Joe _scari at _C are very similar

"_ to the silicon oxide reflection curves, which

"'_ further substantiates the Auger analysis regard-

ing the presence of silicon and oxygen. In evalu-

ating the spectral analysis, the D024 P.I. stated

that he found no dimetlLyl-silicones (which should

be present if SI3G or Z-93 were responsible for

the deposits) makes the coolanol, or some other

silicon source, additional candidates. According

to the P.Io more information regarding the coolanol

le_k, its hydrolyzing effects, and solar radiation

interaction is needed before any definite conclu-
sions are made.

The obser_ted discoloration of solar oriented

Cluster thermal control paints and the majority

, of D024 samples (as borne out via astronaut ob-

servations and the returned samples) is evidence

that a combination of contaminant deposits inter-

, acting with solar irradiation is responsible.

The resulting c:urves (Figures 1.3.3.4-1 and 2)
are felt to be a reliable data source for assess-

ing alfects on other Cluster thermal control sur-

faces. Initial SL-4 "quick-look" mlalysis by tne
P.I. indicates the conditions of the thermal con-

trol samples and polymeric strips are _imilarly

contaminated as the previous SL-3 s_,ples. The

shaded areas across the samples (from the cable,

etc.) showed similar defined patterns as on

SL-I/2 and SL-2 caused by the lack of solar
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exposure on the deposited surfaces. This pro-
vides further data that the EVA area was again

effected by some anomalous source of contamination.

': L_til further analysis on SL-4 data is com-
pleted by the P.I. relating to the similarity

of the contaminant to _he previous SL-I/2 and

SL-3 samples no conclusions can be made at this

time.

'_', z_ additional experimental data becomes avail-

able, such as analysis of $230, S149 and the Para-
sol samples; it should further clarify the over-

". all Skylab contamination environment picture "l
' around the EVA hatch area.

3) M415 Thermal Control Surfaces (Mr. Eugene Mc-

Kannon a P.I. - The M415 experiment was flown on
the IU of the SL-2 launch vehicle. Thermal con-

trol samples were uncovered at different times

during the mission; i.e., at the launch site,

I'_ during launch and ascent, and on orbit to de-
termlne impact of these environments on the

thermal control paramoters _, _ and @(/_ ) of

certain thermal control paints and in particular i
the white thermal control paints SI3G and Z-93

(where E is the emissivity).

The _/6 of a SI3G and Z-93 samples covered
(but not sealed) was seen to increase over the

_, several hours of experiment operation by over 25%
over the _/_ ratios measured in the laboratory

prior to installation of the experiment at the

launch site. This indicates the degrading effects -

of the salt-fog environment o,,reflectivlty of the "_

_!3G and Z-93 white thermal control paints. ' --

The samples exposed to Launch Escape System I,
(LES) Jettison were expected to show noticeable
degradation in _/_ due to this event. In fact,

_he samples showed only a small difference ore(:/_
when compared _o the control sauTles which were

uncovered only after orbital insertion. One

% ra

F -- - .....
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possible explanation being considered by the
P.I. is that the samples exposed to the LES

jettison had only a ve.--yshort, if any, ex-
posure to the center of the plume. Thus,

,I little material contacted the sample surfaces.
However, the heating of the samples due to the

LES jettison may have heated the samples suffi-
ciently to drive off moisture which had been

picked up by the samples, thus tending to im-

prove the samples' reflectivity.

, The M415 samples were located on two panels
with different view factors to the retrorockets.

_/ However, theLK/_ degradation was comparable on
both sample panels, indicating that the degrad-

# ing effects of the retrorocket plume were wide- '

_ spread and not highly localized.

Aftec the retrofire, which was the last

major event to be experienced by the M415 samples,
the samples showed little or no change in _/_.

This indicates that the degradation of the

I"v samples was primarily due to events which con-
taminated or damaged the samples. The stability ..
in _/_ also indicates that there was little or

no further degradation or recovery in the sample's
condition.

. 4) $230 Ma_netospheric Particle Composition _Dr.
D. Lind/Dr. J. Geiss a P.l.s) - The purpcze of
this experiment is to measure fluxes and composi- i

tion of precipitating magnetospherlc ions and

trapped particles through the use of a foll col-

lection technique. This method will allow the

, ' particles to implant themselves in aluminum, .... ,
aluminum oxide, and platinum foils mounted in the
form of two cuffs on the AM deplo>ment assembly i
near the EVA hatch.

: The following exposure times were encountered
_ by the experiment:

Q
• |d

x'

r
.

- I
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Table 1.3.3.4-II S230 Exposure Times !

Collector Beginning of End of Exposure Exposure

_ Exposure (DOY) (DOY) Duration (DAYS_

SL-3 135 218 83
Outer Cuff #I

Outer Cuff #2 135 218 83
I

SL-4 218 265 47
, Inner Cuff #I

• Inner Cuff #2 218 034 181

:_ Resupplled Inner 326 034 73
#" Cuff

The major interest in the collectors are

the surface contaminants they acquired during

their various exposure times. The analysis

of surface contaminants is currently in pro-
gress with no results available at this time.

|" Since they are located close to the D024 ex-

periment, which became badly discolored and
contaminated by deposition (see Section 1.3.3.2),

any correlation with deposits found on the col-
lector lolls will be most useful.

Discussions with the P.I. (Dr. Lind) indl-

cared that of the contaminated foils frompieces

SL-3 are being analyzed by Dr. Joseph Muscarl at _
Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver, Colorado.
The SL-3 foils were contaminated to such an ex-

tent that they were replaced on SL-4 with thehope that the source of contamination was only- _._',

inherent to the SL-I/2 and SL-3 missions. In-

_ formation relating to what the contaminant is, _i"

is unknown at the present and will be made avail-

• able as soon as the infrared spectrometry is

:,_ - analyzed by Dr. Mbscarl. ,:.._

Photographs are in the process of being re- ,

_._ produced which will indicate the levels of dis- "+,
coloration and the areas affected. These will |

g

:,

! .
+,
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be helpful (when compared to the D024 and other

Skylab photographs) in determining if the con-
tamination is localized and similar in nature c_

_ if this is a general condition occurring through-

out the spacecraft.

Math model predictions for the various ex-

posure times are presented in Figure A-16.

These values represent deposits from outgassing

_ surfaces and do not consider any anomalous sources. •W

• Returned photographs of the $230 SL-4 cuffs have

shown co_ _iderable deposition as well as an iri- 9

descent discoloration (similar to an oily film)

i_ on the various sample strips. Pieces of the SL-4

samples were given to Dr. Joseph Muscari for

analysis and comparison to the SL-3 contaminated

samples. This data indicates that there s';ill

was an anomalous source of contamination during

SL-4 by the EVA area•

I" No immediate conclusions, relating to the

description of the contaminants or where they

came from can be made until the analysis is com-

pleted.

5) S149 Particle Collection _Dr. C. L. Hemenway-P_l.) -

The S149 Particle Collection experiment was ex-

posed co the Cluster external environment throughthe antl-solar SAL and at the ATM Sun Shield. It
I

could not be deployed through the solar SAL as =

i intended because this port was blocked by the addi-

tion of the thermal parasol required due to the loss
, _ of the Meteoroid Shield• It is not clear at this

tlmewhether or not contamination contributed to "_ _

the formation of oxides on the S149 surfaces. _.

Table 1.3.3.4-111 shows the exposure times for
various S149 cassettes.

4

!
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Table 1.3.3.4-III S149 Particle Collection Exposure Time !

Cassette BeglnninF, of End of Expo- Exposure Dura- Exposure

_ Exposur,e__(_ " sure (DOy)tion (DAYS) Location

Between SL-2 174 212 38 Anti-Solar SAL

and SL-3

, SL-3 218 265 47 ATM Sun Shield

" SLy4 326 359 33 ATM Sun shield

' Post SL-4 034 Intended to be ATM Sun shield

' retrieved on• Apollo/Soyuz

#,"' mis sion ,

Correspondence with the P.I. has indicated

that the S149 cassettes exposed through the
antl-solar SAL between SL-I/2 and SL-3 showed

little if any particulate contamination. Some

dark spots were visible but it is believed only

i" a few could be attributed to particles or de-
posies while the others are probably tarnished : ,'-

areas which could be caused from several sources
(e.g., oxidation due to 0 ions in the ambient
environment or while in storage prior to exposure
or in shipping). : '

" Figure 1.3.3.4-3 shows the cassette orienta- j

'_- ' tion for the solar and antl-solar positions. The j

_. B-I samples (+Z directions) exposed out of the

, _ ASAL during the 34 day SL-I/2 to SL-3 period are

- | shown in Figure 1.3.3.4-4. the dark shattered- ,

• ,_ llke flakes appearing in the lower left sample of :_,
' _ the cassette array shows the degree of AgO which

occurred on the surface, also the copper oxide

coating can be seen in the bottom third from

left and the top second from left samples. Two
clean stainless steel samples are shown in the
bottom second and fourth from left posltlen-- ._.r.Ji-

caring no oxidation occurred. The top first posi-
.!

_ tion were milllpore and lexan guest _mnples while
the top £outth from the left was another guest
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sample. The last sample (top third from left)
was gold foil.

_} The cassettes attached to the A_ Sun shield

during SL-3 appeared to be more contaminated
than the antl-solar cassettes. A discoloration

appeared on the cassette surfaces facing the
solar and CSM directions. Analysis of the solar

L facing silver surfaces indicated they were dark

_, grey and that a silver oxide (AGO) was present.

"_ The solar facing copper surfaces also appearedi

..- corroded and it is expected that a cupric oxide

- (CuO) is present. The surfaces facing in the
_ +X direction showed the most discoloration with

the shielded or shaded areas showing no contami-

nation. This tends to indicate that exposure

• to the ambient 0+ ions over long periods of time
may have been the cause of the discoloration.

.i During any one orbit, the ram effect of the am-

i" _ blent atmosphere and high temperatures are co-incident for the +Z direction and for high beta

angles can provid_ similar conditions for the
+X facing direction. The blue anodized aluminum

supporting structure was also darkened where ex-

posed to the Sun, whereas, the areas directly
under the samples were not. Less change was

noticed on the aluminum, anodized aluminum, stain-

less steel, and platinum foils than on the silver
or copper foils. This is also compatible with

0+ ions impingement since the noble metals will
have a higher reaction rate with 0+ ions. Pre-

llmlnary analysis indicated that particles were

_" _ also present on the gold foils as was the case I %_
with the anti-solar SAL exposed units. A few

Islides were discolored which reduced their use- i

fulness and made observation for impacting particles i

difficult. Carbon coated nitrocellulose samples !

had practically disappeared from the anti-solar
$AL exposed cassettes, but the ATMmounted solar
exposed samples were not affected.

Q j

4
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Data obtained from the OGO No. 6 SatelliSe
indicated that at the Skylab altitude, the 0

ion has an energy level of approximately 5eV

at I0"6 Torr. The low 5eV energy level isn't

_ sufficient to cause sputtering but would possi-

bly allow the 0+ ions to interact with silver

and copper surfaces, then oxidation could have

occurred. The maxlmmn flux _ate at I0TM Tort
and 3kylab altitude is 10140 ionslsec/cmz.

, If the reaction rate were the same for silve "

_, as for gold, then the amount of silver atoms .

re_ched would be apRroxlmately 10-5 X 10+14 or
'2." 107 A8 atoms/sec/cm _ which could be sufficient

' to cause noticeable degradation with the given

_" exposure time of the samples. If sputtering

occurred at any rate, it should have provided

! for a cleaning effect and would have been
noticed because the oxidation effect would not

occur. The P.I. feels that it is unlikely that

;_ oxidation could have occurred during stowage orshlpplng.

i'_ The EREP QCMs indicated an increased deposi- ;
tlon rate which was attributed to a CSM quad D
oxidizer leak from DOY 211 through DOY 225. This

slow leaking of NgO4 may have been deposited on i
the SL-I/2 to SL-_ exposed cassettes which were i
opened on DOY 218. It i_, thought that this oxi-

i dizer leak could have provided the extra oxygen _!

: for oxidation as noted on the SL-3 samples. ,_

, The deposition math model predicted that

._• since no direct llne-of-sight with outgassing
_, ,r'

sources existed there would be no appreciable

contamination deposits on the ATM mounted solar _
facing cassette surfaces. The anti-solar SAL

cassettes were predicted to have some deposition

from outgassing sources, However, due to the low 1
temperatures at this location the deposition J;
should be minimal.

},
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The deposition math model predicted that

the following amounts would accumulate over the

38 day exposure out of the anti-solar SAL (based

_I on a -28°C S149 temperature):

Cassette Direction Deposition in Angstroms (_)

+X 65

-X I00

_' +Y 435

-Y 23

J SL-4 quick look observations made by the P.I. '

q indicated that the degree of contamination

appeared slightly less than that observed on the
SL-3 exposed samples. Oxides on the copper and

,_. silver were still evident as well as a similar .
_._' discoloration on the cassette surface.

i"
'¢ The observed oxides have not been detected on

other experiments that were exposed to the ex-
ternal environment (as in T027 and D024). Con-
tamination does not appear to have played a major
role in affecting the S149 experiment objectives.
Continuing analysis such as X-ray diffraction
analysis by the P.I. may indicate additional data i
such as similaritie, to some of the contaminants

observed from the other envlronm_nts (siliceous

-, material), i

6) S019 Ultraviolet St.ellar Astronomy (Dr. Karl _-_

Henlze P.I.) - The pr_E_-y objective of this ex- _,. ,
perlment was to obtain moderate dispersion stellar
spectra from the near ultraviolet region down to

1400 _, with sufficient spectral resolution to per- .

_ mit the study of ultraviolet llne spectra and .... _i.
spectral energy distribution of early type stars. _

' Analyses to date indicate that during SL-I/2 con- •I

_ _ tamlnation had little impact on S019 data. There !

k'll

'i
I
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is a strong possibility that contamination de-
posits degraded the S019 data from SL-3.

a,

Considerable emphasis was placed on evaluat-
ing the ultraviolet reflecting Articulated Mir-

ror System (AMS) because it was extensively used
not only with SO19 but many other experiments

_, (e.g. S183, S063, $201, S073, ED 23 and ED 26).
This extensive use increased the exposure

_ of the initial mirror used on SL-2 and SL-3 toapproximately 75 hours. The premission base-

e_ llne called for about 25 hours of mirror ex-
posure over all three missions.

The deposition math model predicted that due

to low temperatures of potential outgassing sur-

faces during times of mirror exposure, there

would be negligible deposition on the Al_ sur- i
face. Based upon a qualitative review by the

i'_ P.I., the SL-I/2 photographic data did not indi-
cate any contamination impact and the condition

of the film appeared good.

During DOY 232 when the AMS had retraction

problems, the mirror reached a calculated tempera-

ture of approximately -30°C. The mirror had posio-
tlve view factors to nearby surfaces which wr'_

warmer than itself, setting up the potential for

, deposition. When the mirror was finally taken !

out of the SAL, droplets of moisture had con-
, densed on the mirror surface. This was due to

the mlrrcr still bein8 cold when it was taken _ _
out of the SAL into the OWS. Also_ the P.I. com- _.

m_nted that it was possible to have had some ,
moisture get _o the mirror during the prism change : ,

i Just prior to the malfunction (DOY 232). i !'

The P.I. has indications that data have been

! affected by AMS degradation but the degree of con-

_ tsminatlon has yet to be determined. The data i

indicated that the signal intensity received 1
from a _peclfic star field in the 1500 _ spectral l _r-
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region had degraded approximately 50% when

taken during the SL-3 mission as compared to

, a measurement taken of .'hesame star field at
the start of the SL-I/2 mission. Due to this

deterioration and the extensive continued use

on many other experiments, a new replacement
AMS was launched on SL-4.

i The SL-3 total, predicted, worst case deposi-
tion on the AMS was 2.6 _ which was almost en-

. tirely due to outgassing of external surfaces
._ during the malfunction period on D0Y 232 when

the AMS was continually exposed for over 28
•

i hours. This corresponds to 2.77° attenuation
at 1400 _ at a 30° off normal ultraviolet re-

flection angle on the AMS surface. Such a value

is well within tolerance limits of experiment
degradation and in itself is not considered

serious. However, the degree of degradation due

i" to condensation is uuknown and must be considered
significant in light of the P.i.s conm_nts con-

cerning the noted signal difference between
SL-1/2 and SL-3.

The antl-solar SAL utilized a desiccant

system for repressurization after experiment

operation. Tests by McDonnell Douglas Aerospacehave indicated that the particles which pene-
tT:ated the filter network downstream of the

desiccant and entered the SAL _-nlume_uring AMS
_ repressurlzation amounted to 5.8 X I0_ particles.

: This was a total for all repressurlzatlons of -

the AMS (including S183 operation) and for par- I

tieles in the 0.3/_ size range or greater. If

all these particles were electrostatically
attached to the S019 AMS surface the densit 7
would be the same order of magnitude as the S0!9 ,0.,

tolerance stated by the P.I. and could create
problems from absorption or scattering of the

deposited particles. For particles less than

_ 0.3/t_ in size, the P.I.'s tolerance criteria
were met. It is presently thought that this
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possible source did not contribute signlfi-
cantly to the noted degradation s_nce it is

_ not likely that a]! the particles ,.--_idre-
main on the surface.

The signal attenuation of the star field

emissions by the molecular contaminant cloud
around the antl-solar SAL was approximated

_, using predicted cloud mass column densities.

As a worst case condition, the total column

,_,_" density fr_n all the vents was taken as 17.5 X
• 10-8 gm/cm 2. Utilizing the mass absorption _
(" coefficient (approximately 500 cm"_ at 500 X)

for molecular oxygen, which constitutes approxi-
mately 30% of the cloud, and applying these
values in Lambert' s Law, an attenuation value
of less than 1% was obtained.

This indicated that there was no measur-

i' _ able influence at 1560 _ by the molecular
cloud. Spectral regions above the 1500 _ level
had smaller mass Attenuation coefficients which

would therefore attenuate the signal even less.

Since Oxygen (02) is the most dominant cloud
element, its absorption will be much greater

than that of all the other cloud elements.
Other molecules which may be in notable abun-

dance (e.g.p C02, NO9, NH3, N204, etc.) have
cross sections no greater than that of 02, are
less abundant, and therefore wiI1 ettenuate the
ultraviolet radiation to a lesser degree and "

' should be no problem. _ '_

Uncontrolled anomalies, (e.g., malfunction, i
procedural :rors venting the gas side of the
condensate holding tank and not allowing enough _ _'

, warm up time when retracting the mirror at low
temperatures) p and the extensive usage (approxl- 1

_ merely 200% above baseline) were greater causes
in agfecting mirror deterioration than the pre- _i .-
dicted contminant cloud or deposition £ro_ out-
guslng, i .'f"

, I

{

..... . .... . , _""II *.i
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"lheP.I. indicated that tilequick-look re-
view of the SL-4 data showed no obvious effects

: due to contamination. Therefore any maall loss
of sensitivity or degradation would only be

discovered after a more thorough analysis of

the data has been made. However, with the re-

supply of a new AMS mirror on SL-4, it would

not be expected that it would see considerable

contamination when compared to SL-I/2 and SL-3
data since no known anomalies related to the mir-

ror ___urred.

, 7) S063 UV Airglow Horizon Photography (Dr. Donald __

Packer - P.I.) - The objectives of the experiment
were to photograph the ozone in the earth's at-

mosphere and to obtain representative airglow

height and intensity data at twilight over a

variety of latitudes and longitudes utilizing

the Wardroom, STS, and special ultraviolet SAL
;" windows.
x

The P.I. has commented that deposits are

evident on the four STS window photographs as

well as the ice c_>stal on the Wardroom window.

The impact on the data still hasn't been de-

. termined, however, initial "quick look" analysis

-'- did not indicate any serious anomalies. Future
contact with the P.I. will be made as further

analysis of the data is completed.
!

Experiment S063 was operated for the first
time during DOY 219. Components which were D

particularly observed for contamination were
the AMS and the ultraviolet SAL window which

were utilized in mode 2U or EA!I (airglow) and _ i

mode EAI (ozone) respectively. During experiment I
i,

operation on DOY 221 relatively high EREP QCM

readings were recorded which indicated an in- ii

crease in deposition rate. The cause of this

increase a_peared to stem from the CSM RCS

quads B and D oxidizer leaks which occurred in

%
I
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the same time frame. The quad B leak started
shortly after launch and was terminated by

•: the crew before docking. The quad D leak

commenced after docking and was terminated by
DOY 214. However, the EREP QCb_ indicated an

unusual high deposition rate until DO¥ 225.

Therefore, it is possible that some of the

omitted N204 may have affected this experiment
'_' data run.

On DOY 231, a handheld camera was used m
, obtain data through the STS #243 and #244 windows.
, This could provide some indication about window

. contamination when compared to STS window photo- "

graphs obtained early during SL-I/2 in the per-
formance of the contamination window DTOs.

Deposition math model predictions on the

accumulative deposition due to (utgassing for
i,
) the STS #243 window is indicated in Figure A-8

as well as the transmission loss flora

these deposits at 3000 K and 6000 K which would
have occurred by DOY 268. A similar prediction
is made for the Wardroom window which was used

for all the ozone EAI data acquisition (see Figure
• A-9). Additional contamln_tion

_, occurred on the STS and Wardroom windows and is
discussed in Section 1.3.4. Dust particles, :

lint, and moisture (between the Wardroom window
- panes) may have an influence on the data but

its severity can only be determined after the

, P.I. completes his analysis. . "
f

The 2U airglow sequences (DOY 239 through _
244) are of particular interest since the AMS i

I

was used with S063 (replacing the solar SAL se- _ _.

quences) and may provide some information about _ "'

mirror degradation or deposition when compared
to before and after photographs from experiments

_A S019 and S183. Contact will be made with P.l.s
for a quick look review of the returned photo- _ i

graphic data for any anomalies which may have _ --

l I
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bee_ caused by contamination or may indicate
contsmlnat ion.

The stowage procedure following data acqui- ,.
sitlon on DOY 250, 251, and 252 was of particu-
lar interest to contamination. The cameras

were removed from the mounting assembly and
placed in the film vault, but the assemblies

with the optical sight and LW transmitting
, window attached wera simply strapped to the

top of the S063 storage container. The window
_. was thereby exposed to internal atmosphere with- h

out the normal protection of the enclosure for a
period of about 2 days (DOY 250:1920 to DOY 252:

"" 1415). Analysis of data will establish whether

any harmful dust or other materials were deposited
on its surface. The mounting a_semblies, in-

cluding optical sight and window were stowed

normally on DOY 252.

i"
Preliminary analysis has indicated that

, contamination of the STS and Wardroom windows, i

utilized by S063, has occurred, but further P.I.

analysis will be required to determine the effect
of this contamination.

Predictions obtained from the deposition

_ math model indicated that the transmisslon loss,
due to outgasslng sources, through the STS and

Wardroom windows would reach _ level Ofo 0.15% "
at 3000 _ and 0.0957° at 6000 A, and 5.8% at '"

: 3000 _ and 0.1557o at 6000 _, respectively, at .. "
the end of DOY 039. However, dust, lint, and .... "_"

moisture on the windows coupled with the above _ ,

di3cussed deposition could have degrading effects |_'.on S063 data. The tota% S063 depositlon/attenua- i

tlon prediction for the AMS data, obtained at
•",_ 2600 _, is 2.6 _/I.0%. This is well below the ',

accevtable contamination level for the experiment : ;_

(Table 1.0.5-1). _'

i-

..... ' ...... .,..,. ,

'- ' "f ' '" I • .i "--' ..1.1_-- ', -,'-- .. •
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The F.I. review of SL-3 data has indicated !
that no serious degradation to the data has
presently been found. The SL-4 SAL data was out

of focus, possibly due to a camera pressure

_} plate problems and it may be difficult to inter-

pret if there was any contamination effects.

Kohoutek EVA data however _id come out correctly

but the P.I. does not anticipate any serious de-

gradation from contamination.

_- 8) S183 UV Panorama (Dr. G. Courtes,. P.I. and Mr.

'_ Hart 7 Atk£ns a Co-P.I.) - The primary objective

, of thl8 experiment was to study hot stars and
their color indices which are distributed in

_" different regions of the sky in relatlon to the

milky-way.

l_e S183 experiment utilized the S019 Articu-

lated Mirror System to reflect the ultraviolet
from these stars into its optical system. The
Co-P.I. has stated that there is an apparent loss

i" of s_r_itivit_ between the SL-3 DAC photography
and the SL-2 DAC photography. This loss appears
compatible with that experienced by the S019
P,I., ind_cating that the old AKS, the only opti-
cal element common to both experiments, might
have ex_erienced a loss in reflectivity. However
this reflectivity loss has not compromised the

_ main objectives of the experiment.

i A Principal Investlgator' s representative

Ik

_ indicated that although there was some film de-

gradation due to the initial SL-10WS environ-
, _ merit, there is no reason to suspect any contaml- ,.--._ _._,

nation impact on the data. 1/

With only one instance of anomalous particle
sighting, (DO¥ 120) on the S183 film, the analysis

of the S183 contsmination related anomaly is in- _
conclusive at this time. It could have been caused , i
by a larKe piece of tumbling space debris or a

_ small particle in the Instt_ents fleld-of-vlew.
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The Co-P.I. said that the SL-4 data showed

no anomaloust_'acks and initial observations

; indicate _o impact due to contamination. Any
indications of seDsitivity loss or degradation

will be made by comparin_ the same star fields
taken on the SL-3 or SL-4 mission to those taken

during SL-I/2j however, this data will not be
available for several months,

9) S150 X-ILcy Calacti= Mapping (Dr. William

*_ Kaushaar, P.I.) - The S150 Galactic X-Ray
Mapping Experiment which was on the SL-3 launch

_ vehicle surveyed the sky for X-ray sources in
200 to 12,000 electron-volt range.

The P.I. has indicated that there are no
indications at this time of contamination im-

pacts on S150 data, The breakage of the S150

proportional counter window, which could have.
:, conceivably been caused by contamination, corre-

i _ lares closely to times when sunlight was shining
on it. Therefore the P.I. thinks that it is

very unlikely that contamination was responsible.

Other possible contamination effects, such as
star sensor indications of false stars or change

in the low energy cut-off of the spectral data,

' L
_! has not been analyzed by the P.I. at this time.

I0) S073 Gegenscheln/Zodia, c,al Light (Dr. Gerald
, Welnberg, P.I:) - The S073 Experiment was used

: to measure brightness and polarization of night

; flow in the visible spectrum. _-_ _.
I

The P.I. data reduction has not proceeded far
enough to assess contamination effects. Contami-
nation related data for this experiment is con-

tained in the T027 contamination Section 1.3.3.4.a.1. ,_:

i

Q0 I

@i
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11) S__020X-Ray/UV Solar Photo_aph_ (Dr. RicharcL
Tousey P.I. and Mr. David Garrettt Co-P.I.) -
_he S020 was used :o photograph external UV
and X-ray emissions of the Sun in the 10 to 200
Angstrom wavelengths.

The instrum_t was operated during the last
three SL-4 EVA's by being mounted externally on
an EVA truss taking 60, 3."_ 15 _d 7.5 minute

exposures of th_ sun. The first data nm (DOY
359) showed all data below I11_ was non-exlstent
but havlng good data above IIIA, the second data !
rml (DOY_63) indicated a few very faint lines
below 11IX (around 44_) with goo_ data above I11_;
the last run (DaY 034) indicated triple lines only
on the 60 u_Lnut_ exposure but again very faint
llnes b_low 11L1 on all exposures. All data be-
low 11LI was axceptlonally poor on all runs.

The Co-P.I. feels that some possible causes

may be _0 vapor (or moist_re) e_fecting the in-
coming dlta or _t there may be deposition on
the Indium, Beryllium, oz Boron £ilters. Analysis
by the P.I. oa checking the transmission through
the returned filters _s continuin8. Preliminary
observation of the filters indicat'e some deposi-
tion on the surface (perhaps an oxide) ; however,
further anulysls will have to be performed to
determtnc what the deposits are and how it is
affecting the data. Additional filters are being
produced and will be utilized in laboratory tests ,_

, which will be compared to the effects on the re- --- _
turned flight filter data,

A water leak from the CDR's and SPT_s EVA suit
occurred on DaY 359 and 034 respectively. Also,
the PCU deflector was not attached during the :._,_
last two EVA's (see Section 1.3.3b for more details), i'
These two gactors may have had an effect on the data. 1

!.
/b

't
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12) T025 Coromtsraph Contamination Measurement

_ (Dr. MaYo Greenberg. P.I. ) - The T025 was used
to obtain visible light data from the Comet

Kohoutek and in support of the S073 Experiment.

Preliminary indications are that a camera mal-

function focused T025 data runs at approximately

five feet. Some of the frames indicate particles

gloating within the field-of-view of the instru-• ' merit which may help in determining particle size
or intensity after further analysis by the P.I.

,." has been completed.

_" 13) S232 Barium Plasma Observations (Dr. Eugene

Wescott m P.l.) - The purpose of this experiment
was to determine geomagnetic field llne configura-

tion, plasma conductivity and spac_ observation

of a cold metal plasma.

No contamination related data is available

i'_ from P.I. analysis at this time. ,:

14) $233 Kohoutek Photometeric Photography (Dr. C.

Lundquistt P.l.) - The purpose of this experiment
was to obtain photographs of gJ_houtek to provide"

a synoptic hiPtory of the Comet.

No contamination related data is availa_le
from P.I. analysis at this time.

15) $201 XUV Electronographic Camera (Dr. G_.._.

, Carruthers, P.I.) - The purpose of this experi-
,' ' meat was to study earth's tropical airglow and _

polar auroral zones, lunar atmospheric hydrogen,

interstellar and intergalactic material, and the
Comet Kohoutek.

The P.I. reports that there are indications .!

_ of Corona occurring during approximately 25*/.o£
the data runs taken from the A-SAL. 'lhefilm

_, also indicated some moisture spots. These spots
were more likely acquired durin 8 their return
after splashdown.

[
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Initial evaluations indicated there would
not be any Corona problems during EVA or in the

t_ A-gAL. However, this was based on a specified
experlmeut leak rate and no outgasslng from the
instrument. The flight attachments to the S019
and S063 equipment for A-SAL usage could hav_
increased the instruments leak rate causing the
higher pressures which allowed Corona to occur.
No Corona problems were observed during the _.VA
data runs which tend to indicate the possibility
of higher leak rates than anticipated for the
A-SAL exposures.

16) T053 Skylab Earth Laser Beacon (Dr.. Louis
Caudi11. P.I.) - The purpose of this experiment
was to evaluate the use of Lasers for navigation
and communications in near earth orbits.

The P.I. has indicated that Skylab contami-
nation such as the ice or condensation on the
Wardroom wlndowp did not cause any problems to
T053 operations.

b. Principal Scientist (P.S.) Comments on Earth Resources
an.d Experiment Packages

1) S19.0A Mhlt!spoctr_l Photographic Camera (Mr_ Ken
Demel, P,S,) - The SI90A was used to obtain high
quality repetitive visible and near infrared
multispectral photography from space, i

The S190A P.S. has noticed that some minute --" _

areas of photographed ground scenes were lost. _,
This was apparently due to dust and possibly a
slight mount of other materials on the S190A
lens platens. Thia condition has had no sub-
stantive impact on the S190A data. :'_

2) S190B Earth Terrain Cintra _Mr, Ken Demel. P.S.) -
The S19OB was used to obtain high resolution !

medium format color photography from space, _!
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No evidence of contamination impacts has
been reported by the P.S.

I 3) S191 Infrared Spectrometer (Dr. Thomas Barnett a

- The S191 was used to produce multi-
spectral imaging of visible, solar infrared and '

thermal infrared spectra in assessing earth

surface composition and condition.

i
i From preliminary reduction and review of
6 SL-1/2 S191 data to date some indication of

"_" possible contamination has been noticed. Using

-w the lunar calibration data, it has been noticed

#' that the signal intensity at about 4000 _ has
decreased. Since, in general, contamination

deposits attenuate more strongly at shorter

wavelengthst this could be evidence of contami-

nation. However, since this signal decrease is

very close to the low wavelength cut-off of the

instrument, this effect could well be a change

|'_ in instrument response.

Also SL-2 data in the thermal region taken

during deep space runs indicated several anomalous

I.R. peaks having considerably higher intensities

than anticipated. Some of these peaks could

possibly be emitted by _0 vapor, ozone (0_), or
silicon but until furthe_ checks in the data re-

duction process are made no substantiated con-
tamlnatlon related conclusions can be made at

this time. i
, ' ] _x

4) S192 _Itispectral Scanner (Mr. Wi1.1iam Hensley, ,-- _

P.S.) - The S192 was used to obtain quantitative _

radiance values simultaneously in 13 spectral _'i bands for evaluation of multispectral dsta and
automatic data processing techniques. [

No evidence of contamination impacts on S192 • i

data have been noticed. The signal to noise ,
_ ratio of the initial detector in th_ thermalh

band led to the replacement of this detector by
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one of higher siEual to noise characteristics.
_is condition is an intrinsic characteristic

"_ of the detector and not related to contamination.

5) S193. Radi.om__terA!tlmeter/Scatterometer (Mr.
Done La Pointe, Experiment Developer) - the S193
was used to obtain data for sinrtltaneous evalua-

' tlon of radar backscu._,terlng-cross-sectlon and

_' passive microwave emlssltlvlty of land and sea

, (K-Band radar).

• 3., Forei&n material from instrument insulation

e' _ was removed from the potentlometer and gimbal
_ area on the first EVA of SL-4 on DOY 326. This •

q restored $193 controlled motion in the yaw dlrec-

tton. From onboard sensors and ground sensors,
an apparent minor decrease in S193 power output

_ has been observed. However, since ground sensor

data shows little or no change in antenna pattern,

i'_ it is unlikely that contamination is responsible.

: 6) S194 L-Band Radiometer (Mr. Harold Nichke,

Experiment Developer) - The S194 was used to
measure thermal radiation in the microwaver (L-

Band range).

! Data analysis and performance evaluation to

date do not showany contamination impacts on
S194 data.

1

1

'4

!
.
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1.3.4 Windows - Analysis of window contamination was derived

almost entirely from astronaut comments, the time of occurrence,

appearance of the deposits, and photographs taken of the Wardroom

_I and STS during each mission phase. Comments were obtained from
Tape Dump and Real Time Transcripts of astronaut conversations and

from debriefinB interviews. Except for the Wardroom window, which

was heavily contaminated on surfaces that could not be cleaned and

- thereby restricted photography through it, window contamination

presented no problems to the astronauts. It appears that window
heaters and covers are an effective means of window contamination

I,
control when properl7 used providing the cover does not contact

k ' surfaces that will erode and produce contamination particles.

_ Cluster window locations are indicated in Figure 1.3.4-1 and -2.

_ _" The SI90A/MDA window external surface remained visibly i

_ clean throughout all missions. However, the inner surface required
removal of two smudges during the SL-3 mission, and the complete

inner surface was cleaned during SL-4 using the Optical Cleaning
Kit. Condensation of cabin atmosphere on the CSM windows was re-

ported on SL-I/2 and SL-4. The external surfaces of all STS

_ windows became contaminated to some degree with particles and a

l'_ boot mark was imprinted on the outer surface of window number 2
during the SL-I/2 EVA to deploy the OWS solar wing. Inner sur-

faces of the STS windows were contaminated by astronaut breath

and cabin atmosphere condensation and were cleaned about every
three weeks by the crew. An ice spot was observed on the inner

surface of the Wardroom window outer pane when the cover was first

removed during SL-I/2 activation. Later, this ice spot alternatelymelted and refroze as the window heater was turned on and off, and

eventually spread to a 4-inch diameter. The exterior surface of

- _ the Wardroom window outer pane was reported shortly after SL-I/2

• activation to have a greasy looking surface with what appeared to '
_. be water streaks across it. The interior surface of the Wardroom

window became contaminated repeatedly with condensation of astro-

naut breath and cabin atmosphere and from physical contact by the

astronaut during the many obseryations made through it. These
conditions required repeated cleanings. Attempts to remove the

_ ice and condunsation from between the panes of the Wardroom windowby connecting the window volume to a vacuum and then refilling
with dry air were only partly successful. This window has no

! external cover and its he, ter was energized only sporadically.

_ 1.3.4.1 SI90A/MDA Window - Four reported inspections of the
SI90A window, two on SL-I/2 and one each on SL-3 and SL-4 indi-

cated that the exterior window surface remained visibly clean

throughout all missions. During SL-3, however, two smudges

appeared on the inner surface, evidently from inadvertent contact
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by one of the astronauts or a piece of equipment being handled by

them. These smudges were removed using Zephiran wipes. The inner

surface, although reported as visually clean during SL-4, was

_ cleaned using t_e optical cleaning kit. The heater and covers for
this window appear to be quite effective in preventing condensation
on the window surfaces.

1.3.4.2 STS Windows - During the initial inspection made shortly

after SL-I/2 activation, the STS windows were reported as very

_ clean. A week later, the crew reported several leafy particles on
the exterior surface of STS window 4 and also indicated that parti-

cles were present to _ lesser degree on the other STS windows. As

_ the mission9 progressed, more particles appeared. I= is suspected
that these particles were generated by frictional erosion beLweee

_ the window cover and the thermal insulation surrounding the window.

The astronauts reported that these two made contact during window
cover opening and closing operations. During SL-I/2, tLLesolar-

side window covers were left open, on the average, 6 hours a day,

to improve lighting conditions in the S£S. As a result e_ this

exposure to widely varying external thermal conditions, c_bin

atmosphere repeatedly condensed on the innermost surfaces during

I"_ orbit nighttime and evaporated during orbit daytime. Because

biological byproducts and other organic contaminants were present

In the cabin atmosphere, eac'_ of these cycles 16ft more re_;idue

on the window surfaces and they eventually required periodic clean-
ing.

On SL-!/2 DOY 158, covers of windows 2 and 3 were openedto permit the third crewman to observe the EVA operatio_:q to free
the OWS solar wing. D_rlng these opera_ions, one of the astronauts i

inadvertently placed his boot sole against window number 2. This

action left a bootprint on the window which remained throughout

subsequent missions. The anti-solar windows showed periodic con- _ _,
_ densatlon on the inner surfaces when the covers were left open, _

which would clear up when the covers were closed. Closing the

covers stopped the heat loss to space from the panes and permitted i
them to attain cabin temperature. Conde_,sation residue and contact
contamination on the inner surface of STS windows were cleaned off

_ using water and ZephJran wipes. The crew indicated that this was

a very effective cleaning technique. Figure 1.3.4.2-1 and 2 are

photographs taken on SL-3 of STS windows 2 and 3, the most contam-

inated and least contaminated of the _our. Nearly all the contam-
ination to be seen is on K_e exterior surfaces as the photographs

were taken shortly after tie inner surfaces had been cleaned. ,_"

During SL-3, STS window covers were opened for a maximum .._

of only one hour per day for each window. This crew pre_rred the i "_
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covers closed for better observation of the ATM console TV presen-
tations. This shorter exposure to external thermal conditions

also reduced the amount of condensate.on occurring on the inner

surfaces. During SL-4, usage was such that the inner surfaces

,', required cleaning approximately every three weeks.

1.3.4.3 Wardroom Window - When the Wardroom window was first

activated, the crew reported a small ice particle about the size

of a dime in the center of the inner surface of the outer pane.

A more critical inspection later revealed an oily appearing film

on the outer surface with streaks running across it in an aft di-
,' rection. It is thought that both of these affects resulted from "_

conditions existing on the pad prior to launch. As the mission

_-" progressed the ice spot alternately melted and refroze as the win- ,_.
dow heater was cycled on and off and also as the effects of earth

'" i albedo increased and decreased. It eventually spread to nearly !

" 4 4 inches in diameter. The volume between the panes was evacuatedand refilled with dry air through the SAL desslcators, approxl-

mately every two weeks on SL-3 and every 3 weeks on SL-4, but the

spot and internal streaking never completely disappeared. Crew
• reports fndlcated that the vent from between the panes to the cabin !apparently leaked and permitted cabin atmosphere to reenter after

_'w evacuation process. This was evidenced by condensation streaks
running from the vent or_flce toward the center of the window.

Even immediately after complete evacuation and dry a.'rfilling
some solld residue remained. These conditions resulted in some

difficulty with operatlonal photogzaphy through the window.

• This window was used extensively for general viewing,
photography, and television. Those operations resulted in conden-
sation of the crew's breath on the inner surface along with hand,
nose, and camera prints. When the heater was turned off, cabin
atmosphere often condensed on the inner surface. This surface

was repeatedly cleaned with dry Zephiran wipes. Television pic-
, tures taken through the window during SL-I/2 revealed particles

which the astronauts reported as being on the outermost surface.

Those particles are thought to have evolved from paint and insula-
tion scraped loose, during the Meteoroid Shield accidental removal

t and from the subsequent solar array deployment, which adhered to/ the outer surface. Ff.sure 1.3.4.3-1 _s a photograph of the window
taken during SL-3 showing the central ice mass, streaking from the
vent, and various particles clinging to the outer surface.Q
1.3.4.4 CSMWind.. owsows- Condensation occurred sporadically on the
inner surface of the CSM _rlndows| especially_ during SL-4, on the
right side window farthest from the Sun line when docked. These

..e=_b _ '---- ........ m
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windows have no exterior covers and, because of the low heat ab-

sorptlon characteristics of the relatively clean glass, they re-

mained cooler than most of the other spacecraft inner surfaces.

_ This condition encouraged condensation of cabin atmospher_ on
their surfaces when not in direct sunlight. During SL-4 rendez-

vous operations, the crew commander reported that the crew, includ-

ing himself, could hardly take their eyes away from the windows

and there were nose smears all over them from repeated physical
contact. However, no observational dlfflculties were reported as

a result of these smears. During SL-4 unltocklng, the crew noticed

., that all CSM windows had visible deposits on the external surfaces.

Window number I had a fairly smooth layer over its entire surface

._ while window number 2 was streaked with definite lines as if :

shielded in so_e areas from the contaminant source. After SL-4 ;
q splashdown, the crew say some of these surface fil_s wrinkle up,
_ tear loose, and wash away in the ocean due to wave action.

Analysis was being conducted on samples of this film at

the time thls report was published. Results thus far indicate

that the film was a silicon material whose thickness was approxl-

:. mately 1.7 microns. It is noted that the SL-4 preflight math
_ model deposition prediction for film thickness on this CSM window

was 1.5 microns. For information concerning the final results of

this investlgatlon_ Mr. Charles Davis of MSFC S&E should be con-
tacted.
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1.4 _ com_oT.SU_&CES

_._ 1.4.1 General Discussion - NeaEly all external surfaces of
Skylab were coated with selected materials to help control both
the internal and external temperatures. All temperatures have
remained within nominal expected ranges considering exposure
conditions. Principal Cluster outer surfaces, such as those of

the ATM, AM radiator, end the OWS aft skirt were monitored for, degradation resultJm_ from contaminant deposition by measuring

"_ longterm temperature chanses end evaluating the changes in their

_: solar absorptivity end infrared emissivity characteristics. Analysis
-_ of OWSMoteo_.oid Shield thermal charac_.eristics were eliminated with

_" the loss of the shield &nd its associated temperature transducers.
As a backup process, the astronauts were requested to report on the
appearance of and photograph the various surfaces during rendezvous,
EVA, and separation operatlon_,.

In order to separate the effects of contam_uation from

those of high enelgy radiation damage, it was necessary to co.,pare
the degradation effects on areas having similar surface material

i'_ and radiation exposure but different contaminant exposure due to
location (i.e., being different distances from sources such as ,.

vents and outgassing surfaces and being shielded or unshielded from
line-of-sight to _hese sources). Furthermore, astronaut observa-

tions and photographs could identify recognizable contaminant de-

position patterns.

During the progress of the three missions, various white t
surfaces on the Cluster slowly darkened turnir yellow, then tan,

• and finally, in some locations, dark brown. Most of this discolora-

tion was in areas exposed to direct solar radiation end can be attri-
,' '" buted in part to radiation damage to the SI3G paint. According to _-_'

the findings of the D024 P.I. end other supportive analysis, certain
elements of this paint appear to have outgassed and recondensed m.
other surfaces which were bare or used different paint such as Z-93
which, in time, also darkened under the effects of radiation. Darken-

_ ing in three areas of the Cluster can definitely be attributed tocontsmlnant deposits. One of these areas £s on the aft side of the
ATM end the under s_de of the A_M solar panel_ near the EVA qu_.-ant.

d_ _ These areas are not subjected to direct solar, radiation. The EVA
• quadrant is a heavy effluent emitter and its emissions are dlrected

m

.¢
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toward the affected areas. See Skylab Contamination Sources
Report, ED-2002-879, Volume I, for a listing of the many materials

located within the OWS forward dome area. Also, during the first

_; SL-4 FVA, the SPT reported discolorations on the OWS outer gold

skin that were not uniform along lines having equal radlatior ex-

posure. This gold coated plastic film was left exposed when the

Meteoroid Shield was torn off and, in the present configuration,

' two strips running longitudinally slong the solar side of the Work-

4 shop Y-axls lines (parallel to the X-axls) are still unshaded by the

_\ crew deployed Sun shields. The color variations along these strips.0

, are indicative of varying thicknesses of deposition. The third area

_" is on the OWS aft skirt and Solar Array beam fairing. In no case
though have the deposits or radiation damage appeared to cause ad-

_'* verse thermal conditions in the Skylab cabin or any of the exterior

co_onents.

1.4.2 S-IVB Sta_e Thermal Surfaces

a. Refrigeratio n System Radiator - Very early in the
flight, the radiator ran somewhat hotter than predicted.

_" This was eventually attributed to the high temperature

conditions existing in the Workshop following the loss

of the Meteoroid Shield and prior to deploying the um-

brella type Sun shade. Shortly after the SL-I/2 mission,

tt,._ radiator was oper ,ting at predicted conditions for

the particular flowrates, orbital conditions, etc. The
radiator continued to operate nominally for the given

conditions for the remaining mission phases.

t

b. Aft Skirt - Based upon temperature of electronics

mounted to the interior of the Workshop aft skirt, it

is thought that substantial degradation of the SI3G \
' on the skirt exterior has occurred. It is estimated "-- _-,

: from thermal analyses performed by the Skylab thermal
group, that the solar absorptivity changed from between ,
0.21 and 0.25 to about 0.38 during SL-1/2. ,_.,is change

I is thought to be due to firing of the solld propellant

i retro motors on the S-II stage during vehicle staging. ..:_
; Photographs of the Workshop aft surfaces obtained dur- '.

i _ng SL-3 separation fly-around show a grey coating on i: areas of the aft skirtp with a white "shadoW' where it

was covere_ by the SAS beam fairing during boost. This _j

color is *at can be expected of the AI,O, by-product __
of the solid propellant retro-motors of-tl_e S-II stage.
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c. Sun .Shades - The first "umbrella" deployed to

I alleviate the effects of the missing meteoroid shield

was an orange color and was reported, via crew tran-

scriptions, to have faded under the intense solar radia-

tl-n. The second sun-shade was painted wlth $13G white

paint and this paint, according to crew comments and

photographs, has darkened in all areas exposed to solar
radiation. It is still effective em a Sun shield though
and no observations have indicated that contmninant de-

posit_ns have occurred. The discoloration appears to
be due mostly to solar radiation damage because it varies

._ only where wrinkles and folds vary the solar exposure.

¢
d. Pressure .Vessel .Thermal Control Film - Loss of the --
Feteoroid Shield and subsequent deployment of the sun
shades left longitudinal strips of the sold coated
Kapton film covering the OWS_pressure vessel exposed to
solar radiation. These areas run along the solar side

of the Workshop Y-axis lines (parallel to the X-axls). !

i'J The temperatur_ of thes_ areas attained temperatures

l
warmer than 60-F on Fin two and warmer than 95-F on Fin

four. As a result, they are cooler and permit condansa- !
tion of exhaust and vented products and those outgassed

t fr_ hotter surfaces such as back side of the A_ solarth_
arrays which were typically 17C F maximum. On the first

i SL-4 EVA, the SPT reported discolorations alone these un-

shaded that varied in color lines
areas along having equal

solar exposure. Transcril_tiorm of astronaut c_ents In-

dicate that these discolorations varied between green,
yellow, and red as if either a deposit thickness had varied,

causing Interference filter effects, or varylne degrees of .
chemical reaction had taken place. Solar radiation on --- _

this longitudinal strip would have had an equal effect ._

along its entire leneth, but according to cre_ observations, I
this is not the case. It is suspected that the varying
discoloration i8 the result of effluent deposition from
the S-ll stage separation rockets, the SM RCS thrusters ._,.,._

during the early Meteoroid Shield dmnage inspection and , i

outgassine from hotter surfaces. -i

' i

* Refers to Saturn V stqe I Fin orientation _'%_

i

!_ _ _ _.

............ - -' v - • '- ....... - --' w . .... -- ....
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1.4.3 ATM Surfaces - Areas of the ATM show definite dis-

coloration patterns on surfaces not directly exposed tc solar

radiation and, therefore, the result of contaminant deposits.

These areas are faeir@ the EVA quadrant surrounding the Airlock

and this quadrant is a relatively heavy effluent emitter, direct-
ing its emissions toward the affected areas. _4ost of the out-

gassing and leakage from the OWS forward dome, EVA hatch area,

forward skirt, IU, and AM is directed out this quadrant. During

EVA, the Airlock section of the AM is vented through this quadrant

and outgassing from equipment located within the Alrlock follows.

Figures 1.4.3-I, taken after SL-I/2 and 1.4.3-2, taken after SL-3,

illustrate the resulting discoloration pattern and its progressive

darkening. The discoloration is quite pronounced in color photos
but much of the contrast is lost in a black and white presenta-

! tion. Thermal measurements plotted during the Skylab operations
by the Contamina_:ion Mission Support Group indicate a gradual
temperature rise in the areas exposed to these emissions. (See
Figures 1.4.3-3 and 4.) These changes could also be influenced i
by parasol degradation and subsequent reflection changes and
changes in the solar adsorbtivity and emissivity characteristics.
This trend is not exhibited by measurements from shaded surfaces on

the opposite side of the ATM that do not have line-of-slght ex-
posure to the EVA quadrant. The solar exposed surface of the ATM

Sun Shield ($13G paint) exhibited significant radiation degradation.

Thermal analyses indicate that the absorptivity changed from an

initial value of approximately 0.2 to a value between 0.46 and 0.57
at the end of SL-4. For further details see the report of the ATM

Thermal Control System Mission Support Group. llowever, the de-

graded surfaces and resultant temperature rises have not been suffi-
cient to compromise operations and all temperatures have remained
well within tolerance limits.

1.4.4 Alrlock Module Radiator - Slight degradation of the Z-93

coating on the Airlock Module radiator exposed to solar radiation _
' and the EVA quadrant is thought to have occurred. The verage value

of solar absorptivity around the entire radiator was approximately
0.22 after the first manned Skylab mission and approximately 0.28
after the first half of SL-4 (as determined from radiator thermal
analysis). The original value was approximately 0.14. The degrada-
tion was initially thought to be due mainly to ultraviolet radiation

damage to the Z-93 paint onlyp but the discoloration pattern shown _i
,_ in Figure 1.4.3-9. indicates that it could also be due to contamina- t •

tion and interaction between a contaminant and solar ultraviolet. _
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1.4.5 Thermal Surface Data Correlat.lon - Results from the D024
Thermal control Coatings and Polymeric Films Experiment Principal

'! Investigator analyses have shown an effect which has been considered

the result of contamination plus radiation damage. This experiment

is positioned on the O_S forward dome taper adjace_it to the EVA

quadrant. This locatio_ is basically in the area of the Airlock

_dule Radiators. The D024 Experiment and samples fac-. such that

the thermal control samples are solar oriented and the polymeric
,' films are facivg normal to the OWS forward dome taper but facing

essentially solar.

_i Through samples returned from SL-I/2, it was established
by the D024 P.I. that the thermal control samples had a contaminant

coating c_m_osed primarily of silicates and hydrocarbons. These

products are characteristic of $13G outgassing, coolanol, and RCS
exhaust. The contaminant thickness was assessed to be approximately

700 to 2450 _ thick. _he contaminants a_pear as a tan or brownish
color and this coloration characterlstic was covsistent among the

different types of thermal control s_aples_ such as SI3G and Z-93,

i'_ and reflecting surfaces such as aluminum, gold, and the anodized,
experiment pallet surfaces.

The main intent of this experiment was to establish the

solar degradation of the exposed samples. However, currently the
D024 P.I. feels that the described contaminant effect has masked

_ any attempt to establish the solar radiation degradation of his

samples. Th_s is not to say that the brownish or tan appearance
of all the samples is due to contamination only but could be due

to an interaction between the contaminants and high energy solar !
:. radiation.

, _asure,ents b_ the D024 P.I. of solar absorptivity on *

selected thermal control paints returned after SL-I/2 indicated *
a change of about 0.076 to 0.088 for SI3G, and approxlmately 0.071

for Z-93 paint during the SL-I/2 mission only. Samples returned _ 1

after SL-3, having been exposed for 132 days, exhibit changes in _.

solar absorptivity of from 0.2/;2 to 0.251 for S13c; paint and
approximately 0.182 for Z-93.

I
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Cha".ses in solar absorptivity of SI3G, calculated by

the Thermal Control Mission Support Group, on the solar side

of the ATM Sun Shield are somewhat less. _e change at that

location was 0.044 at the end of SL-I/2, 0.16 at the end of SL-3,
and 0.27 to 0.37 at the end of SL-4. The reasons for these

differences are various and debatable. SI3G paint manufactured

by different organizations can be slightly different according to

wl_ich sources supplied the basic constituents and to the environ-

mental history of the paint from the time the paint was made upJ

until its exposure in orbit The D024 samples were located where

._ they were subject to possible deposition from outgassing, leakage,

-_ venting, and RCS exhaust products, whereas, the solar side of the
, Sun Shield is shielded from line-of-sight to these _ources.

Finally, the D024 s_nple absorptlvitles were measured directly
whereas the Sun Shield values were calculated using particular

z;_umptions.

, I I I I II I , , • ,.-_.---8 _

i
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1.5 SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEMS/STAR TRACKER

1.5.1 General Discussion - Neither of the Skylab Solar Array i

,; Systems has shown any signlficznt electrical degradation that can
be attributed to contamlnatior Panel temperatures were monitored,

as _ell as power output, because of the effect of temperature on

power output and because temperature might prove to be a more sensl- !

tire indicator of contamination degradation. Of the four ATM panel

temperatures plotted and analyzed throughout all the missions, two

$, panels show a gradual increase in average orbital sunrise tempera-
, ture. 'Ahese two panels are in the area affected by emissions from

the AM EVA quadrant. However, the average increase of these tem_era-

:/_ tures was only six to seven degrees and therefore did not signifi-
cantly affect thermal control or power output.

f

1.5.2 OWS Solar Array System - Evaluation of the Solar Array
Systems were based on the premise that radiation degradation would

• be equal over the entire surface, but because of the size of the

arrays, contaminant deposits would vary with distance from contam-
inant sources. Also, some array surfaces would be shielded from

emission sources. Antl-solar surfaces would not be affected by
i'_ direct solar radiation but could collect contaminant deposits which

could change thermal characteristics of the array. This change in

the thermal characteristics ovei a long time period could cause

performance degradation.

Analysis of the contribution of contaminant deposits to

_ degradation was based on comparing the amount of variation occurringat widely separated locations. Also, comparisons were made of

_. temperature variations occurring during the low contaminant emls-

slve unmanned periods with these occurring during manned periods. ,,
m , Other degradation effects should be fairly constant during these

_'- two periods. Such comparisons should Indlca_e the preset_ce and
' magnitude of the contribution of contamination to power varJ.atlon _ _

trends. However, temperature variation trends were so small and _

gradual that only a full mission trend can be discerned and this 1

_' only on some panels.

The various solar cell modules making up each OWS SAS

_' group are intermixed spatially on the solar array wing so that :
comparison of telemetered data from separated locations is not

_ practical except in a very general fashion. Mbdulas I through 4
are, o_l the average, located nearer the OWS skin; whereas_ _,
modules 5 through 8 are located farther from the OWS skin. ,_

Temperature transducers are not associated with any complete
group because of the intermixing of modules. Since the deposl- " _ 4

tlon model predictions indicate higher deposition rates on those ;,
modules closer to the OWS and consequently larger possible power

, ,a

, _
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degradation, the telemetered power and temperature variations of

the I through 4 groups were compared with those of the 5 through

8 groups usi_ig inflight data.

At present there has not been sufficient long term
analysis performed on the variou_ OWS Solar Array modules, power

and temperature characteristics to determine whether there have

been contaminant deposit effects. H_aever, if any effect is

noted it should be very small.

1.5.3 ATM Solar A_ray System - Four ATM panels wer_ selected
_., for contamination analysis. These panels were: 710A5, 711A3,

712A3, and 713A3 feeding CBRMs 18, 7, I0, and 2, respectively.

i Figure 1.5.3-1 shows their locations. These panels were selected

because continuous data were available from them and they were
sufficiently widely located, one on each wing, to indicate the

spatial effects of contamination if it occurred to a detectable
extent. Daily average maximum power output from each panel was

computed and plotted to determine trends and possible degradation

that could be attributed to contamination. Average orbital sun-

i'- rise temperatures were determined for the same periods durlng
which the power was averaged.

Results of the power plot analyses indicate no appre-

ciable power degradation trends. Actually, what is indicated

is the orbital sunrise power demand or, more properly perhaps,

the depth of battery discharge during the preceding shadow period.

This condition results from the fact that the panels were seldom
called upon to supply the maximum of which =hey were capable; at

least, not during the first six minutes of orbital sunrise. Two

- of the panels, ?IIA3 and 712A3 show trends indicating a slight

degradation of thermal characteristics. These two panels are on

, the side affected by the AM EVA quadrant emissions (see Figure '_
1.4.3-2). This trend might be interpreted as resulting from the
increasing solar intensity during the majority of the mission
(see Figure 1.5.3-2) if it were not for the fact that the other
two panels do not show the trend and the trend continues after the

.; solar intensity starts decreasing. These trends are shown in
Figure 1.5.3-3. The curves represent the temperature of the Solar

Array backside averaged over the first 5_ minutes of solar exposure

after leaving the Earth's shadow and during the early period of
heavy b_ttery charge. The curves have been s_oothed to remove the
effects of Sun angle variations and retain only the gradual temp-
erature rise. However, the small thermal characteristic degrada-
tion, which could be the result of contaminant influence upon the
thermal control surfaces of the panel backsides, does not appear
to have affected the capability of the panels to meet power demands.

, . - m ...........
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PANEL 713A3
TO CBRM#2 TO CBRM#lO

i . Figure 1.5.3-1 Locaticll of &TM Solar Array_ Panel8 Mouitored.

m
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1.5.4 _ - Durin8 the first Skylab manned mission,
(SL-1/2), Star Tracker annualies were of concern to the program.
There were far fever Star Tracker anomalies on SL-3 and none on

SL-& althoush on DOY361 (durinK SL-4) the Star Tracker failed.
Basically, this reduction in and subsequent absence of anomalies
was due to the tracking of brtKhter target stars and a change in
Star Tracker operational procedures introduced at the start of

t the SL-3 manned mission. To ascertain the degree of which con-_amination contributed to these observed 8nomslies during SL-1/2 !
and SL-3, a listing of all Star Tracker anomalies has been com-

;i piled and time correlated to potential sources of contamination.
't Based on observing Star Tracker gimbal rates, approximately thirty-

_'i nine Star Tracker anomalies were detected. Of this total, 35 were
seen during SL-1/2, fou_ were observed on SL-3, and none observed
on 3L-4. Based upon the aerodynamic drag influence of tha _bient
atmosphere on particles and Star Tracker gtmbal rate evalua :ion,
eleven of these anomalies have been establ_.sh_d as probably being
caused by track!n_ contaminant particles. Of these eleven, nine
were observed on SL-1/2 and two on SL-3. The remainin8 28 Star

'" Tracker anomalies cannot be analyzed due to the Iack of Star
Tracker trackin8 data for those periods of recorded anomalies.
Table 1.5.4-I presents a Star Tracker anomaly list indicating
occurrence time, possible contamination source event correlation,
and particulate possibility.

TABLE 1.5.4-1 SL-I/2 & 3 Star Tracker Contamination Related i
Anomaly List _

'-, Anomaly Possible Contaminant Potential Particle Probable Particle i

Occurrence Source Event TrackinK (Based on Tracking (Based i'
_' Time Correlation Hish ST Gimbal on HiKh S.T Gimbal t ..... _

DOY GMT Rates) Rates & Aero Drag
Correlation ,

i ill i el | i i i i i
!

152/00:41 AM Primary Coolant X I

100 P Inverter on ..-
154/02: 27 AM Primal7 Coolant X _,

100 P Inverter on t
d B 154/02:27 Squeezer Bq Dump X

154/04:01 TAL Dump Terminated X
154/04:22 Orbital Sunset X
156/16:25 Hone X
_7/00:19 _e-sleep Activities X _

....... " = • lmw = -v .... • - .-v. _ . .... F _---! _ ,.

i
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TABLE I._.4-I (Continued)

Anomaly Possible Contaminant Potential Particle Probable Particle
Occurrence Source Event Tracking (Based on Tracking (Based
Time Correlation High ST Oimbal on High ST Clmbal

DOY GMT Rates) Rates & Aero Drag
Correlation, | i i

157103:18 Pre-sleep Activities X i
157/03:27 Fre-sleep Activities X

} 157/21:45 Pre-sleep Activities X
157/22:02 S055 Door Opened X
157123:36 S055 Door Closed X i

- 158/01:17 None X '
158/04:47 None X
159/19:02 None X :_
159/22:18 MI71 Vent X

161/13:12 TACS F1rlng (69 MIBS of X +

TACS Used This Orbit) i
162/03:28 None X
164/00:21 Pre-sleep X
164/17:01 M553, M131 X
164/18:34 TAL Vent, MI31 X
165/16:21 H2 Fuel Cell Purge X

, 165/19:22 M092 Vent @ 19:15, P_ X
Fuel Cell Purge

" 166/18:41 MI31, H2 Fuel Cell Purge X
166/19:62 H2 Fuel Cell Purge X
167/21:05 Condensate Holding Tank X

Evacuated Through SAL
169/13:26 M092 Vent X

169/18:05 None X ,_.. _,

, 169/21 :15 Pre-sleep X ; !k'

170/15 :48 None X
171/01:44 None X
171/10:42 AMS Out of SAL X
171/14:08 TAL Vent X +

171/15:04 Physical Training X
171/16:41 Deactivation of Medical X . !

• 171/23:26 None X
215/18:00 ETC, TAL Vent X .

220/12:52 TAL Vent X .
222/12:46 _ Vent X ...._'_
227/14:10 M092 Vent, S190 Dessicant X _ ,,+,_

Bakeout ,_oo% -+

275 No Further Anomalies Observed " !_...._,+_

! +
" I ......... I II I II ml I

w I •
......... "1
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Avail_ le data from the Mission Operation Planning
System (M)PS) and Data Books were utilized to confirm the time
of anomalies and to provide star presence and gimbal position
histories. The Star Tracker anomalies were time correlated with
the As-Flown Flight Plans and the Mission Events Lists. These

correlations were not established as the specific source of the
particles except in a few cases. However, a number of correla-
tions with the 8sme event may indicate a possible source of con-
tEnination.

The Star Tracker would lose of theacquisition target
star and lock onto a particle if the particle was in the Star

_f Tracker fleld-of-vlew and if the apparent magnitude of the partl-

cle was brighter than the Star Tracker minimum threshold (the
Star Tracker minimum threshold was preset at a magnitude of 1.16
which is one-half magnitude below the dtmnegt target star, Alpha
Crux). Signals dinner than this would be .r_Jected by the Auto-
rustic Gain Control in the video mnplifier._ The higher threshold
determined by the Automatic Gain Control when tracking a brighter

i'_ star would therefore provide for fewer anomalies. This was sub-
stantiated during SL-3 by the reduction in the number of anomalies
when tracking the brighter target stars Canopus and Rigil Kent and
the increase in anomaly occurrences when tracking the dinner tar-
get star Achernar.

In addition to tracking brighter stars during SL-3, two
changes in Star Tracker operational procedures were implemented
during SL-3 to minimize the impact on the crew timeline in re-
sponding to Star Tracker anomalies. First, vehicle attitude (NU Z)
updating was inhibited except when needed. The second change in- I
volved closing the Star Tracker shutter except for the 10 second t

" intervals needed for (NU Z) updating. The closed shutter assured l --_

that the Star Tracker would not be exposed to any contmniaation or !_ y,
high level light courcee which could saturate the phototube. These )
changes were implemented on DOY 220 and DOY 239, respectively.
Since the length of time in the tracking mode was cut from approxi-

4
ms,ely 12 hours a dey to only minutes a day, the anomalies were all :_i
but eliminated as a result of these operational changes. Only
three probable contamination related anomalies were observed between i

DOY 220 and 227 end no contamination related Star Tracker anomalies
have been observed since D¢¥ 227. This t8 not to say that no par- • ._

titles were present during these periods and subsequently through "_'_

..... mll i i , . __
----,. I i i m m ,=, "-- _ m ,, In
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the remaining portion of the mission. The probability of acquir-
ing any particles was drastically reduced through these opera-
tlonal changes. In fact, crew comments concerning observing
particles during SL-4 were as frequent as during SL-1/2 and SL-3.

During SL-3, degradation of Star Tracker threshold
sensitivity was observed when the crew was unable to acquire the
star Alpha Crux. The Star Tracker threshold was initially set
at one-half magnitude dimmer than Alpha Crux. The crew were able
to acquire Achernar the next brightest star. The difference in
brightness between the initial threshold setting and Achernar
was 0.76 magnitude. The Attitude and Pointing Control Mission
Support Group believes that the degradation in Star Tracker sen-
sltlvity was due to deterioration in the Star Tracker photocathode
caused by exposure to the Earth's limb occurring during SL-1/2
anomalous operation. This concurred with deposition math modeling
since worst case deposition analyses cc_ald not account for this
amount of sensitivity, degradation.

To differentiate between whether Cluster attitude changes

and not contaminant particles were the cause of Star Tracker gimbal

position changes, the tracking rates of _uspected particles were

calculated and compared to the maximum rates attributable to vari-

ous vehicle attitude changes. It is possible that some Star Tracker

anomalies (e.g., DOY 169, 21:15 GMT) were caused by vehicle atti-
tude changes but the majority of analyzed anomalies have tracking
rates from 0.09 to 0.74 degree/second which is characteristic of drag
Influence particles. When compared to the maximum vehicle attitude
angular rate of 0.08 degree/second, it appeared that the majority
of Star Tracker anomalies exhibited too great an angular velocity to

be caused by vehicle attitude changes and were classified a_ possi-
ble particles. _- :_!

.. _ !

A number of Star Tracker anomalies which occurred on

SL-I/2 and SL-3 can be directly attributed to the tracking of con-
tamlnant particles associated with specific events on Skylab. The
major source of particles seems to be in the general area of the .:,_
OWS, where blistered paint and loose insulation could have possibly i

been loosened by molecular venting, TACS firing, OW8 Waste Tank NPV _ • t
pressure flow, and vehicle vibration or the result of slower effects

of sun, drag of the _bient a_nosphere, and temperature variations. _

q •
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Venting of cabin atmosphere h_ been shown to form particles by

condensation and transport particles already present in the flow

field of the vent. This latter point is also valid for all vent
flow fields, lhls type venting was related to Star Tracker

anomalies during M092 and 14171 activity. Mechanical activities

such as use of the Articulated Mirror System, ATM door operations,

or installation of the Earth Terrain Camera could also have Een-

erated particles. The influence of the drag of the ambient at-
: mosphere on the curvature of particles trajectories was verified

by the curved trajectories observed in the Star Tracker data and

_ is discussed in Section 1.2.3.1 of the Cloud Model update.

Star Tracker glmbal position changes as a result of

_ potential particle tracking are illustrated by a plot on a Star

Tracker field-of-view "window" for a specific time of interest
for which data was available. Tracking data was not sufficient

to determine the exact origin of the particulates, as they were
not tracked until they came near the target star vicinity, but
certain observations were possible. Figure 1.5.4-1 (DOY 220 @

i'_J 12:54) illustrates one of the few anomalies on SL-3 thought to be
l caused by a particle. A TAL dump terminated 2 minutes prior to

I this anomaly which added weight to the correlation between in-
creased pressures in the Waste Tank NPV flow field and slghtings
and or anomalies related to contaminant particles.

In conclusion there are indications that a particulate
environment does exist around Skylab and that, in general, this
particulate environment is the result of day to day operations
and not from any one controllable source. Star Tracker operational

i procedures which were introduced early in the SL-3 mission nearly
eliminated the effect of these contaminants upon Star Tracker n

_' operation as evidenced by the absence of Star Tracker anomalies ..... _

I (with the exception of the three early in SL-3). _.,

!f i

i.

,k
_ A

J _ ,.....
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1.6 Recommp.ndations - The Skylab program was the first
major man_.d space program that incorporated an intensive con-

_ taminatiou control activity. Based on the experiences gained
in this control effort, recommendations for what should have
been done better on Skylab and what should be done on future
spacecraft programs are listed below:

1) All operational windows should have had ex-

_" covers, i.e., a cover on the W_rdroom
terior

_. Window.

2) An effective SaS seal should have been in-
corporated between panes on the Wardroom
Window.

3) Covers should have been installed on passive
experiments such as D024.

i'_ 4) A mass spectrometer should have been include6
that could have been deployed to space to de-
tect contaminants that affect experiments.

b. Future Space Vehicles

I) Develop early in the prosrma a contamination
prediction math model. This math model can
be used conti_uously for making spacecraft
hardware and design decisions, trade studies,

.... and later as required, for on-orbit operational
_ control and assessment of contamination. _- _

2) Contamination control should be operated as a
technical discipline such as structural, electri-
cal, etc. Areas to be considered include:

- design, where the ident L_lcation of sensitive
elements m_d sources of contaminants are

_ critical and resolutions o£ design conflicts;

...... m

jb W
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- cleanliness control during component and

system fabrications;

",F
- ground handling cleanliness;

- transportation;

- and on orbit activities.

> 3) Contamination detectors and monitors should

o be located at strategic positions on space
vehicles and be chosen to measure specific

contaminants that cause deposition or contri _

" _ bute to the induced enviro_,ment of the specific

_ q vehicle.

4) Incorporate a closed loop EVA system for opera-

_._-__ tlonal use for manned systems.

"-, .... _ _'--, -- I IN --
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1.7 BiblioKraphy - Additional publications pertinent to the

Skylab contamination assessment program efforts are delineated Lelow.
Copies of these documents are on file in the NASA MSFC repository.

MMC Report No. Titl.._e Dat.___e

ED-2002-1567 Skylab Contamination Predlc- Nov. 1972
tion Report

ED-2002-1567A (Update) April 1973

ED-2002-1428 Skylab Surface Effects Empir- Jan. 1972

ical Model GSFC Outgassing

ED-2002-1359 Topic Report - Tribo - Aug. 1971
Electric Series Report

_- ED-2002-1370 Topic Report: _rapping Sept. 1971

• Matrix Reportf

ED-2002-1391A Topic Report: Spacecraft Jam. 1972

Charging Report

(Update)

ED-2002-1358 Topic Report: Fluid Venting Aug. 1971
Problems

ED-2002-879-I Sky!ab Contamination Sources Feb. 1970

Analysis

ED-2002-879-1A (Update) Jan. 1972

ED-2002-879-II Skylab Contamination Improve- Mar. 1970

ment Study

ED-2002-1A39 (Update) Feb. 1972

ED-2002-1373 Sma '_ "hamber Test Plan Sept. 1971

ED-2002-1373A _Up_ e) Nov. 1971

ED-2002-1369 Ground Base Observations Sept. 1971

Apollo 14 and Salyut
"4

' ED-2002-879-_ Miscellaneous Flight Test Aug. 1971 ""
Plan _

ED-2002-1386 Topic Report: Test/Parameter Oct. 1971 1

Ma trix

ED-2002-1372 Skylab Cloud Effects Math Model Sept. 1971
Report

ED-2002-1372A (Update) Sept. 1972

ED=2002-1440 Skylab Surface Effects Emplr- Feb. 1972

ica[ Model Report ! _
ED-2002-1440A (Update) S_pt. 1972 i

i

i "

• 4

• 1
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MMC Report No. Title Dat__e

ED-2002-1534A Skylab Design Confirmation Nov. 1972

ED-2002-1360 Skylab Mission Contamination Aug. 1971

Evaluation Report - Objectives

_i ED-2002-1360A (Update:O Dec. 1971

ED-2002-1360B Sept. 1972
ED-2002-1360C Dec. 1972

ED-2002-1572 Skylab Mission Contamination Dec. 1972

Evaluation Report Operational

_ ED-2002-1701SL- Skylab Mission Contamination _ug. 1973

' 1/2 Evaluation Report - Assessment

_. ED-2UO2-17OIA SL- (Updates) Nov. 19/3

¢ ED-2002-1701B SL- (May 1974)
4

ED-2002-1382 SWS Experiment Optical Clean- Oct. 1971
ing Technique Plan

Evaluation Report k
ED-2002-1568A (Update) Mar. 1973 '

;-__ D-2002-1565 SupportSky!_bConta=ina_iOnplanMission Nov. lO72 i"

ED-2002-1565A (Update) l_r. 1973

BD-18011 Steady State Solutions Concern- Dec. 1971

ing the Lox Ta_k Venting L

BD-18012 Transient Pressures in the Lox Feb. 1972 :
Tank Venting Sys tern

ED-2002-879 Skylab External Thermal Coating Mar. 1970 _ .
Vol. IV Contamination _ "._

ED-2002-I081 Skylab I Windows and Vents June 1970 _-- "_

DC-003M0020-V AAP System Contamination June 1969

Criteria
i_ ED-2002-1314-2 Skylab Experiment Contamination Sept. 197] _,,

Data Pack _

BD-13013 Dynamics of the Skylab Waste July 1973
_ Tank System

ED-2002-1495 SCGTP Test Report July 1972 _
(NASA IOM33114)

]9740]8222-]68
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MMC Re_ort No. _ Dat..ee

ED-2002-1495 Nozzle Panel Electrode Test July 1972
Attach I

Eb-2002-1451 Condensate Nc,zzle Verification Feb. 1972
T(:st

ED-2002-1654 Subllmatlon of Ice Part_'cles in Mar. 1973

Space

3

m

r

1

i

i"

I .

t
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1.8 ABBREVIATIONS

Angstrom

_ adsorbtlvlCy i

Ag20 Silver Oxide _ i

AIO3 Aluminum Oxide

AM Airlock Module i

i "ambient

_ ainu atomic mass unit

I_ A_ articulating mirror system !
_ ASAL anti-scientific airlock

approxinmtely

ATM Apollo Telescope Mount

B/Be background brightness to _ ;

i" brightness on sun
°C degree centigrade

CBRH charger battery resulator module

CCWG Contamination Control Working Group

C&D cuntrol & display

CDR Commander

CMSG Contamination Mission Support Group !

CO2 carbon dioxide • ,

CRS Cluster Requirements Specification ..... _i
CSM Co_nand and Service _dula

CuO cupric oxide
DAC data acquisition cmera

5 delta " "'!

DOY day of year

_' EDDU experiment digital data unit _i_

EREP E_rth Resources Experiment Paclutae _ _

!1
!; i

Y _

# ..
•e- • .... _ ....
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1.8 ABBREV_TIONS (Cont.)

ETC earth terrain cemera

eq electron volt

EVA extra vehicular act:vicy i
!

oF degree8 fal_ex_elt i

GMT Greenwich mean time i

, h hoso. . i,

• I_0 Harvard College Observatory

} BOSC _untsvill8 Operations Support Center ' -_
i , !

f

IU Instrument Unit

JSC Johnson Space Center

ks kilogram

,_. Kcal kilocaloric

KHz kilohertz

KSC Kennedy Space Center

LES Launch Escape System

wavelensCh

/_gcm 2 microgr_ per square centimeter

MDA Multiple Docking Adapter

MSFC Marshall Space F1/_ht Center ..

, I/)PS _Lsslon Operation P1aunins System "_
!

N/A not: applicable ,.a

N204 nitroKen tetroxide

NO2 nitropn di_£de

,, _ _np_3pulsi_ vent !
I_L Naval kmeatch Laboratory - :
NU Z vehicle attitude -'_

02 oxysen " ' ,,!_

OA Orbital Assenbly _J_:%_

_ , ,
p
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1.8 _bbreviatlons (Cont.)

OWS Orbltal Work Shop

PCU pressure control unit _,

P.I. Principal Investigator

P.S. ITinclpal Scientist

P_DA power transfer dlstrlbu_.or assembly

I QCM quartz crystal mlcrobalance

,.__ Quad quadrant

_ RCS reaction control s_ste_
_ RGA residual gas analysis

SAL scientific air lock

SAS solar array system

SCGTP Sky.lab Contmnination Cround Test ProKram

:, SEVA standup extravehicular activity
'-4

SPT Science Pilot

: SI_ Structural Transition Section

TACS thrust attitude control system

TAL trash airlock

]_ TDM Technical Disclp_.ine Manager
TV te levis ion

I UV ultravlolet "_
-IF

t,

I

" i//
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Correl&ttons of deposition aodel predictions and
flight data. Also predlct£on_ for conts_Lnntton susceptible
Su_l_cell.

m
! i i • i
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i

t _

i f ' _

'" | O0

, _ THERMAL SURFACE 90 IS THE WHITE

• --'-- ST_ RADIATOR SURFACE COATED WITH _

| Z-93 JUST FORWARD OF THE EVA HATCH _ N

_' ' AREA. THLS SURFACE SUFFERED H.T4_HER "_ _'_

' PRED XCTED CONTAMINAbY_ DEPOSITION . ! 1

f THAN ANY OTHER SKYLAB THERMAL
CONTROL SURFACE. THE P_ICTED .,,a ., .
FOR THE SOLAR EXPOSED PORTION OF

_e , THIS SURFACE DUE TO UY INTERACTION ! :"

; WITH THE DEPOJITED COIYEAMZNATZON "

; IS +0.190 ON DOY 03_. ' 1

-'r 10 "_ - ,,__
DO¥ 150 190 230 270 31_ 350 025 _ -"

i SL-3 !UNMANNED _ $L-4 _/_'Figure A-If _ermal Surface 90 As Flown Deposition " ,

: Predictions DOY 134 to 039 _-:

t
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- A15

k •

+ 10 -3 o

PREDICTZD DEPOSITION DATA ,, !
PRESENTED FOR Pol, _"

ON DOY 170, 265, & 034 '_I

2nd SAMPLE SET "

RETRIEVED __ _,

st
._ 1 SAHPLE SET

_ RETRIEVED c,, • !

L #

e_

e'_ _ S i0 SL-4 RESU1 2SAHPLE SET _ _

, :_ CSMRCS ,o

o RESIDUAL "

SL-2 DOCK __.,

- ' I I I| I , +
| _# _ SL-4 RESUPPLY--] '_

[_ SAMPLE SET |
DEPLOYED • I ,,,

t

, ' ._' I LEGEND [
' i PAINT SAHPLES (:SOLAR) "

[ 0 POLY_RIC SAMPLES ,t
i (SOLAR/+X FACING)
I

i, I HENTS FROH RETURNED •

,! ! FLIGHT SAHPLES

i_,.,, I st & 2n¢ SAMPLE SETS

I FXI 3SED AT LAUNCI] DOY

J 10

i VO'_ 150 190 230 270 310 350 g25I_) 5 45 21 .._ 61 101 30 11SL-2_# ._= $L-3 SL-4 -----..--

F_ure A-14 _¢Isent: D024 As Flown Depo*ition
P,_edtction8 DOY134 to 034

t
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AI8

+ 10-6 ._,

LABORATORYANALYSIS OF THE ,o

T027 SAMPLES BY THE P.I. I_N_ICATE_ _-
DEPOSITION LEVELS BELOW 10"I g/cm_ ,o
ON ALL SAMPLI'S. THIS WAS THE LOW _,
THRESHOLD OF THE HEASUREMENT

IESTRUMENTATION USED AND INDICATES

CLOSE CORRELATION WITH THE MODEL _,
PReDiCTeDVALUF.S.

I I J I I I I A_Y
.NOTE:*PREDfCTIONS BASED ON ! RETRIEVED _,,_N ARRAY TEIv_ = -28.8oc

_ "MASS PROPERTIES AXIS
SYSTEM USED

-; -7 I
I0 o

Cq o,
_ +Y

O0

[

O SAMPLE
H

i: _ DEPLOYED ,_ +

[-4

, -X FACING SAMPLESt_ _=.

_, _ 10 -8 o

'! +X "

_ qr

I SAMPLES,i'

tOTAL DEPOS'EI'IONON
+I SURFACE " 0.0

._ :_D 24 25 26 27

Figure A-17 T027 Sample Arzay Deposition Predictiozm . ,,...-.

_ DOY 168 to 170 (SL-2) I' "_' _
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A comellation of approximate tt_es of operation and exposure
of Astrophysical. Earth Resource, and Engtneerins Technology Ex-
periments.

,i ^
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Table B-I S019 Operation and Exposure Times

_ DOY G___ FUNCTION*

SL-2 149 22 :15 - 23:CO Preparation
150 16:30 - 17:00 Deploy A_ and AMS malfunction
151 13:45 - 15:00 Malfunction procedure on mirror

,j inside cabin
'I_ 151 17:45 - 18:00 _unt optics
._ 151 22:00 - 22:40 Data Take

, , 153 13:20- 13:40 Stow
:' 156 19:30 - 20:00 Preparation

• . 156 20:45 - 21:45 Data Take
_' 157 20:45 - 21:45 Data Take

159 14:20 - 14:35 Stow

168 10:50- 11:25 Preparation
Ii:40 - 17:00 Data Takes, include ED23 data
18:25 - 18:45 Stow

_, SL-3 217 13:30 - 14:10 Preparation
' -_ 222 18:15 - ].9-_15 Data Take

19._. , 2C:50 Data Take
2!:20 - 22:2C Data Take

225 00:40 - 01:30 Data Take
_.. _ 01:30 - 0_:10 Stow

i 227 13:30- 13:55 Data Take
22:40 - 23:15 Data Take

228 13"45- 14:10 Stow
18:20 - 18:55 Prepara'.:ion
13:55 -,19:50 Data Take

• 23:30 - 00:30 Data Take
,.., 229 19:45 - 20:20 ED26 Data Take .._ _

232 13:10 - 13:50 ED23 Data Take ,I

13:50 - 14:10 Prism installation _",_
16:15 - 16:4f Datp Take ,FO 1-12)
16:45 - Mall ',.:ction !

233 14:10 - 14:50 Data T._ke(FO 1-12) ,+_

21:05 _alfunct ion corrected
', 234 18:05 , 18:45 ,'.ateTake (FO 1-12) .i

_,I:20- 21:45 T :ta Take

_.. 235 02_00 - 02:20 Data Take (FO 1-12) !

12:40- 13:15 Data Take (FO 1-12) j_._

k

w
f
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DO__Y G___ FUNCTIO_*

_ SL-3 237 12:50 - 13:00 Pr.lsmstow
13:00 - 13:40 Data Take (FO.I-12)

240 13:50 - 14:45 $183 Data Tak_ (FO 1-12)
using S019

18:20 - 18:35 Prism install

_ 18:35 - 19:20 SI_3 Data Take (FO 1-12)using S019
•_ 23:10 - 00:05 S183 Data Take (FO 1-12) :

L ,- using S019
" 241 13:20 - 13:45 Stow

i" !9:00 - 19:20 Preparation : :
19:25 20:15 Data Take (FO I-12)- _

242 01:35 - 02:25 Data Take (FO 1-12)
12:40 - 13:20 Data Take (FO 1-12) #
14:15 - 15:00 Data Take (FO 1-12) 1

16:00- 16:30 Stow244 12:35 - 12:50 Stow

i._ 21:3C - 21:60 Preparation with LV. 47 _
q 21:60 - 22:50 Data Take (FO i-_2)

23:35 - 00:20 Data Take (FO 1-12)
245 02:25 - 03:00 Stow 'i
246 18:20 - 19:05 Pr,._paratlon i

19:10 - 19:45 8183 Data Take (FO 1-12)
using S019

23:50 - 00:15 Stow

247 23:10 - 23:40 Preparation _-_thT.V. 47
2Z_ 00:30 - 01:30 $183 Data Take (FO 1-12)

using S019I

02:05 - 03"05 $183 Data Take (FO 1-12)
-'_ using S019 x

12:35 - 13:40 S183 Data Take (FO 1-12) "_ _
, using S019

i 14:30 - 15:20 S183 Data Take (FO _-12)
using S019

16:35 - 17:00 Stow

20;55 - 21:10 Preparation
21:10 - 21:35 $183 Data Take (YO 1-12)

using S019dlb_! 22:20 - 22:45 Stow
249 22:30 - 23:00 Preparation
250 00:40 - 01.40 S183 Data Take (FC 1-12) ._

usin_ S019

14.00 - 14.,30 Stow _'_.- _*'_'J't"_llqI

a,
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DO__Y FUNCTION*

%1 SL-3 254 16:15 - 16:35 Preparation
16:35 - 17:25 Data Take
17:25 - 17:43 Stow

257 18:45 - 19:05 Prepa_'atlon
19:05 - 19:50 Data Take (FO 1-12)

,, 258 01:15 - 12:15 Data Take
_ 13:30 - 14:00 Stow

"_ 3_,4 07:50 - 08:05 Preparation
"_:" 08:05 - 08:45 Data Take

09:05 - 10:20 Data Take
10:55- 11:15 Stow

J 266 17:30 - 17:40 Preparation

i 19:20 - 20:00 Data Take20:00 - 20:10 AMS photographs
20:10 - 20:20 Stow

_f,, 2, 5 22:00 - 23-_00 Data Take

i"_ SL-4 330 14:00 - 14:15 Data Take15:20 - 16:00 Data Take
20:10 - 20:20 Stow

338 18:30- I_:15 Preparation
23:35 - 24:40 Data Take

339 i3:50- 14:35 Stow
341 17:05 - 17:35 Preparation

23:25 - 23:55 Data Take-Kohoutek
-- 342 14:45 - 15:30 Data Take

' 15:30 - 1 I0 Stow

_ 346 20:50 - 21:15 Preparat-on
: 21:15 - 22:10 Data Take _.

347 14:50 - 15:15 Data ._ak_--Kohoutek _'_

15:15 - 15:35 Stow __•i
348 14:40 -015:15 Preparation

15:30 - 16:05 Da_ Take-g_hou_ek ! _16:0 _ - 1.6-40 Stow ! ,,

"_, 351 C2_2,0- 03;I0 Data Take-Kohoutek '15:20 - 15:40 Stow I
352 23:/+5- 24:15 P.-._paration 1

_1_" _,_' 353 22:50 - 23:40 Dat_ Take-Kohoutek
-_. 35& 14:20 - 15:00 Data Take

17:10- 18:05 Date Tat_

_ 18:05- 18:35 St_

g:
t

I
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DO_! C_fr F_CTION*

SL-,+ 357 24:05 - 24:30 Preparation
358 01:05 - 01:25 Data Take-¥mhoutek

19:30 - 20:00 Stow

364 15:20 - 15:50 Preparation
16:45 - 17:45 Data Take

21:30 - 22:00 Data Take

22:50 - 23:40 Data Take
365 24:35 - 01:05 Stow

04 22:35 - 23:04 Preparation
23:45 - 24:40 Data Take-Koho_tek

05 13:50 - 14:30 Data Take

14:35 - 15:00 Stow

07 22:40 - 23:25 Preparation
23:40 - 24:15 Data Take-Kohoutek

08 12:15 - 12:50 Data Take-Kohoutek

ii 01:05 - 01:35 Preparation
01:35 - 01:55 Data Take-Kohoutek

01:55 - 02:20 Stow

14 19:30 - 20:00 Preparation
20:35 - 21:10 Data Take-Kohoutek

21:25 - 21:40 Stow

24 21:50 - 22:20 Preparation
25 24:45 - 01:40 Data Take

13:10 - 14:00 Data Take

14:50 - 15:20 Stow

' 30 22:30 - 23:00 Preparation
23:40 - 24:35 Data Take-Kohoutek

31 24:35 - 01:05 Stow

, * For details of Functional Objectives and Performance . .

Requirements, see Mission Requirement Document I-MRD-

001F, Volume III, dated August 27, 1973.

i ":ii
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Table B-II S020 Operation and Exposure Times

DOY GMT FUNCTION*

SL-4 358 21:i0 - 22:30 Preparation
359 17:00 - 24:00 EVA Data Take
360 01:20- 01:40 Stow

362 19:30- 20:15 Preparation
363 17:30 - 21:00 EVA Data Take

' 23:40 - 24:20 Stow

.. 033 18:20- 19:10 Preparation
034 15:20 - 20:40 EVA Dsta Take

* For details of Functional Objectives and Perforumnce
Requirement.s, see Mission Requirements Document I-_%D-

001F dated August 27, 1973.

! "%

I
!
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Table B-Ill S063 Operation and Exposure Times

DO_/Y FUN.CT.ION*

212 21:45 - 22:00 Preparation
221 13:15- 13:30 Preparation

13:30 - 14:15 EA I Ozone Data Take
14:15 - 15:05 Stow

226 13:45 - 14:00 Preparation
14:05 - 14:30 EA I Ozone Data Take
14:30- 14:__0 Stow

231 13:30 - 13:50 Preparation
13:50 - 14:20 Hand Held Data Take
14:20- 14:40 Stow

235 01:13 - 01:40 Hand Held Data Take
237 02:10 - 02:20 Preparation

02:20 - 02:35 Hand Held Data Take
02:40 - 02:50 Stow •

239 14:30- 15:30 Preparation
14:30 - 15:30 EA-II Data Take (AMS)

240 00:05 - 00:55 EA-II Data Take (AMS)
_1:15 - 02:15 EAoII Data Take (AMS)
_2:15 - 02:30 Stow

243 22:30 - 23:30 EA-II Data Take (AMS)

244 01:5V - 02:50 EA-II Data Take (AMS) I

12:10- 12:50 Stow !
246 13: 55 - 15:05 Preparation

15:05 - 15:20 EA-I Ozone Data Take
15:20 - 16:10 EA-I Ozone Data Take I
i6:I0 - 17:I0 Stow _ :

248 22:45 - 23:30 Preparation .,
249 11:35 - 14:20 EA-I Ozone Data Take .... _,_

19:00 - 20:00 Stow _
250 16:25 - 17:20 Preparation

18:35 - 19:20 EA-I Data Take
251 21:00- 21:15 Preparation [

21:15 - 21:55 EA-I Ozone Data Take _o
21:55 - 22:10 Stow (temporary) , i

252 13:15 - 14:15 Regular stow
257 14:50- 15:50 Preparation

17:16 - 17:27 EA-I Ozone Data Take _23:30 - 24:20 Stow .._"r
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FmCTION*

SL-3 260 16:23 - 16:52 EA-I Ozone Data Take, using
handheld canera vlewin 8
th_-ot_,h SAL wLndow

262 19:05 - 19:15 Deactivation

263 08:30 - 08:35 Photography out STS windows .
#3 and #4 to determine
structural obstructions

,' 08:35 - 09:00 Deactivation
L

SL-4 339 22:40 - 23:50 Preparation
5 340 02:05 - 02:50 Kohoutek Data Take (AMS)
._ 02:50 - 03:20 Stow

34Z 16:30- 17:15 Preparation
i 18:05 - 18:30 Kohoutek Data Take (AMS)
' 19:20- 20:10 Stow

343 14:00 - 14:40 Preparation

20:30 - 21:10 _ohoutek Data Take (AMS)21:10 - 21:20 Stow

344 16:40- 17:00 Preparation
17:00 - 17:30 Kohoutek Data Take (AMS)
20:50 - 21:30 Stow

345 15:00 - 16:20 Fraparation
17:10 - 18:05 EA-II Data Take (AMS)
18:50 - 19:30 EA-II Data Take (AMS)

i 20:40 - 21:10 Stow
' 349 13:55 - 14:35 Preparation

16:00 - 16:50 EA-II Data Take (AMS)
350 13:50 - 14:40 EA-II Data Take (A_IS)

" 14:40- 15:25 Stow

351 15:40 - 16:25 Preparation
,. 16:50 - 17:15 :'ohoutekData Take (AMS)

20:00 - 20:40 Stow
354 23:50 - 24:30 Preparation
355 01:40 - 02:10 Kohoutek Data Take (AMS)

23:10 - 23:45 Kohoutek Data Take (AMS)
356 13:55 - 14:05 Preparation

16:20 - 16:50 KohouteK Data Take (AMS)
16:50- 17:15 Stow

. , 365 23:20 - 24:10 Preparation
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DO__!Y ____ FUNCTIOS*

SL-4 01 24:20 - 01:15 EA-I Ozone Data Take
12:55 - 13:50 EA-I Ozone Data Take with EREP
15:15 - 16:05 Stow

02 14:10- 14:30 Preparation :
14:30- 14:45 Kohoutek Data Take (AMS)
18:15- 18:50 Stow

,' 03 24:45 - 01:50 Preparation ,
10:13 - 10:50 EA-I Ozone Data Take ,
11:15 - 12:00 ',_-_ Ozone Data Take
13:00- 13:45 Stow

05 21:00- 21:45 Preparation '
23:20 - 23:45 Kohoutek Data Take (AMS)

06 24:00 - 24:20 Stow
19:30- 20:15 Preparation
21:15 - 21:50 EA-II Data Take (AMS)

07 24:40 - 01:40 Stow
08 21:40 - 22:25 Preparation
09 24:30 - 24:35 Kohoutek Data Take (AMS)

12:00- 12:20 Stow
12:20 - 12:40 Malfunction Procedure
12:40 - 13:25 Preparation
14:35 - 15:15 EA--IIData Take (AMS)
17:20 - 18:10 EA-_tI Data Take (A_)
19:30- 20:15 Pre?aratiou
20:35 - 21:05 Kotoutek Data Take (AMS)
21:05 - 21:50 Stc¢

12 18:50 - 19:45 Preparation
21:45 - 22:30 Kohoutek Data Take (AMS) '.

13 18:05 - 18:50 Preparation "_,."
",. 19:40 - 20:15 EA-I Ozone Data Take --_ _._

21"10 - 21:40 Kohoutek Data T_ke (AMS)
21:50- 22:40 Stow 11

19 12:00- 12:40 Preparation !
17:20 - 17:50 F.A.-II Data Take (AMS)

, 18:50 - 19125 EA-II Data Take (A_) :_
19125 - 20:00 Sto_ t

_k_ 23 16:40- 17:15 Preparation .t17.45 - 18.40 EA-I! Dr.ta Ta_ (Ab._,)
18140- 19:20 Stow ]

_:_.,!_
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V
DOY GRr FUNCTID._*immumL, .mmmm

,_ 25 15:40 - 16:30 I_epm:at£on
16:55 - 17:40 EA-I Ozoue Data Take !
18:15 - 19:10 Stow _ 1

i

27 21:45 - 22:20 Preparation _ !
29 24:10 - 24:35 Kohoutek Data Take (AHS) : l

18:50 - 19:/40 Preparat£t_n :
19:40 - 20:30 FA-1I Datt_ Take (AE3) _ ii

• 30 24:40 - 01:25 S_

;. 31 13:30- /4:/40 Prepa_at£m_
14:/d) • 15:10 EA-I Data Take with g_l )
19:20 - 20:!.0 Stow

.j •

• For detail8 of Funct£onal Objectives and Per£ot3umce
Requirements see )fission Requirements Documents 1-1_D- i

• O01F, Volume llI, dated Ausust 27, 1973.

i
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Table B-TV S073 Operation and Exposure Times _ '

DO___Y GM_ FUNCTION_

SL-2 162 18:52 - 00-'05 Mbde Oa Cal
163 00:05 - 11:55 Mode 4a Gegenschein

13:45 - 14:10 Ebde le Joint
' 19:45 - 21:55 Mode la Contamination

165 18:10 - 01:00 Mode Oa Cal
, _. 166 01:00 - 01:30 M0do ld Zodiacal
- 19:I0 - 20:15 Mode 2c Joint

. 21:06 - 09:56 F_de 44t Gegenschein
_. ' 167 09:56 - 22:30 It)de 3d Contamination
., 168 09:00 - 10:30 Ebde 3d and Retract/Stow

SL-3 213 23:00 - 02:35 Mode 4a Gesenschein
214 02:20 Malfunction discovered, shaft '

could not be turned
215 13:50 - 14:10 Ebde lb Gesenschetn

16:00 - 16:20 M_de la Contamination
17:25 - 18:50 Hode la Contamination
19:00 - 19:20 Mode lb Gesenschein
23:50 - 12:20 Mode 2b Ecliptic

216 14:02 Photometer Jettisoned
246 01:15 - 02:20 Preparation - First use of

S063/T025/S019 AHS to obtain
S073 data

247 01:00 - 01:30 Data Take
02:05 - 02:35 Stow

SL-4 343 24:00 - 24:20 Preparation ""

24:30 - 01:40 Data Take "'%i-, 344 01:40 - 01:55 St_ "-_--

355 01:20 - 01:40 Preparation
02:00 - 02:55 Data Take

356 13:50- 14:00 Stow

361 13:40- 14:10 Preparation .,

18:45 - 19:20 Data Take '_._
23:15 - 24:05 Data Take -_

24:05 - 24:15 Stow _,.. 362 13:35- 13:45 Preparation

13:45 - 14:20 Data Take _

18:50- 19:40 Stow _,_/._

[,-:+
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I

DO_./Y _ F_TIOS*

• 01 16:00 - 16:40 Preparation
16:40 - 17:25 Data Take
20:30 - 20:45 Lens Chanse
21:35 - 22:10 Data Take

19 22:00 - 22:40 Preparation
20 01:00 - 01:50 Data Take

13:50 - 14:10 Data Ta_
15:20 - 15:40 Stow

_+ 21 22:10 - 22:25 Preparation
} 22 01:05 - 02:00 Data Take (wlthoutAMS)

_-,_ 12:10 - 12:45 Data T_ke (withoutA_)

•_ 15:00- 16:10 Data Take (wlthoutAMS)
16:10 - 16:25 Stow .,

23 12:35- 12:55 Preoaratlon
: 13:00 - 13=50 Data Take (withoutAMS) :

14:10- 14:40 Stow
_ 20:10 - 20:30 Preparation

20:45 - 21:20 Data Take (without AMS)
21:20 - 21:45 Stow

i 28 11:20- 12:00 Preparation, 12:40 - 13:I0 Data Take
13:10- 14:10 Stow

30 18 Z15 - 19:00 Preparation
19:00 - 19:50 Data Take
20:30 - 21:20 Uata Take

' 21:20- 22:00 .Stow

• For details of Photometer Modes see Mtssion Requirements •
Document, 1-MRI)-OO1F, Volume 1, dated February 1, 1973. _

[- f .
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Table B-V S149 Particle Collection Exposure Times

Cassette Beginning of End of Expo- Exposure lYJra- Exposure*
, Exposure (IX)Y) sure fDOY) tion (DAY,S,) Loca%ion

Bet'ween SL-2 174 212 38 Anti-Solar SAL
and SL-3

• _ SL-3 218 265 47 ATN Sun shield

SL-4 326 359 33 ATN Sun shield

_ ' Post SL-4 034 Intended to be AT)I Sun shield
retrieved on
Apollo/Soyuz
mission

* For details of Functional Objectives and PerformanceRequ/xemeuts see Mission Requirements Document. I-I_,D-
O01F, Volume III, dated AnSust 27, 1973.

41
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Table B-VI S183 Operation and Exposure Times

' t DO.__Y GMT FUNCTION*
r

SL-2 1-53 13:45 - 14:20 Preparation
17:30 - 18:05 Data Takes

154 13:45 - 14:30 Data Takes
14:30- 14:40 Malfunction

-4 21:20 - 21:30 Malfunction Procedure
155 13:20 - 13:35 Data Takes

14:30- 15:00 Stow

170 16:10- 16:30 Preparat'[on
22:50 - 23:25 Data Takes

; ,_ SLe3 232 19:05 - 19:20 Preparation
i 243 00:¢5 - 01:50 Data Take

01:50 - 02:00 DAC Stow
. 13:30 - 14:20 AM_ Stow

i_ _ . 255 13:05 - 13:25 Preparation
14:20 - 15:10 Data Take
15:10- 15:55 Stow

260 18:00- 18:35 Preparation
18:35 - 19:35 Data Take
22:00 - 22:30 Stow

261 11:05 - 11:30 Preparation
i 11:30 - 12:30 Data Take

13:50- 14:20 Stow

262 16:50 - 17:20 Preparation
i 17:20 - 18:10 Data Take
• 18:I0 - 18:50 Stow

SL-4 329 22:00 - 22:30 DAC Opt£cs Replacement

I 331 16:30 - 17:10 Preparation
} 22:10 - 22:45 Stow

I 333 20:30 - 21:20 Preparat£on22:20 - 23:30 Data Take
334 01:30 - 02:20 Stow _

,. 20:30 - 21:30 PreparaC£ou and malfunct£on
_ procedure '

23:05 - 24:05 Data Take

335 14:30- 13:30 Stow I.,_._

_ - -w - v ""
.o.
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DO._Y G___ FUNCTION .

340 13:40- 14:15 Preparation _i_
14:20 - 15 :10 Data Take

19:10 - 20:05 Data Take

22:10 - 23:00 Data Take
341 01:40 - 02:20 Kohoutek Data Take

346 24:50 - 01:00 Stow

15:35 - 15:50 Preparation and malfunction

procedure
19:40 - 21:30 Data Take

347 24:10 - 24:35 Kohoutek Data Take
24:35 - 01:30 Stow

_i 351 20:45 - 21:10 Preparation and malfunction

procedure
352 15:20 - 16:20 Data Take

21:50 - 22:/+5 Kohoutek and Starfleld Data Take

22:45 - 23:20 Stow

365 14:05 - 14-45 Preparation
15:55 - 16:45 Data Take

17 :30 - 18:I0 Data Take

18:10- 19:00 Stow

03 14:30 - 15:05 Preparation
15 :I0 - 16:I0 Koho,_tek Data Take

21:20 - 22:10 Data Take

23:20 - 24:00 Stow

04 14:40 - 15:40 Data Take

15:40 - 16:25 Stow

, 05 15:00 - 15:20 Preparation
18:45 - 19:40 Data Take

20:10 - 20:40 Stow

09 22:00 - 22:15 Preparation
23:50 - 24:45 Kohoutek Data Take

i0 24:45 - 01:20 Stow ,_
11 18:50- 19:20 Preparation --'_' _,

22"30 - 23:15 Kohoutek Data Take

23:15 - 23:40 Stow I'

13 22:40 - 23:00 Preparation
14 24:20 - 24:55 Data Take

24:55 - 01:45 Stow :_.!
'_ 21 15:05 - 15:05 Prepatatlon

18:00- 19:00 Stow •
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DOY GMT FUNCTION

27 20:50 - 21:40 Malfunction Procedure

• 28 21:00 - 21:40 Preparation
21:50 - 22:20 Data Take

29 24z50 - 25Z50 Data Take

12:00 - 12:50 Data Take

13:10- 14:00 Stow ,,

'_ * For details of Functional Objectives and r'erformance•

"'_ Requirements see Mission Requirements Document, 1-_D-
001F, Volume III, dated August 27, 1973.

4.
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Table B-VII $201 Operation and Exposure Ti_es

: Do.xY P CZ ON*

SL-4 330 20:20 - 20:45 Preparation
23:00 - 23:45 Kohoutek Data Take

339 19:45 - 20:20 Preparation
21:40 - 22:35 Kohoutek Data Take

' 22:35 - 22:50 Stow

345 21:00 - 21:20 Preparation
346 01:15 - 01:45 Kohoutek Data Take

05:10 - 06:10 Atmospheric Data Take#

350 15:35 - 15:50 Preparation
17:00 - 17:40 Kohoutek Data Take

17:40- 18:20 Stow

356 19:30- 19:50 Preparation
22:25 - 23:00 Kohoutek Data Take

357 15:20 - 16:10 Ko,toutek Data Take20_05- 20:40 Stow

358 20:00 - 22:30 Preparation for EVA
359 17:00 - 24:00 EVA Kohoutek Data Take

360 01:40 - 02:20 Stow

362 19:30 - 20:15 Preparation for EVA
363 17:30 - 21:00 EVA Kohoutek Data Take

23:40 - 24:20 Stow

02 20:10 - 20:45 Preparation
• 22:25 - 23:20 Kohoutek Data Take

03 24:00- 24:45 Stow

06 12:00- 12:25 Preparation
; 13:15 - 13:45 Kohoutek Data Take

! .
14:20- 15:10 Stow ! ,,

. i0 13:55- 14:30 Preparation ! _._
16:55 - 17:25 Khoutek Data Take i
17:25 - 18:20 Stow i

12 23:40 - 23:55 Preparation (
13 01:00 - 01:35 Kohoutek Data Take I

12:00- 12:50 SCow ._

14 21:35 - 21:55 Preparation

,.,, 15 01:15 - 01:50 Kohoutek Data Take
12:00- 12:50 Scow

25 21:/40- 22:00 Preparation j
26 24:05 - 24:55 Kohoutek Data Take J,_

13:00 - 13:25 Atmospheric Data Take

t
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DOY GMT FUNCTION*

SL-4 32 20:50 - 21:25 PreT _ratlon
23:50 - 24:05 Kohautek Data Take

33 24:05 - 24:45 Atmospheric Data Take
01:00 - 01:30 Stow

* For details of Functional Objectives and Performance

Requirements see Mission Requirements Document, I-MRD-
O01F, Volume III, da_ed August 27, 1973.

i i
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T.sbl_ B-._'III $230 _q, ci_e Times

Col,1_tor l_tmtM of Fad ol _ Exlmsm_e nm_a-
F_a,om_e (DOY) su_ (uoY) ,-ton Cl_YS)J

Ou_ Cu;_ tl 135 2]_ 83

.Outer Cuff #2 135 21..8 83

Inner Cuff tl 218 265 47

Im_tr CUff _2 218 034 181

_jmppl_.dd Inaar 326 03/, 73 "-
Cuff

E

! '
' 1 ;

!

i _,ti
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Table B-IX EREP Operation Times

DO__! Fm CTION

146 17:15 - 17:30 SI90A/MDA Window Protector

Install
149 21:20 • 21:30 Checkout

150 18:50- 20:30 Preparation
20:30 - 21:00 Data Take

153 20:00 - 20:15 Data Take

154 17:50 - 18:08 Data Take

155 17:00 - 17:15 Data Take
156 17:50 - 18:10 Data Take

157 18:55 - 19:00 Data Take

160 14:45 - 15:25 Data Take

161 14:00 - 14:45 Data Take

162 14:55 - 15:40 Data Take

163 12:55 - 13:20 Data Take

164 13:35 - 14:00 Data Take

165 14:35 - 15:20 Data Take

15:30 - 16:00 Data Take

213 14:30 - 15:30 S192 Malfunction Procedure

19:00 - 20:30 (Alignment)
20:30 - 23:15 EREP Checkout

214 21:15 - 23:15 S192 Alignment

215 18:57 - 19:27 Data Take Pass I, ETC not used

13:30 - 13:55 S190A Optics L_spected and

cleaned
sIg0A Desslcants Replaced

216 17:04 - 17:41 Data Take Pass 2

217 14:55 - 15:09 Data Take Pass 3 _ __ -',_
16:31 - 17:01 Data Take Pass 4

219 20:30 - 21:00 SI90A Optics cleaned
220 15:51- 16:26 Data Take Pass 5

221 13:41 - 14:01 Data Take Pass 6 ETC not used

222 20;50 - 21:00 Slgz Alignment Checked
223 15:25 - 15:48 Data Take Pass 7

15:56 - 16:06 Data Take of Earth Limb

S191 Door Appears Sluggish i
t

t

.i
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___Y c_rr F_CTION

224 02:24 - 02:51 Data Take Pass 8
14:44 - 15:11 Data Take Pass 9

15:36 - 16:04 Lunar Calibration

$191 Door Left Open
229 12:30 - 13:15 $192 Test Run, with EDDU

Downllnk, and Live TV.

Door Left Open Inadvertently
237 00:45 - 00:55 S191 VTS Test of Mirror Gimbal

Drive, Recorded on TV

241 17:10 - 17:30 Data Take with ETC only

243 18:25 - 18:35 Data Take with ETC only .
244 15:06 - 15:45 Data Take Pass I0
245 14:20- 15:00 Data Take Pass II

15:50 - 16:20 Data Take ETC Only
17:54 - 18:02 Data Take Pass 12

246 15:21 - 15:54 Data Take Pass 13 ETC not.used
247 14:41 - 15:10 Data Take Pass 14

18:02 - 18:10 Data Take Pass 15 ETC not used
249 21:19 - 21:33 Data Take Pass 16 (16A)

250 20:20 - 20:50 Data Take ETC Only I
20:35 - 20:49 Data Take Pass 17 i

251 13:05 - 13:30 Data Take ETC Only
252 18:49 - 19:05 Data Take ETC Only

]9:04- 19:34 Data Take Pass 18

253 10:15- Ii:00 Data Take ETC Only
18:24 - 18:45 Data Take Pass 19

20:01 - 20:18 Data Take Pass 20

254 12:50 - 13:06 Data Take E'L_Only
13:06 - 13:19 Data Take Pass 21

13:46 - 13:59 Lunar Calibration

20:59 - 21:08 Data Take Pass 23 _-" _1!
255 12:25 - 12:35 Data Take Pass 24

16:52 - 17:15 Data Take Pass 25

20:11 - 20:25 Data Take Pass 26

256 17:53 - 18:13 Data Take Pass 27

19:27 - 19:53 Data Take Pass 28 , " i
257 17:04 - 17:31 Data Take Pass 29

S193 Malfunction No ETC i _I
258 16:23 - 16:49 Data Take Pass 31

17:58 - 18:22 Data Take Pass 32 ,
18:55 - 19:I0 SI90A Film Platens Cleaned

$193 Antenna Motion Observed .... .,_ _
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D0_Y GMT FUNCTION

259 15:39 - 16:08 Date, .makePass 33

17:16 - 17:31 Data Take Pass 34 _ r
260 14:56 - 15:27 Data Take Pass 35 _ I

00:19 - 00:29 Data Take Pass 36 i ;

00:37 - 00:52 Data Take Earth Limb _ •

261 15:53 - 16:04 Data Take Pass 37

262 13:53 - 14:05 Data Take Pass 38
20:01 - 21:21 Data Take Pass 39 ._,

263 14:15 - 14:30 S193 Malfunctlon Procedure

20:52 - 21:07 Data Take Pass 40

264 13:40 - 14:23 Data Take Pass 41

265 16:37 - 18:37 Deactivation _ :

325 17:20 - II:30 $191 Door Open _,

331 18:20 - 18:40 ETC Knob and Clock Replacement

333 18:54 - 19:17 Data Take Pass 3 (Solar Inertial)

334 16:30 - 16:50 Data Take Pass 4
335 17:23 - 17:50 Data Take Pass 5

336 16:43 - 16:54 Data Take Pass 6

18:16 - 18:29 Data Take Pass 7

337 16:03 - 16:13 Data Take Pass 8 (without ETC)

17:31 - 17:43 Data Take Pass 9 (without ETC)
338 16:45 - 17:02 Data Take Pass I0

339 16:05 - 16:25 Data Tske Pass II
341 14:20 - 15:O5 Data Take Pass 12

342 02:15 - 02:40 Data Take Pass 14

348 23:35 - 2¢:20 Data Take Pass 15

349 12:30 - 12:40 ETC Only In Solar Inertlal
351 12:05 - 02:20 Data Take Pass 16 (without ETC)

352 11"30 - 11:55 Data Take Pass 17 (wltho_t ETC) _._

356 18:35 u 19:10 ETC Only 1
Ol 13:10 - 13z50 Data Take Pass I_ (with S063) I
04 19:15 - 19:45 Data Take Pass 20

06 17:50 - 18:20 Data Take Pass 21

07 12:00 - 14:10 Callbratlons _ ._,_
17:10 - 17:35 Data Take Pass 22 " t

0_ 24z20 - 01:45 Calibrations _}
15:20 - 16:50 Data Take Pass 23 !
17:35 - 18:50 Data Take Pass 23 (wlthout ETC) ]

09 15:40 - 16:05 Data Take Pass 24 (without ETC)

I.
• P i
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vo_/Y G_r _CTION

SL-4 I0 01:50 - 02:10 Data TakePass 25
II 17:25 - 17:55 Data Take Pass 26

12 16:45- 1";:10 Data Take Pass 27
14 15:05 - 7.5:50 Data Take Pass 29

16:50 - i7:25 Data Take Pass 29

15 17:50 - 20:50 S192 Detector Change Out
16 17:55 - 19:00 S192 Data Take in Solar Inertial

18 20:30 - 20:50 Data Take Pass 30

19 21:25 - 21:45 Data Take Pass 31

20 18:50 - 19:25 Data Take Pass 32
:i

21 19:45 - 20:40 Data Take Pass 35

22 19: i0 - 19:40 Data Take Pass 37
24 17:45 - 18:15 Data Take Pass 40

23 17:00 - 17:35 Data Take Pass 41 (with 8063)
26 19:40 - 20:15 Data Take Pass 42

27 12:15 - 12:55 Data Take Pass 44

18:55 - 19:25 Data Take Pass 45

28 18:10 - 18:45 Data Take Pass 46

29 17:20 - 17:55 Data Take Pass 47
30 12:00 - 12:45 SI90A and $193 Malfunction

Procedures

16:30 - 17:20 Data Take Pass 48

31 14:40 - 15:50 Data Take Pass 49 (with S063)

15:55 - 16:30 Data T&ke Pass 49 (with S063)
32 16:40 - 17:15 Data Take Pass 50

* For details of Earth Resources Requirements see
Mission Requirements Document, 1-_D-001, Appendix B, l _ !
Revision B, dated July 1973. _.
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Table B-X D024 Sanples Exposure Times

._ Ssmples Beginning of End of Expo- Duration of

,,, Exposure (DOY) sure (DOY) _pgsure a)AYS)

SIP2 Return 134 170 36

#

SL-3 Return 134 265 131

, _ SL-4 Resupply and 326 034 73
;- Return

t

i
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Table B-XI T025 Operation and Exposure Times* j m,"

DO__Y GMT FUNCTION !i

t SL-4 325 15:20 - 17:00 Preparation for EVA

326 17:45 - 24:20 Atmospheric Data Take and

Malfunction
353 16:40 - 17:20 Malfunction Pcocedur¢_ ._
358 20:00 - 22:30 Preparation for EVA
359 17:00 - 24:00 EVA Kohoutek Data Take

", 360 01:40 - 02:20 Stow

362 19:30 - 20:15 Preparation for EVA
• 353 17:30 - 21:00 EVA Kohoutek Data Take&

_.__ 23:40 - 24:20 Stow
33 23:20 - 20:40 Preparation for EVA

34 15:20 - 20:40 Atmospheric Data Ta_e

! *NOTE: Times of T025 uses for S073 data are shown in

Table B-IV.

I
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Availability of BOSC Contamination Mission Support'Data.
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In the performance of direct HOSC Skylab contamination _,
mission support and contamination evaluation and assessment, con-

tamlnation control data was requested, developed, and obtained by

the CMSG. A majority of this data is presently in the custodial

files of the Contamination Mission Support Group Leader, Mr. : !

C. M. Davis, SL-EI, Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, _ !

Alabama 35812. A supplemental data fi_e is also being maintained _
by Mr. g. B. Ress, Martin Marietta Aerospace, Box 179, Denver, _ i

Colorado• The following is a compilation of the data obtained : [
through various Data Request Forms (DRFs) to support the Skylab !
miss ion: _ '

a) Data Book 12 from which EEEP Quartz Crystal Micro- _

balance (QCM) flight deposition and temperature plr_s i
and tabs were extracted and filed for archival data _

and future reference. Similar data was extracted from
J

Data Book 4 for the ATM QCMs. (Sample rate - 1/30 sec.)

These data are being reta!_ed in the supplemental file
i at _E-Denver.

b) MOPS tabs of the EREP QCM flight deposition and
ten_erature measurements (sample rate - I/I0mln).

i These data are being retained in the supplemental
_ file at MMr-Denver. An additlonal set of these data

is being maintained by Mr. W. Moore, S&E-SSL-PO, Marshall

Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama 35812.

c) Realtlme tabs of the EREP QCM flight deposition and
temperature measurements (sample rate - 1/90 mln). These

data are being retained in the supplemental file at MMC-

Denver. An additional set of these data is also being
> mslntalned by Mr. W. Moore.

%

. d) Crew comments and debriefing transcripts containing

verbal responses to contsmination D1Ds and additional
information pertinent to contamination events and phenomena.
Copies of these data are being retained by the CMSG Leader
ac MSFC and in the supplemental file at HMC-Denver.

I ' •
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e) Wardroom windov _d STS -_indow photographs in
answer to contami:,_:ion DTO's which indicate Skylab
window degradatior throughout the mission. These 1
data _'e being rt_.talued in the supplemental file at j
MM_-Den\_er. An additional set of photographs was !
obtained by Mr. P. Craven, S&E-SSL-TT, Marshall Space i
Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabsma 35812.

f) Skylab fly-around photograpbs in answer to contau_- !
nation DTOs which indicate external surface contain1- i

nation and degradation. These data are being retained !
in the supplemental files at l@E-Denver.

'_ g) Skylab mission events tabulations including such
data as experlmen_ operation tL_ellnes, vent timellnes,
times of trim burns, etc. These d_ta are beit_ re-
tained in the supplemental file at _4C-Denver.

h) As Flown Fllght Plans which provide a record of _he
mission activities performed by the crews. These data
are being retained by the CHSGat _FC.

Additional supportive contamination data was developed
by the CHSGand/or obtained through experiment principal investi-
gators who furnished data, photographs, and in some cases flight

• samples for contamination analysis. The CMSGdeveloped data in-
cludes a wide variety of Skylab contmntnation technical reports
and the contamination prediction smnmary reports including:

> a) Based on computer math modeling of the contaminant
environment of Skylab throughout the entire mission, the " "_

contamination prediction summary reports were generated .... ---- _
on a daily basis during SL-1/2 and veek lv for the re- _ .o
mainder of the progrm. These reports c_ntain contami-
nant depo_4tion predictions for critical operational
surface8 and _xperimeut8 along with induced environment
predictions o£ _arttculate and molecular mass colum j
dengitle8 and radiant scattering as a function of solar ,

' brightness (B/B_) for experiment ltnes-of-siKht (see
i

Table 1.0.5-I fSr the final contamination prediction _ !

sumnary report). Where available, susceptible expert- ) _i:

_nt _.imum allowable contam_natlon INts are _.i_,_:
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presented to allow comparison with predicted levels _
which aided in the determination of required operational
constraints. All predictions are based on the as-flown

exposure timellnes of the particular surface or experi-

ment of interest. Copies of all contamination prediction

summary reports are being retained by the CMSG at MSFC
and in the supplemental file at MMC-Denver.

b) The items listed in Table C-I indicate those addl-

tlonal areas from which analytical contamination data

has been obtained from various princlpal investigators
and other miscellaneous sources. Included in the Table

i are data type, content_ and the data supplier to the !
• _

c) During the mission support phases of the Skylab

_f_ Program, the CHSG responded to numerous Action Requests
(ARs), Mission Action Requests (MARs) and other similari
support requirements which required detailed contamina-

! tlon analysis and formal responses to the Huntsville

Operations Support Center. Complete files of these con-

tamlnation oriented action requests along with the CMSGj

responses are available through Mr. C. M. Davis, MSFC

and Mr. E. B. Ress, Martin Marietta Aerospace.

i

• I
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Table C-I Additional Available Skylab Contamination Data _

"_ _ _ Where Ayail_b le

S052 ATM Film Particle Tracks Mr. H. Weathers, S&E-SSL-X, :

Marshall Space Flight Center, _!_,
Huntsville, Alabama 35812 ,_,

S183 Photograph, Particle Tracks Mr. H. Atkins, S&E-SSL-TE, _

MSFC, Huntsville, Alabama
35812

T027/S073 Tapes b Particle Tracks & Dr. J. Muscarl, Martin

Photographs background Marietta Aerospace, Box
scattering 179, Denver_ Colorado

i T027A Samples & External Deposi- I
• QCM's tion T

D024 Sar_les External Deuosi- Dr. W. Lehn, AF ML/NE Elas-

tion tomers & Coating Branch

Air Force Materials Lab,

, WPAFB, Dayton, Ohio

$230 Cuff Samples External Deposi- Dr. J. Muscari, Martin

tion Marietta Aerospace

$228 Silver Tape Internal Deposl- Dr. J. Muscari_ Martin

tion Marietta Aerospace

Waste Tank Pres- Non-propulslve Mr. E. Ress, Martin
sure Data vent source rates Marietta Aerospace

SOl9 AMS Photos Mirror particulate Dr. C. Henize, Astronaut
& deposition data Office CB, JSC, F_ustov,

Texas

" !
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1.0 General Discussion - On many satellite and manned space

programs conducted prior to Skylab, it was found that contamina-

tion either impacted the mission objectives through degrading _'

performance of experiment critical surfaces or causing major sys-

tem failures _uch as shorting out of power supplies. Because of

the long duration of the Skylab mission with its many sensitive

optical experiments and with man as one of the major contamina-

tion sources, there was a significant effort to reduce the poten-
tial dc!eterlous affects of contamination.

As a result of tbi_, spacecraft contamination control

became a new technical discipline that was developed as a major

system on the Skylab program. This activity encompassed the con-

trol of optical contamination through identification of contamina-

tion sources, sensitive harlware, and levels of contamlna_ion that

could be tolerated. This was subsequently translated into control

requirements.

I.I Background - The following discussions briefly address
the history of optical contamination and the program direction for

Skylab contamination control.

a. Discussion - The existence of a debris cloud sur-

rounding a manned spacecraft in orbit was first noted
by John Glenn on the MA-6 flight. The origin of these

"fireflies" was later traced to ice _rystals condensing
from the hydrogen peroxide reaction control system. On

later Gemln_ flights, the operation of othe_ subsystems

such as water boilers, fuel cells, and liquid water

dumps produced noticeable contamination of the local

spacecraft environment. Difficulty was reported in

observlu B dim stars through the spacecraft windows _;
that was first attributed to the scattering of sunlight
by debris in the cloud that from vlsual estimates could

\

produce an average optical interference background
brightness of about 10-9 (B/B) of the sun. Further

analytical and experimental t_st activities indicated t

! that a small amount of debris on the spacecraft window

surfaces, acquired either in ground handling or from
deposition on the windows on orbit, could have produced "_'
the background brightness ratio observed on orbit. It

became apparent that the observed spacecraft contamination

,,_a-

P I I "
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not only could Interfere with basic system functions _.
such as reducing window visibility for rendezvous or
star sightinss but could seriously interfere or de-
grade any sensitive experiment exposed to such an en-
vironment.

On Gemini XII, a series of optical witness samples
were flown to obtain quantitative data concerning the
deposition effect of contamination during *he boost

• phase, boost and orbit phase, and orbit only phase.
These witness snmples were returned and analyzed. A1-

" though the spectral ranse of the samples was limited,
sufficient quantitative data was obtained to indicate

:. that minute _ounts of deposition either in a thin film
'_ state or as particulate deposition could present a

serious degradation problem to instruments that would
be measuring in the ultraviolet through the X-ray por-
tiou of the electroms%aetlc spectrum.

Subsequent manned and unmanned spacecraft flights
have revealed a variety of problems that have been traced
to contamination.

1.2 Contamination Effects - The atmosphere surrounding the
Skylab is composed of the residual earth atmosphere at the Skylab
altitude and molecular and particulate matter induced by the space °

craft systems. _nis induced atmosphere is dynamic and the spatial
and temperal nature of it is not only dependent upon material,

• overboard venting characteristics, and orbital altitude, but is

, also dependent upon oper-_tional requirements, and the desisn
philosophy of the spacecraft.

Deposition of material upon surfaces of a spacecraft _

from the induced atmosphere is known to alter surface characteris- _'_'

tics and becomes a prime concern for extensive space missions with _.
sophisticated ultra sensitive instrumentation. This deposited
material is capable of altering transmission and reflection charac-
teristics of optical surfaces, changing the absorptivity/emissivity
of thermal -ontrol surfaces, and altering the resistance of elec- .:'_
tr_cal interfaces, i

t

I
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Additional degradation results from the induced mass

column density of material along a given llne-of-slght through

the induced atmosphere. This mass column density is capable 8_

of emitting, absorbing, or scattering electromagnetic energy

as a result of its molecular and particulate content. In addi-
tion, the induced atmosphere can interact with the resiaual

earth's ambient atmosphere and be reflected back _-othe space-

craft providing an additional source of contaminants.

1.3 Identification of Sources & Experlments[Crltical Surfaces

, 1.3.1 Sources - The various contaminant producing sources '

of the Orbital Assembly were identified, and the nature and i

characteristics of these sources established. The primary
sout-ces of concern were only those effective during the boost

and orbital phases of the mission. The major sources identified _

are briefly discussed in this section. In general, the major !
source categories are:

a. Outgassing of vacuum exposed materials

f b. Venting of liquids and gases
k

c. Cabin atmosphere leakage

d. Motor exhaust contaminants

e. Pyrotechnics
i

f. Extravehicular Activity (EVA)

Clusternon-_etal_IcareaexposedtoVacuumwasapproxl-
a. Outgasslng of Vacuum Exposed Materials - The total

mately 250,000 ft_. The average Cluster steady state

outgassing[_tewas 20_ Srm_/day assumlnSan average _'_rate of I0" " gr_ms/cm_-sec. (based upon material out-
gssslng requirements as set forth in 501402442). There

were approximately 195 different non-metalllc vacuum

exposed materials with surface areas larger than I square

foot on the Skylab cluster which were evaluated for con- "_;I

tamination impact.

i
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b. Ventln_ of Liquids _ Gases - The overboard vent-
ing of liquids and gases was a potential source of con- _i'_
tamlnation during Skylab orbital operations. Since
venting activities were basically controlled or pre-

_ planned activities, these sources aud their impact vere
controlled to a degree by establishing mission rules
and constraints to minimize their impact.

c. Cabin Atmosphere Leakage - The :axinnnn specified
cluster leakage was 14.7 lbs/day. However, the average
leakage observed was approximately 3.75 lbs/ds_. Thei

leakage products were _aostly light gases, and therefore,
were not expected to condense on critical surfaces.

" d. Hotor Exhaust Contam, rots - _ree engine subsystems
were operated tu the vicinity of the Skylab cluster; i.e.,
Service H0dule Reaction Control System (SH RCS), Thruster
Attitude Control System (TACS), and the Stage 1I (SII)
Retro-rockets.

The Servlce Module hao four clusters o£ four I00 lb.
thrust attitude engines each. These engines were used
for orientation prior to navigation :easurements; prior
to Service Propulsion System (SPS) burn for ullage
settling; for attitude control during SPS burn; for SH
and CH separation; for orbit circularL_ation and match-
tng, and for translation and attitude control during
rendezvous and docklng.

Plumes from these engines are capable o£ momentarily
interfering with experiment operation by causing transi-
tory degradation of data in the field-of-view. Deposi- |

tton from impingement of the plumes fro: these engines _

was expected to exist. .

The Thruster Attitude Control System (TACS) was a

cold nitrogen gas bloedmm system with 1372 IL o£ t_2
avallable for the Skylab Hiselon. The engines were
located on the __ axes at vehicle station mmber 2759. :_

thrusters awe capable o£ ptmiucing a visible plume i
' of condensed and frozen nitrogen puticles, but the _

clear_u8 times of the pltmes m:e quite short, The _

_ . .. ,
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visible plumes were calculated to dissipate in less
than 3 seconds after thruster shutdown and were not

expected to cause any significant data loss. _ _

The femur Stage II (SII) retrorocket engines were :_

4 located on the forward end of the second stage of the _
Saturn V vehicle. The engines were used for SII/SIVB

separation. Each engine provided 35,000 ibs of thrust.

It is estimated that each engine expelled 188 Ibs of

exhaust material during LL,e[.5 second firing time.

This produced an _-erage mass flow rate of 125 Ib/second

which is capable of depos_ting upon externally exposed
_, Workshop surfaces, j

* !
e. _rroteclmic Devices - All pyrotechnic devices used

_ on Skylab were the self co-faired design which pre-

"_ cluded the possibility of --,,at....inatiug the Cluster
with products o¢ combustion from this source.

! f. EVA- EVAs were scheduled as required throughout

:_ the manned missions for Cluster repair, modifications,
for the resupply and return of A"_ film and specific

experiment samples including D02.4, $230 and $149 and

to conduct Kohoutek and Solar experiments.

Pressure suit _wntilation exhaust particles were

a local source of exterior spacecraft contamination
during astronaut EVA but only a small percentage of
experiments could be affected. A deflection shield
was placed over the EVA suit Pressure Control Unit to
deflect any particulate emitted to the rear of the
astronaut. During SL-4 this deflector was removed to
help reduce Cluster attitude control problems. Other
sensitive surfaces were protected or too remote from
the astronauts to be affected. "_

1.3.2 _erlments/Critlcal Surfaces - All Skylab experiments
and systems were reviewed to determine their susceptibility to
contamination. Critical items were identified from preliminary
mm_yses and in-depth eusceptibtltt 7 analyses were performed on
th _e items. With the advent of the comet Kohoutek, the experi- _"
ment data gathering program for SL-4 was expanded. The use of
new and extsCt_ experiments for observing Kohoutek required the
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implementation of additional contamination control actions to _
negate the affects of the major sources of contamination dis-
cussed above in Section 1.3.1 of Appendix D.

a. Experiments Susceptibility - Optical experiments i
were anticipated to he the most sensitive to the !
effects of contamination.

The Corollary, Earth Resources Experiments Pack- _
qe (EREP) and Apollo Telescope _nt (ATM) experi- !

' merits were identified as being apvreciably susceptible _

to contamination and are listed below: i
J

..., Corol,lary , {

S019 UV Stellar Astronomyi

S183 UV Panorama
S020 X-ltayUV Solar Astronomy
S063 UV Alrslow Horizon Photography | ,

S073 Gegenschein/Zodiacal Light

!

S149 Particle Collection

S150 Galactic X-Pay Mappin S
S201 Far UV Electronosraphic Camera
$233 Kohoutek Photometric PhotoEraphy
D024 Thermal Control Coatings
I_15 Thermal Control Coatings
T025 Coronosraph Contamination Measurements
TO02 Manual Navisation Sit, tings

ERF_

SI90A _hltispectral Photographic Cm.-ras ,.
S190B Earth Terrain Camera %

,.. S191 Infrared Spectrometer

S192 Naltispectral Scanner
S193 Microwave Radiometer Scattarometer/Alttmtar
S194 L-Bar -'Radiometer

L

,

S052 White L_ht Coronosraph /
"_ S054 X-Eay Speetro_caphic Teleacope

S055 XYV Scmmtng Polychromator Sp_ctroheliometar
' S056 X-Pay Telescope

S082A XUV Co:onal Spectrohelto_raph

_i 8082B UV SpectToErsph

1974018222-228
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Experiment susceptibility analyses were performed for
' / each experiment. These analyses included detailed hard-

ware analyses, experiment operational analyses, con-

tamination susceptibility analyses, and recommendations
for minimizing the contsmir, atlon impact. Allowable ex-
periment performance degradation limits were obtained

from the experiment Prlnclpal Investigators and Experl-
ment Managers. These limits were translated into deposi-

tion thicknesses, scattering levels, and mass column

densities for comparison with contamination predictions.

b. STstems Susceptlbillt 7 - The major systems identified
_ as being susceptible to contamination were:

1) Thermal Control Surfaces - AM-STS, OWS, _DA

9 - and ATM surfaces

' _ 2) SolarArray Systems- ATM-SAS,0WS-SAS

= 3) Windows - OWS Wardroom Window, STS Win-

dows_ MDA Window, Scientific Airlock Window,

_ CSM Windows
i 4) Attitude Pointing and Control System - Star-
! tracker

! A methodology was developed for predicting the de-

I gradation of operational characteristics due to con-tamination for each of the systems listed. Available
ground test data _ere used to establish the relative
magnitudes of the degradation. These data were later
used during prediction, and mission support and evalua-
tion phases.

1.4 Contamination Control System Specifica_.ions - The
following specifications were used to control the design and
operational procedures for the Cluster contamination control
activities.

{

'
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1.4.1 Cluster Requirements Speclflcatipn (CRS) - The Cluster _ i
Requirements Specification, RS003MO0003, was the governing docu-

ment for the design of Skylab. All of the Contract End Item

, Specifications (CEIS) for the design of modul_ and End Item
Specifications (EISs) for the design of expFciments were respon-

sive to the requirements of the CRS. Sectitm 3.2.2 of the CRS
and the subsequent paragraphs defined the reKulrements for con-

tamlnatlon control of the Skylab Cluster after assembly of the

Cluster and continued through the launch and orbit phases. Con-

tamination control of modules and experiments during design,
, _ manufacturing# test# and delivery phases was governed by the

contamination control plan in the respective specifications
which were written with the cognizance of CRS requirements.

#

. 1.4.2 Sat u..rn Latmch Vehicles and IU Requireme_nts - The
Saturn Launch Vehicles for Skylab were not directly governed by
the CRS since they were not part of the orb%ring assembly. How-
_ver, Appendix J of the CRS imposed certain requirements on the
Instrument Uuit (IU) because it was retained with the Cluster.
Paragraph 2.1.6 of Appendix J in the CRS specified contamination
control for the IU. Subparagraphs governed IU contamination
through the same phases of preIaunch and orbital operations as
were imposed ou basic cluster modules. Procedure and requirements
for Flamnability and Outgassins Evaluation, Manned Spacecraft Non
Metallic Materials document MSC-D-NA-0002 was reviewed and found

compatible with the MSFC Spec 101 Rev A. In addition# CSM vents
were evaluated with operational reco_ndations made and accepted.

1.4.3 GSE Cleanliness - CSE required to support the Skylab
Cluster during prelaunch activities was governed by Appendix I
of the CRS. Paragraph 3.3.4 of the CRS specifies that cleanlt
hess of GSE would be consistent with the cleanliness of the _uies "

it supports. _}

1.4.4 Manufacturin_ an d ShivDin2 Cleanliness - Since the CRS
was specified as effective aster mmufact'ute# many of the cleanli-
ness requirements required during manufacturing of modules and ex-
periments were not defined. As a function of Skylab Systems Inte-

gration, the Martin Marietta Corporation (M_E) Quality Section "_

maintained surveillance of these requiremmts and the manner in " '-iwhich the contractor complied with them.

' L ,'%'
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, 1.4.5 KSC SL-I Stacked Cleanliness Document - This docu-

ment was used at the launch site to cont.-ol cleanliness of the -_i

major Cluster subassemblies durlug their i_ssembly and checkout ,
on the launch pad. Included in this docum,_.ntare procedures

for working inside the payload fairing without compromising its
cleanliness criteria. In addition, it specified the cleanliness i •

level of all fluids used including purge gases. ii
1.5 Analytlcal Tool Development - Contamination effects are
seen basically in two aspects which are deposition and induced

background brightness. Therefore, tools to assess and predict

these effects were developed_ Computer programs addressing these
' _ contamination phenomenon were developzd prior to the mission

'* based on the use of state-of-the-art, newly generated, and

special test data. These models provided contamination predlc-

_ tion data for continuous mission support and mission evaluation

"" ,i throughout the orbital phase of the program. The models were
updated with flight data as it became available. This was to

assure that they pruvlded the most accurate prediction data in

support of the mission. These models proved to be invaluable

_I during the mission in providing timely contamination prediction
inputs to Cluster anomaly resolution.

For a detailed discussion of contamination control i

prediction modeling, ,_eesection 1.2.3 of this report.

1.5.1 Supportive Test Programs - This section contains a

summary of large and small vacuum chamber tests conducted at
various NASA and contractor locations to evaluate specific

Skylab waste disposal and liquid venting systems. These test
programs provided basic data for analytical modeling. In addi-
tion, they prov,4_ded data for qualification of cluster systems
with respect to covtamlnation.

a. Large Chamber Test - Extensive experimental data
were obtained on the major Skylab waste management
vents for use in the contamination analytical math
models being developed under the Skylab Contamination
Assessment Program (SCAP). These models provide the
methodology and analytical background to predict and

, assess the influence of contamination upon Skylab and
the contaminant environment durin 8 actual Skylab opera-

_.k tions.
t

',!
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r The Skylab Contamination Ground Test Progr_n

(SCGTP) consisted of three specific tests conducted ) !
in the Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver Division,
large thermal vacuum chamber to provide explicit
data on prototype Skylab waste management systems for
contamination modeling. The systems evaluated in
these tests were

1) Environmental Control System (ECS), which

, removes water (condensate) from the cabin
atmosphere and normally vents into the Orbital
Workshop waste tank or directly overboard in

• a contingency mode;

", 2) Molecular Sieve System (Hole Sieve), which

removes primarily CO_ and some water from
"_ the cabin atlnosphere-and vents continuously

overboard in 15
minute cycles;

I 3) Orbitsl Workshop Waste Tank Non-Propulslve

_£_ Vents (C_S-NPVs), which are continually open
to vacuum and basically vents vapor resulting
from the various liquid and gaseous inputs
into the waste tank.

For details of this test program, see NASA Skylab t
Contamination Ground Test Program Test Report 10)(33114
dated 3uly 31, 1972.

' b, Small Chanber Tests - & series of small chamber
tests were conducted as prerequisite tests to the
SCGTP for hardware design, test setup and operation,
safety and to develop data for the Skylab Contamination
Assessment Program and Skylab mission analysis.

"= The following small chamber tests were conducted:

1) Charging Teats of Liquid Vents - The purpose
of this test was to deterttne the order of

magnitude of charge generated when water is
. vented to vacuum from hardware simulating

Skylab hardware and to identify the factors
which control the magnitude of the charse.

1"

I,!

!
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It was thought that the results of these

tests might determine that high voltage problems

exist in the atmosphere surrounding the Skylab

veblcle during liquid dumps. These problems _A_
could influence the deposition mechanisms of
contamination on the spacecraft.

It was concluded from this test that nozzle

shape had small effect on the magnitude of
charge and an increase in pressure of one order
of magnitude increased the voltage about 60?0.

2) Urine Auto-Pressurlzatlon Test - The purpose !
, of this test was to de_ermlne the pressure

buildup of urine being stored for a period
equivalent to the Skylab mission (nine months)

in a sealed metal containers. In addition, it iwas to provide quantitative data under long " ,
term storage that the pressure buildup would or
would not exceed design limits of urine storage i

i bags (I0 psl), It was felt that the bursting

of the bags in the Skylab waste tank might

_ provide a source of contamination from the non-
I, propulsive vents.

The results of this test indicated that the

temperature and pressure inside a urine bag
would stabilize at a level well below the

design limits of the bag.

3) Nozzle Panel Electrode Test - The purpose of

this test was to validate the high voltage
grid assembly in a vacuum environment prior to

committing the hardware to the large chamber
tests,

The results of this test indicated that the _i

high voltage grid, as designed would not per-
form its intended function. All discharges
resulted in an immediate breakdown of the

,.,, electric potential (high current flow to ground ,_
structure and/or corona discharge) and resultant
shutdown of the power supply. Based on this I

test, the hish voltage grid assembly was deleted I _
_ from the SCGTP.

,i
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4) OWS Waste Tank Filter Bench Tests; Phase I
Verification Tests - The purpose of this test
was to determine pressure drop flow of a _

variety of selected filters under Waste Tank

conditions. In addition, this test was to

"_ determine filter effectlveness/llquld dump
slmu_atlon to determine general ef_ectlveness
of filter in removing ice particles, along with
an assessment of blockage characteristics.

The results of this test indicated that there

would be no excessive increase in the pressure
drop across the OWS_aste tank screen. This
test also provided data to select the screen
mesh .'_-or use in the Phase lI Test.

5) OWS Waste Tank Screen Test; Phase lI Verif'=a-

tion Test - The purpose of this test was to

provide more exact data on Waste Tank filter

performance than determined in the Phase I
Verification Test. i

The results of this test indicated that no

observable particulate existed from the simu-
lated NPV duct. In addition, the full-scale

urine dump test confirmed that the OWS-WT
pressure would remain well below the triple
point during actual mission operations while
venting urine into the Waste Tank.

6) Particle/Spray Quality of Nozzles Venting
Liquids into Vacuum (Arnold Engineering
Development Center (AEDC) - The purpose of '_

this test was to find a nozzle configuration ,_

that would eliminate large ice formations when _ _t',
water is dumped into the vacuum of space.

Based on the test results, i_: appeared that a 1confisuratiDn consisting of a quarter-inch
diameter tube with elther one or two 0.05-1nch

diamete_ orifices would perform better than _

the straight tube Skylab ECS condensate nozsle. "'i

These configurations did not completely i

eliminate ice formations, but provid+_d a signi-
. " ftcant improvement over the present design, j
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It was concluded that addition L nozzle tests

and the SCGTP at bIMC-Denver would provide

information on nozzle performance.

7) Condensate Nozzle Verification Test - The

purpose of this test program was to evaluate

a serie_ of prospective ECS co,_densate vent

" nozzle configurations and to recommend
nozzle to be used for the SCGTP. The nozzle

selection criteria was based on that design

which created the least amount of ice buildup

at the nozzle assembly.

Of all designs tested, it was concluded that
a double tapered nozzle having an internal

angle of 60° and an external angle of 90°
performed the most satlsfactcrily.

,,

This design provided a sharp (knife) edge at
the orifice. Under the test conditions

specified in the test report, no ice cones

were generated by this nozzle. In addiLion,

thls nozzle design produced the smallest size

plume of ice particles of all nozzles tested.

' 8) Sublimation Rate of Ice Particles in Vacu_n i
_Simulating Space and Waste Tank Conditions -

! Bellcomm using SAO observational data "r_i i

deduced the life-tlme of ice particles _
vented trom Apollo to be I000 minutes for

particles lar_er than 750 and has analytically

" derived the e-foldlng time usi_L_ assumed values

of the real and imaginary dielectric constant.

The predicted lifetime is severely sensitive

to the value of imaginary dielectric constant
assumed. It was accordingly necessary to

determine by test if Skylab contaminants would --_ _t

sublime at a rate that was acceptable or pro- /_,
hlbltlve if Skylab could learn elsewhere

(SCGTP) the size of partlcles it would be

creating by veutlng. _'_

The results of these tests were inconclusive.

Therefore, an Ice Particle Life T_me Test wa_ , !

scheduled later d_te to determine iceat a

! sublimation data. , :_

,i t

oi
t
'1
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9) Ice Particle Lifetime Tests - The purpose

of this test was to devise measure3 tu and
to conduct the necessary tests to determine

the change _n siza of ice particles as a

function of time under simulated Skylab
environments. These environments include
external to the cluster and internal to the

waste tank.

Data from this test program provided ice
sublimation rates and other criteria pertinent

to ice particles in space for use in the math

model predictions.

I0) Charge to Size Values of Ice Particles in a

Vacuum - The purpose of this test was to

determine the relationship between ice drop-
let size and the electrostatic charge the

particle generates upon impact with the

particle sensor electrode.

The results of this test were inconclusive.

II) Effects of Urine/RCS Propellants on Solar

Arrays - The purpose of this test was to
determine the effects of urlne/RCS Propellant

contamination on the solar arrays.

1_e results of the test indicated that the

degradation of the solar cells was minimal.
' Without ultraviolet irradiation the deposited

material was removed due to the action of the

vacuum. With ultraviolet irradiation both the

hydrazine and the urine deposits which were ,,

obtained did not pump off as readily. A total ....
t

of 2 milliliters of the material was deposited

at close range which was considered to be a i
worse case.

._,

Preliminary an_lysls of the data indicated

that these dumps did not impose any signifi-

cant degradation in the performance of the
solar cell.

i
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12) _lecular Sieve Contamin_tinn Test - Individual

and mixed gas contaminant tests were perfo_edo

The purpose of the individual contaminant

tests was to determine bed degradation as well

zs removal of contaminants by condensing heat

exchanger, charcoal bed, and molecular sieve.

The mixed gas test determined possible bed
degradation with injection of a mixture of

gases which simulated conditions expected on

Skylab.

For information concerning data results of this

test, the NASA-MSFC SSL office should be contacted.

13) LRC RCS [!ume Definition Test - The purpose

of this test was to determine RCS plume

definition. The major contribution of this
test was the determination of a sticking

coefficient for a bipropellant (MMH/N_O&)
rocket engine and the surface thermal-changes

(a/_) resulting from these deposits. The

[ results from this test were used in contamina-
tion assessment and evaluation modeling and

"_ analysis.

14) M479 Materials Fla_nability Test - The purpose
of this test was to evaluate the potential

hazards associated with the operation of the

M479 Flanlnabillty Experiment. It provided

data on toxicity, contamination, cleaning,

timellne, and hardware performance.

For information concerning data results of

this test, the NASA-MSFC S&E-ASTN-MEV office
should be contacted.

_.5.2 Mission Data Acquisition

a. Data Request Forms - All requests for data necessary
- for contamination analyses were submitted, processed _

_ and implemented using the Data Forms (DRF). _i
Request

The Contamination Mission Support Group Technical I_

Discipline Members were responsible for obtaining the '/'

_ requested data, processing It as required _nd pro-

vidlng it to the affected group members for assessment

and evaluation. In cases where other organizations

had a more basic need for specific data that was al_o

!

l
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required by the CMSG, such as the thermal group

needing temperature data, instead of both organiza-

tions reo_esting the same data, the CMSG was made a I_

secondary recipient of the data by the primary

requesting group.

: In addition to using DRF to obtain basic on-orblt

test data, this form was the basis for obtaining

Principal Investigator reduced data.

b. Detailed Test Objectives - Skylab mission functions
and operations that were performed were covered in the

Mission Requirements Document (_RD), I-MRD-O01. Con-

= tamlnation control related operations which _ere imple-
mented by a Detailed Test Objective (])TO) were con-
tained in this document. The functional objectives

(FOls) of these VTOIs which were requested for Skylab
support are as follows:

i) Obtain data on the contamination effects of

,_i certain Cluster vent plumes and how these
" vent plumes and associated contamination

"J changed with the duration of the mission,

2) Obtain data concerning the contamination on
certain Cluster windows and how this con-

taminatlon changed with the duration of the
mls sion.

3) Obtain data concerning OWS vent plumes and i
, contaminants deposited on certain Cluster .

external surfaces as viewed during EVA.

Since the implementation of these FOIs were not manda- ]

tory, information received on their performance had

to be established from crew transcripts and post

splashdown briefings. In general, visual observations
were _ade durln_ the mission of specific vents. No
plume slghtlngs except TACS were observed. Pictures

; of the wardroom window and the 4 STS windows were

; made once during each of the SL-I/2, SL-3 and SL-4
flights.
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1.6 Contamination Control Implementation - Based upon the

identification of contamination sources, experiment/critical

surfaces, contamination control system specifications, and the

development of analytical tools; control measures were i_ple- _. ;

mented on Skylab which would reduce the effects of contamination.

This was accomplished by elimination of sources, design modifi-

cations, and establishing timeline constraints for orbital

operations.

1.6.1 Mission Support and Evaluation Activities - The

contamination control mission support and evaluation activities

were carried out in accordance with a Skylab Contamina>ion

Support Plan developed prior to the mission. These activities

were implemented by the Contamination Mission Support Group
(CMSG) located at MSFC. The group was made up of a technical

discipline team including members from the following Skylab

technical groups: 1

Solar Array end Star Tracker
Thermal

Windows

Induced Atmosphere

ATMExperlments

Corollary Experiments

The CMSG Leader, in addition to the above, had a
technical staff which was composed of Martin Marietta Aerospace,
Denver Division contractor personnel which supported him on a
daily basis throughout the missions.

The purpose of the CMSG was to evaluate the effects

of the external Cluster contamination sources on selected experi-
ments and sensitive cluster systems. In general, sources and
susceptible equipment were designed and operated in a manner -

such as to minimize contamination effects through diligent appli-
cation of material specifications and configuration and perfor- _'--_- _'!
mance requirements. In special cases, test and analytical studies _
resulted in source or susceptibility improvement (e.g._ reloca-
tion of vents and heating of windows). Through effective control
measures, Skylab reduced the potential induced atmosphere inter-

ference effects and minimized contamination characteristics of =_|
sources. Through the use of existing Skylab system and experi- •
merit instrumentation, mission evaluation of the contamlnatim . _

effects was accomplished, i
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The CHSG performed premission, mission and post mission

activities. Premission activities included training and mission _.simulation, technical discipl_ne te_n coordination, computer
model development, contamination prediction formulation and the
processing of Data Re_est Forms (DRF) and Detailed Test Objec-

tives (DTO).

During the mission, the CMSG analyzed data on a continuous
basis to provide solution to any anomalous conditions, to deter-
mine contamination trends, and to establish contamination source

information. For exmuple, based on computer math modeling of the
contaminant envlromnent around Skylab, contamination prediction
sumemry reports were generated on a da[ly basis during SL-I/2
and weekly for the remainder of the mission. The reports con-
tained contamination deposition predictions for crltlcal opera-

tional surfaces and experiments along with the induced environ-
ment predictions of mass colmm densities and radiant scattering.
See Section 1.0.5 of this report for a detailed discussion of
the Skylab contamination prediction sumnary.

!

The trend and source data were used to assess design

performance and constraint effectiveness, Co update mission
prediction, and to resolve potential anomalies.

Mission evaluation was a longer tern analysis activity

which included assessment of all relative data generated during
the mission operation activity period and also treated post I
n,_ssiou splashdown data. This analysis activity evaluated the

• overall contamination trends, determined the degree of DTO com-

. pletion, identified potential anomalies, formulated timely
operational constraint recomnendations where required and pro-

_ vided periodically mission predictions, i

After splashdown of each segment of the mission, an _
,, evaluation report was published to provide a section of the .... - _-.

Mission Evaluation Workin 8 C_oup Report. At the end of the _
n_tssion, a fina! contmninatioa control evaluation report was

published that encompassed all pertinent data contained in the
two previous evaluation reports.

1.6.2 Design _dificatlons - Based on studies and tests con- _,

ducted by the Contamination Control and other affected orsaniza- :
ttons, a series of hardware and operational changes were imple-

mented on Skylab to help reduce the affects of contamination. _i

Specific areas affected were as _ollows: _:

I
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a. Materials - Many material changes were made because

of incompatibility between opticai surfaces and material

outgasslng.

b. Vents - In general, effort was made to eliminate all
'_ overboard fluid dumps. In addition, where posslble

vents were relocated to take advantage of the best
venting directions. Examples included the mole sieve
and the condensate vent. Shielding was put on some

vents including the M512, M479, and PCU for sensl-

tlve instrmnentation protection. The condensate system

and the MO92 systems were rerouted into the (_S Waste
Tank Filter system to reduce overboard contamination.

• . The contingency condensate primary vent was redesigned '

to reduce the size of plume and ice partlcles formed
when this system was used.

c. Filters - Based on a ground test program, 2 micron
nominal filters were placed in the (TNS waste tank to

i control the size of particles coming out of the non-

i propulsive vents,

: d. Operational Constraint Procedures - A number of
operational constraint procedures were implemented

_. as follows : ._.

1) Procedures were instigated to control exposure :

I of sensitive equipment relative to high con-tamination enviromnents.

2) Experiment data acquisition was timelined to I ;
allow for clearing time of programmed vents | '. '
that could cause loss of data,

3) Restrictions werc placed on RCS engine firings
to reduce contamination of '.e Cluster.

4) The condensate system dump procedures were
changed such that condensate was stored for :_
several days in a holdin S tank and then dumped A

in to the waste tank at an optimum time with /.}•trespect to external cont_tnatton control. ,_
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5) The liquid flc_rate to the (Y_S waste tank was i

controlled to assure that the liquid dumped in : _,
the waste tank remained below the triple point.

c. Cover - A cover was placed on the OWS aft radiator
_ to protect it from the Stage II separation retrorocket

firings.

f. I_ro-Technics - All pyrotechnic devices were of a
self contained design so that no products of combustion
could escape and provide a source of contamination.

4
l

g. Waste Material Bags - _any waste materials on board

the Cluster were bagged prior to being dumped into the
"" waste tank to enhance contamination control.

"' h. Payload Shroud,- The Jettisoning of the payload
shroud was delayed until after separation of Stage II
to protect the SL-1 from Stage II retrorocket con-
tmminant 8.

i. The water source to the glycol evaporator was
turned off at docking to eliminate this evaporated
water as a contaminant source.

1.6.3 Operational Rules/Constraints - To minimize the effects _"
of contamination with regard to experiments, it was necessary to
impose numerous contamination mission rules and constraints on

• operational vent activities. These rules and constraints were
efF.ective between experiment and vehicle systems. The rules
and constraints on each experiment and system were defined in
the Hission Requirements Document for the mission.

For SL-1/2 the general contamination manaKement rules "_
were as follows: _ _,

, eule No. Hisalon Rule

12-2 Deleted

12-3 CSM RCS f/rlnK8 will be minimized during dock/

124 Whore possible, experiments viii be scheduled 8o ._
, that es_riment coatamination limits viii not be ' _/ •

_eseded.

]
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Rule No. Mission Rule

12-5 If any of the following contamination levels are

experienced, a (ATM, EREP, Corollary) contamlna-

tlon alert will be issued by the indicated position:

Position Source Indicated Level Type Alert

Corollary ATM QCM O. 02xlO'6GMS/C_/HR ATM

! Corollary EREP QCM O.5xlO'6GMS/CM2/HR EREP/Corollary

! ATM S052 lxlO'10B/BO ATM/CorolIary/EREP
Corollary TO27/SO73 IxI0-14B/BO ATM/Corollary/EREP

, Definition:

, [. Contamination Alert: A situation where the con-

,_. _ tamtnatlon environment may be sufficiently high so
, ! as to consider changes in the nominal flight plan.

[ An alert will be followed by a conference set up
by Corollary which includes the Contamination team
members_ and representatives from the potentially
effected discipline.

12-6 Vents will be planned such that there is minimum
impact to experiment operatlou.

12-7 NormaUy during orbit shaping maneuvers, only the
CSM + X thrusters will be used.

12-8 CSM urine and waste water must not be dumped
within lO00 ft. of the SWS.

12-9 Deleted.

12-10 Aperture doors and experiment optics covers
(including their windows) must be closed except

"', during the data taking periods of the following

experiments :

sol9 slgOA s0s2
so2o slgoe sossA
TO27/SO73 S191
S063 S192 S082A

S183 STS Windows Sbd2B

1'002 H-Alpha 1

It-Alpha 2
Star Tracker
S054

I
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Rule No. Mission Rule i

12-11 The co_tlngency trash disposal plan will be utilized
in the event of trash alrlock malfunction and will be ,+

scheduled to have minimum effect in experiment opera-
:_ t Ion s o

I

12-12 Liquid dumps will be inhibited when Waste Tank

pressures > 0,08 Psla as indicated by the waste
processor outlet pressure or the Wast_ Tank low
pressures. Waste tank pressures above the triple
point of water result in the existence of free waterq

in the Waste Tank.

12-13 Simultaneous liquid dumps into the Waste Tank from

more than one source (dmnp nozzles) normall¥ will
t not be performed to ensure Waste Tank pressures

< 0.08 Psla. It be to inhibit
may r_ cessary

atmosphere dumps into the Waste Tank during liquid

dumps from another source. Trash alrlock operation

is permlssible during liquid dumps into the Waste
Tank.

12-14 Operational vent/experiment constraints matrix
(See Table 1.0.4-1.

During the Skylsb mission, Mission support activities
identified certain desired modifications to the controls and

constraints developed for SL-1/2 as a result of operational
changes and assessment of the contmnlnation environment.

._ Changes to the General Contaminatim Mission Rules listed above
are as follows :

I) Mission Rule 12-5: Delete EKEP from contszlnati_. _
alert. Rationale-Cloud brlshtness levels of 10 "'_ _
B/B_ as measured by the TO27/S073 Photometer is

,, wel_ below the EREP sensitivity level.

2) Hlssion Rule 12-10: This Mission Rule is waived

for SO54. Rationale-The SO54 do_ was pinned open

on SL-2. -

,_.- 3) K_estoa Rule 12-14: Delete S054 from the Operational
Vent/Experiment constraint table. Rationale - The

t S054_ door was pinned open on SL-2. F

t',hi

l
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A prime consideration was to establish constraints to
control the contamination effect of various venting operations.

, To implement this control, vent and operational constraints were

established which are delineated in Table 1.0.4--1 of this report.

This table presents the operational vent/experiment constraints '_
for all Skylab vents which would impact contamination sensitive

experiments and _ystems. This table further indicates the nature i
of the contaminant effect and whether the vent is a scheduled or

contingency vent. iAs a result of operational changes on SL-3 and new

experiments required for SL,-4 Kohoutek observations and the
new use of S063 with the AMS, changes were made to the mission I

, _ rules and operational constraints over those developed at the
start of the mission. Table 1.0.4-I contains the mission rules
and operational constraints at the end of the Skylab mission and

• are representative of those operational constraints required to
maintain contamination control of the mission.

i 1.7 Conclusions - Cluster external contamination evalua-

! tlon um.de throughout the Skylab mission indicated t|,at contamlna-

; t!on control measures instigated during the design, development,

and operational phases of this program reduced the contaminationenvironment external to the Cluster in many cases below the

; threshold sensitivity levels for experiments and affected sub-
i system except for anomalous conditions In addition, outgasslngi

_ appeared to be a near steady state source of contamlnatlon as
' indicated in Figure 1.2.2.3-7.

v_
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